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Sub Rosa (Under the rose)

[Q]  How did a rose come to mean confidentiality, as in sub rosa?

[A]  The allusion goes back to classical times. The Romans adopted the Egyptian sun-god Horus as part of a cult of Isis and Serapis that reached them through Greece.  The Greeks had taken him over as Horus the child (whose name in Egyptian was her-pa-khrad), Greeking his name to Harpocrates.  The Egyptian hieroglyph for a child was a seated boy sucking his finger; the Greeks thought this showed him with his finger to his lips and so made him the god of silence and secrecy.

He became popular among Romans once the cult had been officially sanctioned during the reign of Caligula in the first century AD. There's a famous story from those times in which Cupid,  “the Roman god of love ” was said to have given a rose to Harpocrates (the god of silence) as a little thank-you bribe for not letting on what his mother Venus, the goddess of sensual love, was up to.

So the rose became the symbol of confidentiality in the classical Roman world.  The ceilings of Roman dining rooms were decorated with roses to remind guests that what was said there under the influence of wine (sub vino) was also sub rosa, under the rose, privileged and not to be made public.

The symbol of the rose was well-known throughout the post-classical period and is recorded in particular in old German writings, which is how it may have got into English. The first use of the English translation of the phrase occurs in the State Papers of Henry VIII in 1546 (though the writer had to explain what it meant).  The rose was used in medieval times and later much as the Romans did, and at one time appeared as a symbol in the confessional.  Once a rose was placed above the door to a room, no one was permitted to enter the confidential meeting.  The tag in Latin or English is still to be heard today.  

PROLOGUE:

        Nestled between a dozen longshoremen working on Dock B, Junior Patrone was the only one that heard the distant blast coming from the ocean.  A few minutes past four on a humid summer morning in 1946, an unmarked German U-boat awaits patiently in oil slick waters two miles off the coast of New York City.  Within the hour, the first of three merchant ships carrying supplies overseas will be sent to a watery grave; her mechanical guts ripped out by a single torpedo ingested by her hull. 

        During a secret meeting (Sub-Rosa) in Berlin, several irrational plans are cast aside until a young zealous Gestapo officer convinces a defeated Third Reich that his plan is infallible.  Shortly after Germany surrender, Russian sources advise US intelligence that a plan which had been put into play shortly before the end of the war targeting a specific location on the Eastern Seaboard was imminent.  

        At the time the United States lacked the electronic technology of modern day tracking devices.  There was however, an isolated radar installation in its infancy atop a mountainous plateau overlooking the Hudson Valley, sixty five miles north of New York City.  Once operational, the installations purpose was to warn against possible air strikes.      

After infiltrating an alpine colony in the Catskills, the Nazi mastermind makes contact with a group of German-Americans sympathizers obsessed with the idea of vindicating the Vaterland.  

        Thirty years before 911, a plan was conceived involving a single WMD.  If successful, it would have show the world how vulnerable the United States was.  

        Concealed from the rest of the world for three decades, entrenched within the governing body of the Port of New York, the mastermind behind an unknown conspiracy is resurrected along with several resettled co-conspirators, deep-rooted within a small town police department in Westchester County, New York.       

After arresting an organized crime member in the 1970's, an arrogant hard-nosed controversial small town beat cop stumbles into a hidden world of past gun-runners, modern day corruption, and murder. 

                                                

 Part One:

                                                                                      

                                                  

The Forties

DEATH OF  A VALIANT LADY

        In June of 1945, the newest arrival of a sleepy alpine village, slipped into the country just as fate caught up with Jack and Rose Carbone, several miles outside the New York City harbor.  

A dozen years at sea left Jack Carbone's face weather beaten and tanned. Shoulder length wavy blond hair, bleached from the constant hours in the sun and wind whisked across his light blue eyes.  

By thirty four, deep furrows etched into his face aged his appearance by ten years.  

Jack was skipper of the Valiant Lady.  One of dozen Liberty ships that delivered munitions to a classified port across the pond.  He persuaded his wife Rose to accompany him on this crossing.  His last, he promised.  The ancient  freighter was tired and wouldn’t be dependable to make the tedious journey much longer.  Scuttlebutt coming out of the home office claimed "The Lady" would be used for short hauls along the Hudson River, until the day she out lived her usefulness.  

Jack was confident knowing he carried enough clout to guarantee she wouldn’t be cut-up, and sold as scrap iron to foreigners like the Bronx El was.  Consequently melted into bomb casings that were dropped on our men in Pearl Harbor.   No sir!  No fuck'n way!  She was a lady.  Tired perhaps.  But still a lady.  Yep! If I have my say, she'll  be towed out to sea and scuttled.  Soon her hull would be lined with living crustaceans becoming a suitable home for aquatic life.  Not a bad way to end up he thought, as 'The Valiant Lady' cleared the harbor.

Rose never cared for a life at sea,  Extremely anxious on this trip, she  was certain that above all, the sea was his first love. Moreover, she was content with staying behind to raise her son in their part time marriage.

        At five foot four dripping wet, she was still intimidated by Jacks towering six foot two stature.  No doubt a complex left-over from her collage days when her sorority sisters teased her about 'Jack the Giant' after returning from a date.   Rose could of had her pick out of a dozen wealthy upper crust freshman that constantly tripped over their dicks to date her.  But it was Jack, a nobody from the poor side of town who won her affection after enrolling in the same classes just to be near her.    

      Jack insisted that she accompany him on this final voyage.  Rose eventually gave in knowing how lonely these voyages were, knowing he was also accompanied by high-spirited women on many of the trips.  Yet, when every voyage was over, Jack always came home to make passionate love to her.

        He joined the Merchant Marines shortly after graduation.  He loved the sea, figuring this was as good a time as any to take advantage of an opportunity to sail it for country.  In actual fact, the thought of enlisting as a G.I. living in a mud and urine filled fox hole while bullets whizzed overhead, didn't make sense to him.  They married a few days before his first sailing and Rose, promised to follow, obey, and work alongside him at sea.  After two stormy weeks of riding out ten foot seas, unable to keep her food down and shedding twenty two pounds, while being strapped into a bunk each night to avoid being tossed out onto the deck like a rag doll, she refused to set sail again.    

It was an overcast hazy morning when the blast lifted the Valiant Lady's four hundred eighty foot hulk several feet out of the water.  The grown of twisting steel masked the screams of the crew dying within their ship.   A hidden enemy had sent a message straight from hell, opening a sixty-foot long gash across the rusting steel plates as a thousand tons of frigid Atlantic ocean poured into the engine room.  The four boiler room technicians were vaporized as the sizzling boilers blew apart.  Liquid gold spewed from the killer wound, leaving an iridescent rainbow of diesel fuel.  The only evidence left floating on the surface.

When the torpedo ended Valiant Ladies life, Rose was on top loving her man.  She flew over Jack, snapping her neck on impact against the steel bulkhead.  Tossed violently to the floor, Jacks nose had shattered from the weight of Rose sliding over him; blood welled from his mouth.  Dragging his lifeless lover towards his own twisted body, something inside him was broken.  Mixed with fear and confusion, tears and blood streamed from his eyes.  As the contaminated sea water burst into the captains cabin as Valiant Lady started to slip under, Jack lifted his head spreading open arms towards heaven, and screamed.  "My son!  My son!  May God watch over you my son."  Within twenty minutes, crew and supplies rest lifeless on the ocean floor.  The first in line with other trophies that would be claimed by the rogue U-boat commander this day. Rose had a premonition about this voyage on the way to meet her husband.  Minutes before setting sail, the taxi made a detour the her sisters home.

THE BIG HOUSE

        The mansion was built by Joseph Helinski in the early forties while he was Police Chief in Lanchester Commons and had taken a year to build.  It was constructed from shale, and timber acquired from the property.  Money for the massive home was obtained through the taking of bribes, and smuggling illegal firearms for a foreign power.  

Helinski had purchased twenty three acres of forest, which consisted of an old apple orchid and a small lake for four thousand dollars several years earlier.  After setting up a temporary sawmill deep in the woods, he built a modest one room cabin, perched above a deep root cellar, to be used as a hunting lodge, or just a place to get away from it all.  Unless a rich uncle died and left him a large sum of money, his plans for  the construction of a palatial home closer to the road had been put on hold.

        One afternoon knowing the out of area, new land owner wasn't present, a noisy farmer-neighbor trespassed onto the property, reporting his discovery to his wife.  Thrilled, the couple drove into town reporting their discovery to the town tax collector at city hall.  Apparently the dwelling was exactly what their coalition was looking for.   A week or two after the tip, Helinski received an official letter from the town stating that he owed a few thousand dollars for the illegal construction of the cabin.  

This is nuts!"  He screamed, crumpling the county invoice to the floor.  These figures just don't add up.  The damn place didn't cost that much to build in the first place!   I swear …   when I find out who' responsible for snooping…  by God someones gonna pay.  But it won't be me!"



 
         “Can we afford to pay such an amount if there's no other choice?"  Helena asked.  

          “I'll find a way honey.  By God, I'm a police chief!  That should carry some weight up there in hillbilly heaven.  I'll work something work out ."

        At six four, thirty year old Gerber Lang was a strong looking two hundred sixty pound man with a military appearance.  No matter how hard he followed his regimented diet to keep his massive body fit, the dark circles that hung under his deep-set bloodshot slate blue eyes; accompanied with his ash blond flat top crew-cut, and an albino complexion, couldn't hide the fact the he needed periodic blood transfusions to stay healthy.

        During his scheduled meeting at city hall in Thomasville, Helinski tried to pin down the foreigners accent of the massive county official sitting across from him.  Guessing this tax-collector prick was from somewhere close to Germany, Joe purposely interrupted inquiring about the accent, on several occasions as Godzilla lectured about permits, legalities, penalties, and fines.  Knowing citizens from that part of the world were prohibited from leaving Europe, until the United States sorted out the mess the end of the war created, Helinski interrupted one more time. 

        “Mr. Helinski.  May I ask, why are you so bloody concerned about my accent?  

        “Well you sort of sound …   German.  I mean, really German!  Almost as though you haven't been in this country very long.  Just curious I suppose; me being a police chief of a rather large town and all, and America just kick'n the crap outta them Krauts ——"

        “Krauts. . ?  Ah yes …  American slang!  Well to satisfy your curiosity …  I am German.  A Kraut in your own words.   A Kraut on a mission!"  Lang snapped, forcing eye contact.  

        “See there, what 'da ya know.  I guessed right.   Mission?  What sort a mission?" 

        “A mission; with your help will succeed !"  Lang answered, wrapping his hand around the 9 mm Luger in the top desk drawer.

        “My help?  What makes you think I'm going to help you?  For your information buster, I'll be contacting the proper authorities as soon as I leave, Herr whatever your fucking name is.  I think you've forgotten an important fact buster.  I'm a police officer!"  

        “My dear Mr. Helinski.  Your treats do not intimidated me."  Lang smiled, exposing the Luger.  "The fact is; you have no choice but to help me.  However. I am prepared to make you a monetary offer …  quite a large offer.  One that will make you very very  rich.  Now please,  Mr. Helinski …   Sit down!  

        "I ain't got a choice while you're pointing that fucking gun at me.  That for sure.  But, what could you possibly need from me?"

        "Specifically, the use of your cabin Mr. Helinski."

        "I don't understand.  For what purpose?"

        "For the purpose of my mission!"  

        "Ah huh.  I see we got a fucking language barrier here.  What I don't understand is why we're even having this conversation.  I've already told you I'm going to contact the authorities as soon as I return to Lanchester.  Unless you have intentions of shooting me right here in your office with a bunch of witnesses out in the hallway."

        "Sir!  Before you rush off to a faith worse then death, I'll advise you to think over what I am going to say.  Do you think that you were chosen out of sheer bad luck?  Perhaps you think I pulled your name from a hat?"

        "Luck!  It certainly was bad luck making your acquaintance.  What's your point?"

        "You have been under investigation by my colleagues for some time sir.  From the dossier we have compiled, your past activities may prove to be, shall I say …  more then slightly embarrassing for your family if made public.  If I were you sir,  I wouldn't be in such a hurry to rush off to report anyone.  Consider the out come.  Not only would you jeopardize losing your position as a police administrator, you would also be facing imprisonment.  A long imprisonment.  In fact, if I were you,  as I know you have a  great fondness for money, I would seriously listen to my offer."  

        "That may be buster.  But you ain't me!  And neither you, or anyone else is going to scare me into becoming a traitor to my country.  Shit, even if I considered such a fool thing like joining up with you,  I'd be on the run for the rest of my life.  Which ain't gonna happen.  As far as I'm concerned, I'll take my chances and stay right here, Herr Mack!  Right here in the good ol' U. S. of A.  Even if it means jail time."  

        “I believe that would prove to be a  very foolish gesture on your part and advise against taking that chance sir.” 

        "Fuck you mack!  I told you .  I ain't buying into your game.  Whatever it is.   So shoot me now 'cause I'm notifying the G-Men as soon as I walk out of here."

        "Mr. Helinski, I see you are not a man that is easily intimidated.  Then let will explain further.  By weeks end you will witness your family, your families family, and everyone associated with you executed.  No matter what you believe, no matter who you run to for help, no matter what protection is offered; no one can save them, nor you.   Wheels in motion are already turning.  Their faith and yours is entirely in your hands.  So …  shall we stop playing this foolish game?

The police chief realized that he was in the presence of a man who seemed to have the resources and capability to escape from a US occupied country, find his way halfway around the world then enter this country illegally while positioning himself in the midst of  local government.  There was no doubting this madman had the ability to carry out his threat.  

“What do you need from me?"  A subjugated, Helinski asked.  

Joe was introduced to several German-American town officials during the next few weeks.  Once the time was right, they had been trained to cause havoc within their agency.  Several other moles had gained key positions within law enforcement, while several others were respected elected officials.  One top agent, a US citizen with strong ties to Germany became Joe's immediate contact.  

        "He is  an important fixture within the State Police."  Lang clarified.  "And is one of us!"

        “Us?  There is no us for what it's worth Herr Lang.  I may be a Benedict Arnold with long lost family ties to Austria, and a traitor to my country, but I'm not, and never will be one of you!  I ain't no fucking Nazi!  The reason for my treason is greed, chum.  And it's strictly business.  Just remember when this mission is over, I'll be the man without a country.  That is if my country doesn’t execute me first."

Realizing the task ahead was to big to handle on his own, Joe would have to recruit someone he could trust.  The first person that came to mind once confessed that he would do anything to achieve wealth.  To be honest, this person wasn't the brightest star in the sky either.  Never-the-less, his best friend Charley was the perfect moke (donkey) for the job.  

        Charles Palermo was only twelve when he burgled a local record shop by climbing through an open rear window.  While in the process of selling some of the rare 33 RPM records for a quarter a piece to some of the neighborhood adults a few days later, Bobby Santino recognized one of the scarce discs and reported his discovery to his uncle Vito who owned the shop.  The next afternoon Charles was hauled off in a flaming red Cadillac convertible and brought to an abandoned warehouse.  It was there that he was taught a lesson in never -taking - anything that belonged to uncle Vito.  After his right arm was broken in two places, little Chuck screamed all the way home vowing he would never touch anything that belonged to the wise-guy again.  Two years later, the police pinched Charles for selling automobile radiators back to the same auto wrecking yard he ripped off a couple of days earlier.   Chuck didn't know the establishment stamped a code onto their inventory to prevent such things from happening.  This time; instead of having his henchmen teach young Charles another lesson, Uncle Vito realized the kids talent.  After bribing the court judge he had the juvenile released from a holding cell and placed in his care.  For the remainder of that summer young Charles (soon to be known as 'Filthy Chuck') was made to degrease used auto engines at the rear of the wrecking yard.  

Uncle Vito also owned a local body shop/gas station on the corner of Tremont and Seymour Avenue in the Bronx.  By the time Charles was sixteen, the wise-guy had trained the high school drop-out various techniques on how to relieve customers from their hard earned cash while performing a typical service.  Using his thumb to rub off the full level hash-mark on an engine oil dipstick, then presenting the dipstick as proof to show a customer they were one quart down, was the easiest scam.  In a store room at the back of the service station several fifty-five gallons drums were filled with used oil from previous oil changes.  During slow times, one of 'Filthy Charles’s' duties were to fill empty one quart tin containers from the used bulk supply.  Charles would then insert a metal spout into the per-opened can, walk out to the unknowing sap behind the wheel, pouring the used oil into the engine. 

While playing chicken with an on coming vehicle on the night of his seventeenth birthday, after borrowing a vehicle without the owners consent, Charles was arrested; charged with attempted vehicular manslaughter and held accountable for the head on collision that left the driver of the other vehicle crippled for life.  He was sentenced, and incarcerated for eleven months at the state run We Care Facility.  The facility was actually a fancy name for a juvenile detention hall that removed troubled kids from the street.  Operating under-budget, other then offering the G.E.D. program, which Charles did participate in and passed, it didn't offer much else in the way of reformatory programs.  In actual fact, the administrators at the We Care Facility didn't give a rats kazoo about any of the kids.  

Upon his release on  his eighteenth birthday, Charles was picked up outside the gate by Uncle Vito who informed the youth about a new carrier that was waiting for him.  Since Charley was sentenced before his eighteenth birthday, according to the State of New York he was a minor; qualifying for the YO (Youthful Offender Program) which sealed his police records forever.

A year later, with Rabbi Vito's blessing, Charley became a member of the Lanchester Commons Police Department.          

        Without disclosing much information, Joseph Helinski employed his best friend Charles Paladino to help with the smuggling operation.  Without disclosing much information, Charles recruited his son John who was a police rookie at the time, and the first motorcycle officer in Lanchester.  

The mission, dependent partly on astrology, started as the first foreign freighter slips into Lanchester under a moonless night; off loading several munition cases.  Young Paladino's task was to make certain the freighter remained unnoticed at the abandoned Anaconda docks, where his father, and the chief of police had been waiting with one of the towns ambulances'.  

Wooden crates reeking of oil from the old freighters cargo hold would then be loaded into the ambulance, and be made ready for a three hour ride upstate. 

THE MISSION

        During the 1940's, Hunter Mountain was a secluded mountainous area in Sullivan County New York. twenty miles from Thomasville.   A small undetected airstrip had been carved into the remote landscape several months earlier; the starting point for “Operation Reservoir."   Only two things were left for the mission to begin.  The construction of  the Heinkel He162 jet aircraft and the arrival of a highly concentrated chemical compound.  The medium sized bomber was designed to be assembled in less then three months, and could be built by semi-skilled labor from non-strategic materials, like wood.  The chemical compound, an extra strength phosphorous paste still needed some fine tuning before it was ready for its voyage to the states. 

        Lieutenant Hans Hymnal had trained the men involved in Operation Reservoir at a secret location several times over the years.  Hymnal was also in charge of the Troop F State Police Barracks  just outside Thomasville, New York.  

Born in New York City in 1918, Hans was raised by a devote German mother.  Capable of speaking fluent German, he was instructed to enlist in the Army after graduating high school and was trained as a radio operator deciphering German coded messages before America's involvement in the war with Germany.  During the times he was left on his own in the radio room he established contact with dozens of German agents, keeping Berlin informed on any activity he thought the SS might be interested in.  After his discharge in 1939, he joined the State Police and received promotions at an accelerated rate.  Apparently, his future had been carefully planed by the influential father he never knew.  Who was also counselor to Adolph Hitler.  On rare occasions throughout the years Hans had corresponded with his father always requesting to be brought to Germany to help fight the war.  The final reply from his father in Morse Code;  You will better serve the fatherland where you are STOP. Endurance will bring us together very soon my son STOP. Stay strong! STOP.  We will overcome all obstacles! STOP. Our time is near. STOP.  HEIL HITLER.  STOP.   Father.  OVER.

        When time drew near, Gerber Lang would contact Hymnal who was responsible for all communications to Germany, construction of the bomber and the ship that was bringing the chemical compound from Berlin.  It was also his responsibility to jam all state police frequencies in the area the night the mission started as well as rescheduling a skeleton work-force for duty that night.  

The High Point Power Plant at Stoney Point, New York was the main power source that fed electricity to Manhattan at that time.  Although security for the plant had been beefed up near the end of the war, the majority of the staff was made up of a small army of over-the-hill cops and police wannabes in there late sixties and seventies.  

The mission would begin by knocking the plant off line.  In turn, power to the radar installation would be out for a minimum of  fifteen minutes before an automatic generator, which had not been tested yet, kicked in allowing more then enough time for the small task force to execute their mission.  In theory, twelve heavily armed personnel with automatic weapons would be capable of taking over the power plant.  Leaving four to take over the radar installation a few miles down river.  When the lights went out in midtown Manhattan there would be Pandemonium in the streets within minutes.  Within the hour, looting would run a muck while thousands of panicked citizens would either be trapped in underground subways, marooned in elevators, or stuck in traffic jams.  Thousands of others would more then likely meet their maker in nursing facilities, along with those hospitals that weren't equipped with back up electrical generators.  All this would take place to conceal the true purpose of Operation Reservoir. 

SECOND THOUGHTS

        No matter the amount of money promised, or whatever threats loomed over him, the guilt of knowing he was a traitor to his country hacked away at Joe.  He drank excessively talking in his sleep from time-to-time after he overheard a phone conversation between Hymnal and Lang.  Something was mentioned about a fifty-five gallon drum Joe would be unloading during the last shipment.  During the conversation Hymnal said,  "Yes sir, I will advise the Schwanzlutscher how imperative it is that under no circumstances should the drum fall over or  stored on its side for more then thirty minutes.   As far as I'm concerned, the less he knows the better, Herr Lang."  

Before passing out one night, Helina tried to coerce her husband into telling her what he had gotten involved in that changed him into the man she no longer knew.  A few days later she insisted he have a talk with the parish priest and get whatever was eating at him off his chest.  One restless evening while walking the neighborhood he suddenly found himself inside the church confessional.  His first visit in two down years.  

Joe surmised Father Reardon recognized his silhouette as soon as the priest asked how many years had it been since his last confession.  He was also leery of that thin mesh screen separating priest from sinner, reckoning it was only intended for the confessor not to recognize who he was confessing to.  "Bless me Father for I have sinned.  It's been twenty years, more or less since my last confession."   Joe said, as he instinctively crossed himself.

        “You have been away from the confessional much too long my son!"  

        “Yes father.  And I need to get something off my chest.  Something…  something terrible."  Joe said, ignoring the padre's sarcasm.

        “Have you broken any of Gods laws my son or perhaps hurt someone?"  

        “Gods laws huh?  I…   I…   Don't know about that.  Hurt …   Yes!  Well, no …  not yet.  Although I suspect I will be responsible for hurting many very soon."  

Believing his authority came from a higher power to forgive all sinners, no matter what evil transpired, none of his parishioners ever shocked the priest in his thirty five years of service to the community.  (One night after downing several glasses of mass wine, he confessed to a fellow colleague that he had heard just about everything there was to hear. Furthermore, he was convinced  that his parishioners were a flock of weak God fearing law abiding citizens that couldn't hurt a flea.)  Although, this sinner's mysterious confession seemed to be a serious matter that needed immediate intervention.  Even though he had taken the sacred vow of confidentiality, under extenuating circumstances he'd break if someone had committed, or was about to commit a horrific crime.  This time he knew that the confessor was the local police chief who carried a lot of weight within the community.  Carefully choosing his words the priest replied in a soft voice. "My son, there are times that you alone must decide what defies mans laws or Christ's laws and the sacraments. Think about  our Savior and his teachings about honesty and decency.  Remember the commandments and the taking of a life.  You must do what you feel is right my son.  Search your heart and soul."  The priest sat quietly for a minute, then said. “Perhaps you can go to a higher earthly power to find a solution to this problem?"  Amused  Joe replied. “Padre …   I am that earthly power!"  As far as his thoughts about the parish priest:  Joe was convinced he was a pussy for passing the buck.  In this instance however the priest happened to be right.  Only Joe could change the future by going to the F.B.I.  On the other hand; he had reservations about anyone believing his story about the  power plant being knocked off line, and a radar installation being taken over by an army of local yahoo's that had been trained by a high ranking official within the State Police.  Or the truth about the  German bomber that was being put together piece-by-piece from materials purchased from a local saw mill and hidden on a secret runway that even he didn't know the location of.  That confession would be hard for anyone to digest, let alone the story about some fifty five gallon drum containing a mysterious substance that  hadn't arrived from Germany.  Which under any conditions should  be stored on its side for more then thirty minutes. After some deductive reasoning  it made sense that the mysterious drum holding up the start of the mission was going to be dropped by the bomber onto who knows what.  The more he thought about going to the authorities and confessing, the more he believed it would be impossible to convince anyone that he wasn't a fruit-cake.  The more he thought about actually convincing the authorities, the more he thought about facing a long prison sentence.  Or something worse! 

There was also the possibility that if Lang, or any of his nutty cronies eluded capture, they would actually make-good the threat and kill anyone he was ever associated with.  The following day Joe came home and found Helina sobbing hysterically at the kitchen table.  A  crumbled late edition of The Daily Tribune lay on the floor.  The headlines read:  ENEMY ON OUR SOIL!  MERCHANT MARINE SHIPS TORPERDOED OUTSIDE NEW YORK CITY HARBOR.    

The headline went on to report that “The Valiant Lady” was one of several Liberty ships sunk earlier this morning.  No survivors reported.    “Dear God, no!"  Helina sobbed, turning to her husband.  “No, Joseph no!”  Holding his wife close he whispered. “Everything will work out honey.  God will find a way for it to all work out, you'll see."  Looking towards the ceiling Joe thought, You damn well better find a fucking way won't you?  



 HELINA AND THE BABY

        It had been five years since the baby came into her life and four since Joe's murder.  Just in case the people responsible for her husband's death decided another Helinski should die, Helina left the infant with his biological family surname. The day Joe died in an explosion that rocked the town is still clear in her mind.  

Soon after the infant came into their lives Joe stopped drinking but continued having nightmares and talking in his sleep. He uttered things about Nazi spies, machine guns, airplanes and a strange container. Occasionally he would ramble off something about regretting how he got his friend involved in something he really didn't know much about, plus a multitude of other things that didn't make any sense.  After awhile, whenever she was awakened she started to keep notes hoping they would eventually start to make some sort of sense.  

One morning Helina dropped into HQ with the baby hoping the chief was available to take them out for a bit to eat.  Consequently she was ushered into Joe's office by acting Sergeant John Paladino explaining that the chief would return momentarily.  Helina grew inpatient after fifteen minutes and started to tidy up the massive desk to become busy and to snoop when she uncovered a roll undeveloped photo film hidden under a small leather-bound notepad.  Incapable of restraining her curiosity, she stuffed the film and notepad into her purse then scurried out of HQ, telling Paladino to advise the chief that she'll see him at home by the end of the day.  After dropping the film off at the corner drug she hurried home to investigate the note book.  Apparently it was a journal of sorts written in her husbands hand.  There were several pages of numbers accompanied with odd sounding German names synonymous to her nighttime notes.  Suddenly the phone rang startling Helina.  "Sorry I missed you honey."  Joe said panting.  “I wanted to tell you I have to go out of town for a few days.  Official business and all.”  

        "A few days?"   She questioned surprisingly nonchalantly flipping another page of the journal.  

        "I need to take care of important business that can't wait any longer.  I'll try not to be too long dear, I promise."  He said, hanging up without waiting for a reply.  Absorbed by the journal, she whispered into the dead phone.  "I guess if you must go, then go honey.  Love you dear.  Have a safe trip."  

G. Lang: Thomasville Tax Collector—#1- M525-1937-0000 

H. Hymnal: Lieutenant, N.Y. State Police—  #2- M526-1938-0000 

G. Muller: Fire Chief: Sullivan County Fire District #3- M527-1939-0000

G. Schussboomer: Assistant Mayor of Thomasville #4- M528-1936-0000

N. Gustafson: Senior Medical Examiner, Sullivan County # 5- M529-1939-0000

C. Paladino: Received $25,000. 

J. Paladino; Received $15,000.

The list continued for another three pages.  The Paladino's, which had to be Charles and his son John jumped out of the journal.  Other names like; G. Lang and H. Hymnal, came up several times when Joe was sleep talking.  

Helina was surprised that the film was ready by late afternoon the following day.  Apparently a new developing technology cut the usual weekly wait down to twenty four hours.  Helina immediately recognized Charles in the first few photographs. Obviously taken in some forest at night.  Along with several photos of their cabin in Thomasville, several were of the interior revealing an open trap door in the center of the room.  Unknowingly, she never knew the cabin had a trap door, let alone a basement.  Apparently the entrance was hidden under the large area rug she hated and situated in the center of the room.  Another photo depicted dozens of neatly stacked wooden crates.  Several crates had open lids; all had large black numbers stenciled on their sides. The numbers seemingly matched the ones that were recorded in the journal next to each persons name.  Another photo revealed an assortment of black colored automatic weapons she didn't recognize.  She wondered who took the next to last photo showing Joe and Charles standing side-by-side next to the towns ambulance on some decaying dock.  The ambulances' rear doors were open revealing several of the wooden crates stacked to the roof line. She fetched the journal; matching numbers from the journal to numbers that matched the ones in the ambulance, which matched the ones in the cellar.  Barely visible in the background of the last photo was a washed out by time sign attached to a chain link fence near the ambulance.  Fumbling inside her purse, she brought out a magnifying glass. 
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NOT EXACTLY AS PLANNED  

        Charles snarled, shoving Joe hard against a tree outside the cabin.  You mother fucker!  You're supposed to be my friend?  I should kill you here and now. Goddamn you!  If I wasn't so pissed off at myself for not realizing what the was going on sooner …  believe me my so- called-friend,  I would!   Why would you blind-side me like this even though we both know I've done my share of bad-shit in my life.  But hey!  Traitor I ain't!  Until now that is.  I'm a fucking traitor being led to slaughter by  my best friend.  Another fucking traitor. Great!  I guess this means John's a traitor too? Man-o-fuck'n man.  How the hell am I gonna explain this to the kid?"   Finally able to pull free from Charles' grip, Joe snapped.  “Listen up my friend.  You're a rich man now, aren't you?  It's what you've always wanted.  It wasn't to long ago that you said you'd do anything for a buck."

        “Anything for a buck, huh.  You prick!  I love this country.  My country!  Ya hear me man!  Besides …  Oh, what the fuck!  It don't matter now.  We're walk'n dead men.  Y'all hear me?  Walk'n dead men!"

        "What the hell are you talking about Charley?"  

        "I'm talking about your, our new found friends.  You can't believe that these Nazi bastards are gonna just let us stroll off into paradise with their millions do you?   I'm surprised were still alive!  What really surprises me is your fucking ignorance!"   

        "Listen to me for a minute will ya.  I can't reverse what's done.  I wish I could, but I can't!  And I'm not going to apologize for getting you into this either.  Sure…  I got greedy.  But I was also concerned for my family after being threatened.  But you …  well you've always been a greedy bastard.  Haven't you.   Look Charley, things are different now.  Smuggling guns for these pricks is one thing.  I figured these guys wouldn't get to first base before their operation was shut down by some nosy-body.  But this chemical container thing.  Well, that's something  else all together.  It convinced me we've gone too far.  The three of us need to pull the plug on this operation right now!"        

        "Pull the plug?  The three of us?  I think not; 'cause I'm leaving John out of this as of yesterday.   And why do you keep say'n there's some chemical inside that drum.  You ain't got a clue what's inside the damn thing!"  

A sudden deviate thought flooded Charles' mind.  What if me and Johnny could stop this lunacy and foil a conspiracy. Hmmm …  Maybe things might go easier on Johnny and me if we did get caught trying to stop it.  But, on the other side of the coin, if my old buddies out of the picture there's all that extra loot Johnny and I would share if I could pin this all on my good ol fuck'n buddy Joey.  Yeah …  I can see the headlines now: Father and son police undercover team foil Nazi conspiracy. 

HELINA AND THE GERMAN BOYS

        Although Helina had discovered what appeared to be the the truth about her husbands activities, and had enough evidence to prove that Joe and his best friend were treasonous conspirators; possibly war criminals, she became concerned about her husband after not hearing from him after a week had passed.  She realized she still loved him.  In spite of what he had become she would remain his devoted partner until death do them part.  

The next morning she notified the State Police at Thomasville concerned over of her husbands whereabouts.  A short time later she received a follow up phone call from a Lieutenant Hymnal.  She immediately recognized his name from the journal.  "My dear Mrs. Helinski  I can assure you my men are doing everything in there power to locate the chief.  I'm certain everything is fine.  After all, your husband is a professional man himself.  Forgive me for asking …  but are you certain that you have no idea to his whereabouts."

        “No Lieutenant!"  Helina scoffed.  “I don't have a clue as to my husbands whereabouts!”

        "It was not my intention to upset you Mrs. Helinski.  Please accept my apologies.  I'll phone you as soon as we get a solid lead.  Unless of course he turns up first.  Then you will keep me informed, won't you Mrs. Helinski?”

        “Of course I will Lieutenant.  By the way; I never actually gave you or anyone else my surname when I phoned earlier.  Y'all have a nice day sir.”

        “His wife claims she does not know his whereabouts sir."  Hymnal affirmed, speaking to Gerber Lang later on that afternoon.

        “And do we believe her Lieutenant?”   

        “I believe she knows more then she confesses.  But I don't believe she knows his whereabouts.”

A KILLING AMONG FRIENDS

        For an excessive boozer in his early sixties, Constable Chad Rapp was in excellent physical condition and a bit of a celebrity around the township.  The two hundred forty pound, six foot two retired defensive football lineman could be found most days in the rear of the Dew Drop Inn.  A rustic worm ridden back wall was lined with dozens of framed yellowing sports articles and dusty black and white photo's showing a younger and thinner ballplayer.  Besides the backroom being the constables unofficial office away from his official town office, it was the local watering hole for the population of Thomasville.  It would also be the last watering hole that Constable Rapp would savor the zest of Peppermint Schnapps in. Unfolding a crumpled teletype he had stuffed in his pocket a day earlier, Rapp announced;  Got a missing persons report on a guy yesterday Dexter.”

        “He from these parts?"  The proprietor of the Inn queried. 

        “Yes and no.  I believe he bought that old Hoffman place down on Hammond Ville Road  a while back.  'Cept for that pretty little lake set back off the roadway, ain't much else worth a damn on that property since the lumber mill went belly up way back when.  He's also the police chief down county in Lanchester Commons according to this notification. Come to think of it…  I remember seeing some activity going on down there.  But that was some time ago.   Bye the bye Dexter.  Did that boy ever drop in to say howdy?"

        "Never laid eyes on him Chad.  Ya think'n maybe some-thin' happened to that fella?  Is that it?  Or maybe he's up to no good!”

        "Dexter, I wouldn't have a clue what that boy's up to.  And don't go get'n yourself all worked up in a knot over something y'all don't know nothing 'bout!”   I know not much happens round these parts and all.”

        "Uh huh, 'cept'n the time Miss Gracie's hogs blocked traffic on Main Street for an hour.  You 'member that, don't ya Chad?" 

        “Sure do!"  Rapp chuckled.  “And if I remember rightly, that event kept your establishment in smoked ham for quite awhile after one of your boys ran over the swine with your truck!"

        “Yep, reckon it did.  Shame 'bout that ol truck though.”

And how's 'bout the time Bernie Louis got liquored up and held up the Farmers Bank in town.  Member that?  The fool went and got his ass killed reaching for a white hanky in his back pocket trying to give himself up.  I seem to recall you had some-thin to do with that Chad?" 

        “Hey!  Go screw yourself Dexter.  I was cleared of any wrong doings!  Beside; Bernie should'a listened to my direct order when I told him to get on the ground.”

        "And how's 'bout the time 'ol Dwight Rollins put a bullet in the back of his wife’s Margie’s head.  Then goes out back n'  kills that mule 'cause he found out that his misses took up with the filthy critter in the early hours while he was asleep."

        “Yep!  I remember them all Dexter.  And Dwight did the right thing by blowing his head off that afternoon.  Saved the county a heap of money and him a ton of public embarrassment.  Well, I reckon that's enough fat-chew'n for now.  I guess just enough happens 'round these parts to keep us all busy from time-to-time.  Anyways, it's time I head on over to the Hoffman place and see if I can locate me a missing person."  Rapp said, downing his last drink; ever.  Be seeing ya Dexter."

        The men had just completed storing and listing the last of the munitions in the cold cellar at the cabin.  Over the past week Joe had tried to persuade his friend that now was the time to destroy the weapons they had smuggled.  A heated discussion broke out and Joe suddenly found himself at the far end of an aggressive argument.

        “Two million bucks can ease a lot of guilt Joey!”  Charles shout.  “Two million bucks can help a person disappear anywhere in the world buddy-fucker!”

        “You mean a million each!  Don't you Charles?  Look …  just forget everything I've said Okay?  I'll do what needs to be done myself. No need for you to get in any deeper then you already have.  And screw the rest of the money Charles!"

        “Really?"  Charles grinned.  “Screw the rest of the money huh?  Don't want me getting in any deeper that I have already huh?  Fuck you and screw you!   Me and John are already in over our asses, and it's about time we were compensated!”

        “ I say we hold the weapons for ransom and threaten to destroy the lot.”

        “ Charles, If we destroy them now we'll never see a penny.”

        “These fuckers mission is irrelevant to me!  We're dead men Joey boy!  Dead …  fucking …  men!  That's why we're not destroying a thing or holding anything for ransom until we know we've got the moola in our hands and  can get away alive!"  



 
        "And you've figured all this out on your own, right Charles?  So then …  What's your escape plan?"  

Constable Rapp had heard two men arguing from the cellar when he quietly entered the cabin.     

        "Well…   Sorry buddy but my plan doesn't include you."  Charles said, pulling out a Colt .45 and leveling it at his friends head.  At the same instance, the bombastic constable missed the top step stumbling down the staircase while attempting to draw his firearm.  Startled by the intrusion, Charles instinctively turned haphazardly discharging two rounds. One slug caught the constable between his front teeth killing him instantly.   The other ripped a two inch hole out the back of his head showering brain matter across the entrance wall stone foundation and stairway.  As Rapp hit the ground the impact triggered the weapon in his hand.  Charles suddenly veered back feeling the sharp burning sensation in his chest. Stunned, confused, he turned, stumbled a few feet forward discharging another two rounds at his best friend before crashing dead to the floor.  One slug hit the rear cellar wall.  The other ricochet off the dirt floor missing a case of plastic explosives just under an inch before burrowing into the wooden stairway.  Overcame from fear Joe had an instant panic attack.  The room started to spin, his arms and finger tips went suddenly numb.  Gulping for air he started to hyperventilate.  Perspiring profusely, he bolted for the stairway tripping over the dead constable spraining his wrist  against the stone foundation. 

He bolted through the thick fores ignoring thin branches that whipped across his face as the grisly sight of the stranger and realizing how close he had come to becoming a 'past tense'  if the bullet his friend fired at him would have struck the explosives stuck in his mind.  He raced through the woods until his legs ached, eventually stumbling to the ground exhausted, clothes tattered.  “Got to go back he suddenly thought!  Gotta go back and make all this go away!  Christ all mighty.  What the fuck went wrong and who the fuck was the big guy?   

Some twenty minutes later while rolling the heavy stranger over onto his back, trying to remain calm another panic attack set in after discovering the six star tin badge pinned to the constables shirt.  Two and a half hours after the incident he had both men buried in a clearing  half-mile behind the cabin.  Saturated in mud, blood and sweat Joe head back to the cabin passing out from exhaustion.  He had driven back to Lanchester late the next afternoon  after he changed out of his rags, attended to the wounds on his face and was done pampering his aching body.  He decided to rest comfortably in his secret room he discovered one freezing night during the early days of his career.  Looking for a place to keep warm just before his shift ended, he came upon the old doorway hidden under the entrance way into HQ.  After forcing the door open to an ancient basement he followed a narrow corridor that led to an abandoned on-suite situated on the opposite side of the boiler room.  Apparently the area was once used by a janitor who had to keep the extinct coal fired boiler going.  After slipping in a few pieces of furniture during the early morning hours over the next few weeks, he transformed a rat infested room into his HQ hideaway.  Early the next morning after feeling somewhat recovered, he entered his office through a secret spiral stairway he had rigged behind a hinged corner bookcase soon after his appointment as police chief.   He got the idea from a Charley Chan detective movie and couldn't wait for the chance to build it.  Settling into his office chair he phoned Helina.

Later that afternoon after meeting with the young Paladino, Joe had convinced the officer that his father was alive and well working diligently at the cabin.  "Your 'ol man asked me to pick-up any messages that you may have for him and  will see you in a couple of days.  Just by chance, were there any messages while we've been gone?  Anyone prying or asking questions?"

        "No to both questions chief.  Chief, is my dad alright?  Maybe there’s something you're not telling me?"

        "John!  Go about your normal business until he returns.  There's noting to be concerned about.   All our hard work is starting to pay off."  Joe said, as he slide an envelope stuffed with ten grand across the massive desk towards the officer.    You're going to be a very rich young man when this all over John.  Keep that in your thoughts son.” 

The young officer listened to orders going about his daily duties as though noting was wrong, never showing any emotion but always thinking.  If them cheapskates only knew that I've know what they've been up to after all this time, they'd shit! The cheap bastards!   Well, it'll keep for now daddy.  Until it's time to cash out.  Yes sir- re Bob!  Until it's time to cash out! Then we'll see who's screwing who. 

A CHANGED WOMEN

        Although Helina was relieved to have her husband finally home safe and sound, she didn't greet him with the usual show of affection he was accustomed to after being away for so long.  She had been waiting in the living room; arms crossed, sitting straight up with the journal and accompanying photographs lying across her lap.  Demanding an explanation she  whispered.  “Explain this please!”

        “You've snooped into my private affairs and you want me to explain?  How dare you Helina!”   In his haste to meet Charles he had forgotten about the blasted journal.  Cursing himself for being so careless.  

        “Joe, don't stand there staring into space looking like your  insulted.  It doesn't suit you.   Now…  You owe me an explanation damn it!  It's frightening to think what you might be involved in.  I don't want to believe that you're into something like …  smuggling firearms, or something worse just to earn a few dollars."

        “Oh?  So you were comfortable when I was just a rum runner then.  Is that it dear?   Ah hah.  Do you think this is just about a few measly bucks?   I would have eventually told you.  C'mon then …  scoot over.  This is going to take awhile."  He had told her everything within two hours.  Everything except the part about Charlies death, the constables murder, and admitting that he had been corroborating with a foreign power who had some sort of secret chemical agent heading stateside that he was expected to deliver after it arrived.   

        “Please believe me Helina.  Ever since the baby came along I've laid off the booze trying to make it right between us again.  Other then taking a few bucks along the way, which you'll have to admit helped make our lives a little easier, that's been the extent of it!  I realize it's a lame excuse blaming Charles for the mess I'm …  we're in right now.  But If I didn't feel sorry for the bastard, I would have never gotten  involved with gun smuggling in the first place.  I…  I should'a known better."

        “What's to become of Charles then?” 

        “Well …   To tell you the truth——”

        “Where's Charley, Joseph.  What's going on?”  Helina suddenly said sensing something wasn't right.  “Have you been feeding me a line?  Damn it!  I want the truth Joseph!”

        “Helina …   Honey …   Baby…  Charlies gone.”

        “Gone to where?”

        “Shit I don't know.  Could be heaven.  More likely hell.”

Feeling a tightness in her stomach, she whispered as the room started to swim around her.  "What do you mean?   Charlies dead?"  You said that with such cold-blooded assurance.  As if he were a stranger and not your best friend.  How do you know he's dead?"

        “Oh, he's dead alright!   I buried him shortly after he threatened to shot me.  I tried to convince him that we'd have to put an end to our illegal activities.  He became paranoid convincing himself that we would be sent away forever.  He fell into a deep state of depression for days.  The more I tried to help him, the worse he became.  I just couldn't bring him around, or get him to leave the cabin.  Before I could stop him, he shot himself."

        “Oh my God, Joe.  This is terrible!  How is John handling it?"  

        “ Uh, I …  I haven't told him yet!”

        “Why not, may I ask.” 

        “C'mon, don't look at me that way!  Since we never told John where the cabin is, I didn't want the kid racing up there snooping around trying to find the place.  And I don't have any intentions of telling him either.  So if you see him, I want you to hold your tongue women!  When the time is right, which will be very soon, I'll bring my old buddy back down here for a proper burial.  But I'm gonna need time to figure all this out."

        “Why am I getting the feeling that you're not telling me the truth?  What are you really involved in?  What other illegal deeds are you hiding?"

        "Helina!  For Gosh sake!”

        "Tell me then, which excuse should I use when the baby asks why his dad's in prison?  Or dead.  Should I say he was a bootlegger?  A gun runner?  Maybe I'll just tell him you were a murderer.  Which excuse should I use when he asks where his daddy is?"

        “Nobody's going anywhere Helina!  Christ Almighty!  Your starting to sound just like Charley.  Take it easy will ya'.  Besides, everything I've done, I've done for your future happiness and the kids.  Can you understand that?"

        "Please Joe,  please…   no more bullshit!  Whatever your involved in, you got into by thinking about your own Goddamn happiness!"

        "Uh…   I think it's best if I get outta your site for awhile Helina.  You stay home, watch-over the kid and believe whatever you want.  I know I've screwed up.  And I'll make it right!  What else do you want from me?"

        "The truth, damn you!  I want the truth!  I want to hear it from your own lips Joe.  I want to hear you say you're a traitor!  A traitor to your …   our country.  And for what?  A few measly bucks!  What's the going rate for traitors now days Joe?  Ten…  twenty thousand?  Maybe a hundred thousand!  Did you sell your soul for a hundred thousand dollars Joe?"

        "What the hell are you rambling on about women?"  

        "I'm not a stupid women Joe!   It took me awhile to figure it out, but I'm pretty sure I know what that journal is."

        "Journal!  What journal - - -"

        "You sold out your country!  That's what I'm talking about!  For a few bucks in the name of happiness, you're smuggling confiscated guns.

        "A few bucks . . ? Confiscated . . ?"  Cursing himself for forgetting to lock up the journal in his haste to unload a shipment, Joe replied.  "How's about two million of them bucks to be exact my dear."  Helina felt her chest tighten again.  Two million!  Someone is paying you two million dollars to smuggle a few measly guns?" 

        "Is that what you think this is all about?  A few measly guns?  I thought my smart wife figured it all out."

        "I have.  All except a few pages written in gibberish.  Which I don't understand.  Now …  what about this money."

        "Ooh!   Do I detect a sudden change of attitude?  And I thought I knew you after all this time.  I guess whoever said everyone has a price, knew what they were talking about." 

         So …   Okay it's more then guns is it?  Then how many people do you have to kill?"  Helina asked half-joking.

        "Two or three million.  Maybe more.  That enough for you?"

        "C'mon Joe Goddamn it.  That's not funny.  Stop exaggerating!"

        "Exaggerating?  I'm not trying to be funny my dear!  You're were right when you said greed got me into this mess.  But I just can't go through with it, no matter how much money I'm offered now.    And maybe two or three million deaths is an exaggeration.  I just don't know!  I just know that a lot of innocent people are going to die and  I need to find a way to end this lunacy before it too late."

        "Joseph …  Sweetie, you'll do no such thing!  No such thing at all.  We're in this together my dear.  Now …   stop screwing around and tell me everything.  I'm sure if we put our heads together, we can work something out to cash in on this scheme.  I mean …  without any innocent folks getting hurt."  

        "Haven't you heard a word I just said!  I'm telling you I'm not going through with this.  I won't do it!  And what if Charles was right!  He said these people wouldn't let us walk away from this when they were trough with our services."

        "You poor baby.  Grow up!"  Helina Jekyll jeered.  You've gotten yourself into a difficult situation, sure.   But you've been in difficult situations before.  Now make the best of it, and handle it!  Like I said; I'm certain we'll figure out a way to beat these people at their own game.  Who knows Joe, you may even come out of this mess a hero."  

IT DIDN'T HAPPEN

        An unexpected weather formation stalled over New York's Metropolitan area making visibility impossible to see what type of aircraft was only flying a few hundred feet above the Hudson River.  The weather front was the perfect deterrent for the small invasion.  If all went as planned.  But it didn't! 

The higher-then-normal seas across the mid-Atlantic had slowed the ship down bringing the container into Lanchester.  By the time the container was loaded aboard the bomber  the assault on the radar installation would be over.  If by chance the unauthorized flight was picked up by a military vessel patrolling the Hudson River, the bomber would have already completed its mission and on it's way out to sea to be ditched.  A German U-boat would have been waiting to pick up pilot and bombardier. Timing of the forty-five minute mission was crucial.  At three a.m. the aircraft would descend above Lake Mead Reservoir to an altitude a few feet above the surface to drop its cargo.  A counter weight affixed to the exterior assured that the drum would roll onto one side once it reached the bottom.  Within thirty minutes a chemical agent would rupture the tank releasing the toxin into the main water supply for New York City.  It would take several days before the tasteless lethal chemical passed through an ineffective filtration system and another week before toxic shock syndrome was diagnosed as the cause which would started an epidemic eventually leading to the execution of millions of New Yorkers.  

        Joe's orders were to locate a covered truck within two days prior to the completion of the bomber.  The vehicle would have to be large enough to transport the entire contents of the cabins cellar and still capable of maneuvering across the  forest floor.  There happened to be a GMC CCKW deuce and a half stored behind the Lanchester Armory and it wouldn't be a problem 'borrowing' the "Jimmy” for a day or two.  Unfortunately, with Charles now out of the picture and leery of letting John know the location of the cabin, he would have to start humping the munitions into the vehicle alone.  However, there was one other person he could now trust.  It was time his new partner earned her keep.

On the night of the mission just after two in the morning, Joe was expected to drop half the weapons off at a location near the power plant while delivering the remaining cases to a side road outside the radar installation.  The original agreement was that two million dollars in cash would be paid at that point.  However, a last minute directive ordered him to be at the Anaconda Docks in Lanchester no later then 10 pm on the night of the mission to pick up a fragile fifty-five gallon steel drum.  He would then drive to a new rendezvous point in New Jersey to unload the drum then drive to the cabin to load on the munition cases.  Up till now he didn't realize what role the mysterious drum played in the success of this mission.  Until now. He should have been able to figure it out after he overheard Hymnal talking about some container coming from Germany but he didn't.  The drum was the key!  Without the drum there wasn't a conspiracy.  And now was the time to take action.   "The extra mileage and pick-up wasn't part of our agreement, Herr Gerber.  There's no way I'll be able to load that drum into the truck alone, let along guarantee it won't fall over during the trip."   Joe whimpered. 

        "Where is your partner Mr. Helinski?  Lang asked suspiciously.  



 
        "He's resting at the cabin before all the excitement starts.  Guarding our investment.  Incidentally, I'm sure Charles will agree.  With this new change of plan, we're going to have to get half the money up front.  I'm sure you understand.  Just in case …   "  

        "In case of. . ?  Do you think me a fool?"  Lang scowled with killer eyes, confirming Charles' warning.  Lang would kill him once he had past his used by date. 

        "Well then Herr Gerber.  Let me explain my thoughts about what should happen  If you insist on being pig headed, my next move will be to contact my partner who is ready to destroy the cabin along with the weapons.  I believe that would …   Let's see…  how do you say it in your neck of the woods?  Versauen Sie Sie?”

        "You threaten me?  You fool!  You had better consider your intentions stechen! Killing you and your friend will only be the start of exterminating your friends and families!"

        "Herr Lang…  One million in cash by tomorrow.  No more threats.  Just bring the cash.  And stop trying to intimidate me.  I believe if this mission fails you'll have enough on your mind trying to keep your own family alive back in your Heimatland.  Let me also warn you about taking any action to go near the cabin.  It's been wired to go up in a big ball of fire!  Now, if you think there's enough time left to fuck with me, then by all means do what you have to do.  You will then kiss your ass, your families ass and your fucking incursion good fucking by!"

Gerber Lang was a professional soldier devoted to his country.  But he realized this corrupt Polizei beamte was correct in his assumption of a failed mission.  Along with his family being executed, he would be the one without a country.  

        Later that evening Gerber contacted Joe advising him where they would meet for the money exchange.  "We have been good for one another until now, have we not?"  Lang asked.  

         “Listen up Herr general, no tricks!  Even if I can't get away in time, I'll pull the fucking pin on the explosives myself." Joe warned ignoring Lang's question.

        "Until tonight."  Gerber replied. 

        "Right.  Until tonight."

Later that afternoon, tucked away in a quite corner in the back of the Dew Drop Inn, Joe's mind replayed several plans that would, without-a-doubt get him killed.  One weak plan might allow him to walk away in one piece with the money when the proprietor of the Inn strolled over.

        "New 'round these parts, are ya fella?"

        "Not at all.  Names Helinski.  Joe Helinski.  Bought the place out on Hammond Ville Road.”

        "Aha!  Y'all that missin' person that bought the Hoffman place then."

        "Missing?  Sorry but you lost me.  Who says I'm missing?"

        "Constable Rapp that's who.  Butcha don't look like y'all are missin' to me."  Well, the mystery of who the fat dead cop was now solved.  But I wounder who reported me missing? Joe thought.  

More than an hour ticked by while both men lied to each other telling 'war stories'  over a bottle of Special Reserve.  "I've made some 'a my best friends over a jug of Reserve."  Dexter said, just before closing time. 

It was also time for Joe to set the explosive charges at the cabin.   He wasn't bluffing about letting it all go up in a ball of flames.  Except the cabin would be empty at that point.  

As he rounded the side of the Inn, a black Mercedes limo suddenly pulled up and slid to a stop blocking Joe's path.  Leaping out of the drivers seat, Hans Hymnal dashed to the side of the vehicle and opened the rear passenger door for Gerber Lang.  Dexter was locking up when he heard the commotion and came running.   

        "Hey Joe!  That you boy?  Y'all okay out here?"  Dexter shout, surprisingly intoxicated.  Gerber strolled over to the Inn keeper placing his face close enough to inhale the stench of ingested alcohol emanating from the old man.

        “Do you not remember me?”

        “Can't say that I do mister.  Who might y'all be?" 

        "Why I am the tax collector for Thomasville, my dear sir."  Gerber smiled sinisterly.  Do you remember me now?"  

        "Well… uh, sure…  sure do now that mention it.  The tax collector.  Right!  Hey Joe!  Buddy . . Gotta go.  Y'all take er' easy."  Gerber made a slight hand gesture to Hans who suddenly appeared with a large brown suitcase and tossed it on the ground near Joe's feet.  

        "You and your friend are very rich.  For the moment."  Gerber whispered.  "You have your instructions chief.  Now follow them and be on time.  For your sake I hope you're not stupid enough to think about crossing me at this point.  No matter how much money you have, the world will be too small for either one of you to hide.  Rest assure Mr. Helinski, I will find you no matter how long it takes.  That is; after I exterminate everyone that has ever known you."

        "We'll be there on time general, don't you worry.  Just tell me one thing."  Joe asked as he picked the suitcase off the ground.  "This suitcase …  is it real leather?"   Lang mumble something that sounded like Arschloch as he got back into the limo.   Whatever that word meant, he knew it didn't mean 'hope you have a long life'. 

THE THING ABOUT MONEY

        While the money exchange between Joe and Gerbel was taking place at The Dew Drop Inn, Helina was making arrangements to 'borrow' the Armories truck soon after her husband phoned to explain the latest plan.  He had received word that the bombers construction was complete and its cargo should be dockside by Friday evening.  

It was nearly one in the morning, hours behind schedule, when Helina arrived at the cabin and reported all went well loading the drum after Joe instructed her to roll back the heavy canvas cover on the truck.  Once that was done, loading the container from above using the ships crane would make loading an easy task.  Getting the damn thing off the truck and not letting it fall onto its side would be addressed at another time.   

        Collapsing to the floor almost two hours later Helina asked.  "How long do you think it would take to count all this money Joseph?"

        "I'm sure we'll have plenty of time to do that later doll-face."  Joe  answered softly, worn out after loading the last of the munitions onto the "Jimmy."

        "Gosh Joe!  I didn't think there was this much money in the world."  Helina giggled tossing fresh hundreds in the air.

        "Take a good look at it doll.  A long look.  It's getting stashed until I know its safe to use."  Joe explained stacking the bills back into the suitcase he just waterproofed.  The money was going to be buried in a place where it would always be watched over and protected; alongside his friend Charles and Chuck's roommate Constable Rapp.  An hour later Helina was fast asleep when Joe woke her instructing her it was time for her to head back to Lanchester.  After climbing into Joe's vehicle to give her husband a good luck kiss he handed her a large envelope stuffed with hundreds. 

        "Keep this in a safe place doll-face, it's a little nest egg for you and the boy to enjoy.   If all goes to plan we'll be able to build that dream house when this is all behind us."

DAVID LANG ROTHSCHILD

        Excluding Sunday's, every day on New York City's waterfront is a massive web of activity.   Cruise ships, an international compilation of freighters, and dozens of tractor trailers all scheduled to different locations around the country and the world.   Many freighters head away from normal shipping lines to places less heard of bringing life saving supplies to feed, clothe, and shelter folks.  Whatever their cargo, all shipping companies have one thing common. To make the most amount of money in the least amount of time for their owners and stockholders.

        Gerber Lang AKA David Lang Rothschild:  Former member of the Nazi Patriot Party, tax collector for Thomasville New York and current operations manager for the NYC Port Authority Commission, stood motionless peering down from his ten story office reminiscing about the last time he had seen his family.  As operations manager nothing moved in or out of the Port of New York without his seal of approval.  Although the organized teamsters unions controlled the waterfront in charge of the longshoremen, a dozen or more smuggling and gambling operations; strong as the union was, nothing moved in or out of the port before Lang received his kick-back.  Except for the Waterfront Police Commission, no one else gave a rats ass about the legality of any of it.  

Listening, watching, and ingesting the aroma that wafted up from the harbor below; standing at parade rest he absorbed the sounds of the waterfront with its men and machines reminiscing about his childhood.  He had served three years of Jungvolk training before being transferred into the ranks of the Hitlerjugend on his fourteenth birthday.  Decked out in a brown shirt and black pants he worshiped Hitler, was devoted to the Nazi movement believing they were ready to conquer the world.  He would have bet his last Reichmark that Germany was the greatest country on earth then.  He was happier in those early days.  When he still had a country to call home and thought about his Mutti, his wife Hilda, and there son Augustan.  Their  images slowly fading with time.  

He had been ordered home to face the humiliation of a secret trial to be followed by his execution.  A price he knew he would pay if his mission failed.  However, he had chosen cowardliness remaining in the United States where he was able to pay to keep his rare leukemia malady under control and far from his destiny in the Vaterland.  The remaining body of the defunct Nazi party threatened him through short-wave radio.  After he had rejected their orders to return to Germany, they threatened to execute his family near the entrance of there town and there bodies would be left to rot in the street.  If anyone in the village attempted to remove or camouflage the stench of their decaying flesh, they would join their comrades and be shot on the spot.  After a few months when it was obvious that Herr Lang was not going to return, the execution was carried out behind the American forces back.  The last message he received from Germany warned him that everyone must pay for their mistakes. Heil Hitler.  

A few years after the conspiracy was foiled and his enemy Joe Helinski dead, Gerbil Lang found refuge among several of the survivors who had relocated to Lanchester Commons over the past few decades.  Lang resurfaced a year later with a new identity and enough financial clout to buy his position at the port.  On several occasions soon after Lang relocated to 'The Commons', he had followed a young police officer named Paladino discovering that he and a Sergeant Carbone were neck-deep in a death squad.  Ironically, while shadowing both men one day, unaware that they knew the location of the cabin in Thomasville, he witnessed a double execution.  Sneaking a peak through a bullet-hole in a blacked out window at the rear, he observed two men, striped naked and handcuffed hanging from a chain that had been thrown around a ceiling beam.  Their arms were stretched painfully above their heads as they swayed tip-toe.  It was apparent from the bruises on their body they had been tortured.  Although a good deal of the conversation inside the room was muffled, he heard enough between one man’s pleading for mercy to understand they had been involved in a drug related murder which ended some cops life in Jersey City.  Disregarding their countless denials, Paladino forced a plastic dry-cleaning bag over each man's head as the big sergeant sealed the bottom of the bag off with electrical tape.  As the men gyrated gasping for air, just before losing consciousness, Carbone knocked both men out from behind with a blackjack.  Lang heard John shout; “What the fuck did you do that for!”   Then heard the big man strangely apologize.  “Sorry John.  No matter how guilty these assholes are they didn't deserve to check out that way.” 

A few days later Gerber nonchalantly approached Paladino during his street beat claiming he had something to show and tell the officer that might prove interesting.  While relaxing over a cup of coffee, just after Lang introduced himself and confessed his past association with the young officers father, life as Paladino knew it suddenly ended.  As Lang described in detail what he had witnessed at the cabin, explaining he had stored the evidence in a safety deposit box, which also indicated where the bodies were buried, Paladino withdrew into the leather booth at the back of The Village Diner.  For a minute of two, Lang seemed to enjoy the silent torture of pay-back for the failed mission.  A week later Gerber influenced Paladino into ridding the person responsible for foiling the conspiracy and the man responsible for his fathers death.  

After a quick bomb making course given by the aging Lang, several weeks later Paladino delivered the package bomb that demolished the garage, part of the house and ended Joe Helinski's life.  Within days Lang influenced the corrupt commission to appoint Paladino as the new chief of police for Lanchester Commons.  Through Gerber's waterfront connections, Lang, Paladino and Carbone became the main source for distributing illegal arms to the Venditto organized crime family throughout the tri-state area of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.   

Lang knew Paladino was a sheep obeying orders without question.  On the other hand, Carbone was the head strong alpha-sheep who if trusted entirely could turn out be Lang's fatal mistake.  Up to this point in time, Gerber never connected the dots revealing any relationship between Frank Carbone and the Helinski's.  Up to this point he also wasn't aware of Joe  Helinski journal. 

                                                PART TWO 

                                                

                                                The 70's

A MOTLEY CREW

        I had worked out vigorously at a local gym for several weeks anticipating my new career in law enforcement.   Consequently turning a six foot, portly two hundred twenty pound 'husky' body into a mass of solid rippling muscle.  Although, that was quite a few years ago it's what the guy looking back at me still saw each time he passed the full length mirror hanging on the back of the bathroom door.  

The heat of the morning, too damn hot for a spring day in this part of the country, let my mind wander to a place back in time when I was naive enough to believe I could change the world.  One of the desk Sergeants had been riding my ass over the length of my hair threatening to cut off  my black curls if I didn't get my ass to a barber shop 'right-quick'.  I annoyed the old flatfoot by batting my hazel-green Italian eyes and running my fingers through my curls.  "Keep it up smart-ass!" he threatened.  "And you'll have to call a few of your  paisans to straighten out that fuck'n hook nose of yours after I bust it!" I'll admit I wasn't fond of my schnoz either.  Although, I never heard any of my lady friends complain about it.  At least not in my prescience.  I wiped away an annoying bead of perspiration running down the back of my neck.  Although the height of summer was still away off, the early heat wave had veered its humid head more then ten days ago making it unseasonably humid in Westchester County, New York.  

After taking the oath to uphold the law in 1970, even though I was ready, willing and presumably able to fight crime and injustice the American way, the academy that would teach me the ropes was still several months off.   Instead of attending the police academy within a week or two of being hired, back in the day, the State of New York did things backwards. Since I was also one of the new guys on the block, in lieu of my own duds I had been issued some ten year old hand-me-down weathered uniforms.  Real crap!  Including the worn-out leather holster with peeling edges and a missing hammer strap.  It was bad enough I was humiliated a few weeks before after 'punishing the toilet' at the local diner when my issued  .38 police special slipped out of its strapless holster, jetted out of the occupied stall, rocketing across the tile floor then plopping into the wall urinal across the room, sending a bunch of after breakfast Mary's scrambling out the bathroom door for cover. Now!  That was embarrassing! 

VILLAGE OF LANCHESTER COMMONS POLICE RULES AND REGULATIONS HANDBOOK

I received a copy from Sergeant Phil Zallinger.  A bug eyed, red faced obesity of a prick who didn't seem to care for my Goldilocks.  "Best thing 'round here rookie, is to make sure you read the fuck'n thing; sign the last page; tear it out and give it back to me.  And make sure you read it before you sign it!"  Zallinger barked with bulging eyes almost popping from their sockets.  This way, when you fuck up there won't be no excuses' not to send your sad ass back from wherever the fuck they found you.  Goddamn Hippie!"  After his intelligent introduction, I figured I'd better stay as far away from this red neck A-hole as possible.  

One thing that ate at me the most after passing the written exam; I was expected to know where the letter of the law began, and ended without instruction.  Because I did a four year hitch aboard a Navy minesweeper, where I was compelled into becoming the man overboard shark killer sharp-shooter, when after too many drills that interfered with my kitchen duties, as I was the only cook aboard, my shark-killer career ended abruptly after I accidentally-on-purpose shot the full-sized overboard dummy through the head several times.  Never-the-less, In my new profession, I was expected to be an expert marksman.  I was also expected to be able to handle myself with crowd control, traffic control, riot control, and especially self control.  In actual fact, I couldn't do any of these things very well.  Especially the latter.  During my first week on the job, I brought up the subject asking about the psychiatric exam.   I had heard so much about the test but hadn't been subjected to.  In my way of thinking, it was like placing the cart in front of the horse.  New cop issued gun; No psycho exam; New cop shoots unarmed civilian; Psycho exam given to ex-cop.  Teddy Offindorf, a veteran officer of two years replied. All in due time bud!  Why, ain't 'ya feeling well?  Why would you be ask'n about shit like that man?  Zallinger warned me about you.  Said you might be trouble.  Do yourself a favor rookie.  Don't make any waves.  Got it?  In fact, if I were you, I'd be more concerned about that traffic post you've got in a couple a minutes."  

I thought it was me at first; long curly black hair and all.  Maybe it was the way I asked a question.  However, after meeting two A-holes on my first day on the job,  I decided until I found out which tree was mine to piss on, I might be better off keeping any further questions to myself.  Something else bugged me.  During all the tests, background checks and questions, not one solitary soul ever bothered to ask, or physically see my driver's license  just in case someone wanted to photocopy it.  Two years later it was discovered that Bug Eye Zallinger and Offindorf, who by the way were first cousins, had their drivers licenses suspended through another jurisdiction.  Apparently, they had been stopped and charged with driving under the influence during separate incidents after leaving the same bachelor party in that town.  It wasn't until the cousins were involved in a head on collision during a high speed pursuit on Route 9 which ended in another jurisdiction that my department accidentally discovered their driving privileges had been suspended.  The fatal accident implicated a family of four killing both parents instantly.  Two children, not yet four years old died on their way to the hospital.  That screw-up cost the town twelve million dollar's in law suits and both officers their jobs, pensions, and consequently their lives.  

Two months after the tragedy, shortly after receiving notification that the state was going to indict him for vehicular manslaughter, the bugged eyed Zallinger dropped dead from a stroke; discovered a few days later, bloated and floating on the bottom of his pool.  Offindorf was discovered a few days after his cousins passing swinging by his neck from a rafter in his garage with a scribbled note pinned to his shirt.  His last communication to this world.  SEE ALL YOU MOTHER FUCKERS IN HELL IF THIS AIN'T HELL ALREADY  IF YOU ONLY KNOW WHAT I KNOW ABOUT THIS SHIT DEPARTMENT THERE'D BE OTHERS SWINGING UP HERE ALONGSIDE ME.  UNTIL WE MEET AGAIN.  FUCK YOU ALL!!!!!!!  Ted   Offindorf  As the stench from his decaying carcass flooded the neighborhood, after a brief 'nobody really gave a shit' investigation only to please the local news media, the case was closed and the suicide note mysteriously disappeared soon afterward. 



 
During a week of traffic control training in the middle of a busy intersection, I felt like I was playing dodge-ball as I swayed out of the way of oncoming traffic.   Although I had my own idea on the proper use of a hand gesture, during my first night on traffic control, a dull-witted, but still very much alive Teddy Offindorf gave me a nonchalant lesson on the proper use of effective hand signals.  After awhile, I sensed it gave this prick immense joy to watch my performance during the height of rush hour under the scrutinizing eyes of several local scumbags who got their rocks off mimicking my every move in slow motion.  Two jerk-offs repeatedly shout for permission to "cross the street occifer".  Then, once in the middle of the intersection they would do an about face and ask permission to go back to their original corner.  This continued on and off for about two hour's.  I brushed it off reckoning these jerk-offs treated all rookies the same.  Besides, it was a good test for my professional self control.  The remainder of the night was spent introducing myself to the merchants on Main Street.  By eleven I was instructed to start my door check, which consisted of shaking hands with every merchant's doorknob.  If a door was discovered ajar, I was instructed to send a "Code 39" over my walkie-talkie to the officers in the field.  Within minutes a dozen uniforms would show up, some carrying paper shopping bags folded under their arms.  They'd enter the business single file, filling their bags with that nights bounty.  When possible, the shop would then be locked up on the way out.  The next morning the shop owner would usually accuse an employee for taking the supplies, however most knew the truth, but dare not say a thing.  Apparently, this ritual had been going on since the police department was founded in the 1880's.  Sort of an unwritten police protection policy similar to 'The Black Hand' which originated around 1903. Throughout the years not one of the shop owners had the backbone to challenge the ancient arraignment.  I guesstimated that if I included this unaccounted income as part of my earnings, the eighty five hundred dollar a year salary would surpass twenty thousand dollars or more just in spiffs!  I may be wrong, but I'm surmising this could explain why thirteen thousand bodies stood outside a governmental building in a freezing rain storm for five hours waiting to take the written exam to become one of New York's States finest.  Nearing six thirty one Friday evening, Officer Andrew Kellogg stopped his cruiser to scoop me up as I was walking beat just past Don's Lounge on Main Street.  The Lounge was a sleazy joint of a watering hole.  Rumors circulated that the place was serving more than just booze, especially in the men’s toilet.  

Officer Kellogg never removed his police hat.  At five foot nine, the hat gave Kellogg a heightened sense of security.  It also concealed his filthy brown hair, which was perpetually riddled with dandruff and constantly shed onto his perpetually wrinkled dark blue uniform shirt and tie.  A tie which was also impregnated with gray cigar ash.  The stains had stubbornly defied all washings, defeating all cleaning solutions.  Recognizable pizza sauce, the food of the day at Larry's Pizza Emporium, dangled off the front of his tie clip.  A PBA emblem soldered to the face of the tie clip was sort of a catch all, preventing a chunk of the spicy sauce from tumbling any further.  With a self inflicted beer belly, Officer  Kellogg was indeed a walking garbage can.  

Bound to become a professional home maker from birth, Andy's wife Angel of five years kept house in accordance with Andy's appearance.  Dozens of unwashed roach infested crusted dishes sat abandoned in the kitchen sink for days.  Shortly after their only troll-like daughter started to walk and fed up with the annoyance of constantly changing dirty diapers, Angel paper trained the infant.  During a surprise apartment inspection one afternoon, the manager spent several minutes in disbelief, convinced the Kellogg's were harboring an unauthorized pet.  

At seven thirty that night we were dispatched to investigate a possible break in at 1313 James Street after a neighbor discovered muddy footprints outside a basement door which looked like it had been pried open.  Andy mumbled some unrecognizable remark as I advised dispatch that I was now aboard the cruiser and we we're responding. 

        "What's that?"  I asked, checking the weapon in my shinny new holster.

        "I said; I hate going on these fucking basement calls!  Great way to end up dead, ya know!  Probably some underage teen dopers!  According to some liberal fuck'n law, there too Goddamn young to prosecute, but they ain't too Goddamn young to blow your head off.  Fuck'n liberals!  

Several minutes that felt like an hour ticked by since Andy had been swallowed into the darkness below when a call came from the shadows.  “Mike!  Psst…   For shit sake!  Mike where the fuck is you man?"  

        "Andy?"  

        "Get your ass down here rookie!"  Andy snapped.  And whatever you do …   don't shoot!"  

Creeping through the darkness minutes later I peered over my shoulder and caught a glimpse of a large figure in a darkened room twenty feet on my left.  The figure was holding an object, hard to make out in the dim light.  Suddenly, there was no doubt.  The figure was holding a gun!  The concrete floor came up fast and hard as I dove splitting my chin on the hard surface.  As I started to raise my piece, almost instantaneously, Andy howled with laughter from the darkness.  Don't shoot!  Don't shoot, It's a mirror you ass hole!"  The fucker was laughing so hard he lost control of his bodily functions and pissed himself.   

        "I gotta tell 'ya bud.  I never saw anyone move so fuck'n fast!"  

        "What the…   Was this a joke?  A set up?"  Now, I know I have a good sense of humor, but…   

        "Easy bud, easy!  This place was hit all right.  I was surprised for a second when that mirror caught me off guard.  But you!  You're…   well, fucking incredible!   A little jumpy, are we?  Let me clue you in on something buddy-boy.  You won't last long in this business if that's all the confidence you've got in your partner.  The key word here is trust rookie.  Trust in your partner.  After all, if you can't trust your partner, who ya gonna trust?"                                  

        "Ah huh…   Well, go ahead and have your laugh."  I uttered, rubbing my chin.  "I'm sure you can't wait to tell the guy's back at the station either!  So go ahead, have fun.  No sweat.  Let's just say, I owe you.  And the next time; I'll trust myself! .  .  Partner."

Like I said; I've got a good sense of humor.  But my chin was killing me and besides, I wasn't all that fond of the prick anyway.  I knew Andy couldn't wait to rush back and tell his tale.  The fact was I screwed up!  Shame to admit it.  But I did. There seems to be some off the wall tradition that started who knows when.  Apparently, it's acceptable to poke fun at one another after screwing up!  Supposedly it makes one stronger and tests self-control.  I'm sure you get the picture.

I found out that I passed my first test by not letting the hammer fall under pressure showing excellent self-control.  It didn't make any difference to me since many moons would pass before I spoke to Andy Kellogg again.  

AN EYE FOR AN EYE

        Some shifts were crammed with excitement that exploded into overtime running into the early hours of the next day.  Other times the boredom was horrendous.  Magically it was during these times that the Groupies appeared.  These Groupies were females ranging from the infantile age of sixteen, ( I never considered it!) to grandmothers in there sixties. (I definitely wouldn't consider that!)  Most were just infatuated with the younger officers and harmless.  On the other hand, there were those that were determined to bed an officer.  Some hopeful to ruin a marriage or two.  Depending on how slow a shift was or and how bored an officer was, they did!   For whatever reason, these felines were obsessed with a guy in uniform.  In actual fact, it didn't matter if they wore the standardized uniform of the local mailman, milkman, or garbageman.  As long as a guy wore a uniform, their agenda was to get laid! 

A nor'easter was threatening to roll in one night.  Kellogg had taken that evening's catch, (that should have been released) to the abandoned Burke Estate.  The estate was situated above the town overlooking the Hudson River.  During the thirties the estate belonged to Billie Burke, one of Hollywood's glamor stars of the silver screen, who also portrayed the good witch in the original screen version of The Wizard of Oz.  After her death she bequeath her estate to the town, stating that the land would only be used as a future park.  Unfortunately, after years of costly maintenance; eventually wining a court battle enabling the town to unload the white elephant, the estate was auctioned off.  Actually the town officials never had any intentions of turning the land into a park of any sort, and wasted more taxpayers dollars after breaking contracts with land developers then it was actually worth.  The mansion was situated in the center of ten acres of rolling shrub just off Route 9.   A dead apple orchid occupied about two acres, eventually becoming the area's lovers lane.  Most night's, someone was screwing someone's daughter in the backseat of their fathers Oldsmobile leaving sneaker imprints embedded in the soft headliner.  From time to time, it was also used as a dumping ground for  paisans that had past their use by date, and had connections to an Italian organization in Sicily.  

Kellogg was careless this night giving permission to his small head to do the thinking for his big head.  If there were a contraption that could divulge a woman's true age by scanning her body, or a size and firmness breast meter that could decipher how old a women was, Riches aside; I imagine that would have kept many a happily married man out of trouble. Regrettably, no man even knew that in actual fact; Mary William Beth's eighteenth birthday was three years away! 

On patrol earlier that evening, Sergeant Frank Carbone spotted the young groupie making her move towards Andy in an alleyway alongside Schnitzel’s Petrol Station.  A minute or so later, he witnessed her climb into the back seat of the cruiser and drive off with Kellogg.  Knowing we both appreciated a good gag, the Sergeant told me what he witnessed.   “Here's your chance kid!  You know where they'll be."  Carbone chuckled as an ash from the rum soaked Crooks cigar he was sucking on broke loose, tumbled off his shirt and dissolved in the center of his coffee cup unobserved.  Fluttering his eyes at me as he consumed a large gulp of coffee, the big guy smiled.  “By the way kid.  I hear that him and his old lady's marriage is on the skids.  Heard she's thinking about calling it quits.  I'd be a hell of a way to stick it to him, if  y'all get my drift."  

        “You're one sick bastard Sarge.  Did anyone ever tell you that?"  I smirked just before walking out into the frigid night trying to grasp why the only groupie out tonight had to pick the coldest night of the year to do her thing!  

With the approaching storm less then an hour away Andy had positioned the cruiser in the center of a dead apple orchid under what was left of a full moon.  As brittle tree branches came to life in a current of arctic air and moonlight washed across the mansions slat roof, an eerie stage was set.  Mary Williams Beth felt a strange loneliness surround her tonight.  The young girl was confused and didn't understand why she felt compelled to perform sexual favors for old guys.  Whatever the reason, it gave he great pleasure knowing that her young body had the power to drive most of these old farts crazy.  Crazy enough to cheat on their partners.  Unfortunately, she rarely enjoyed the sex herself.   The orchid was deserted after the local kids seen who was behind the wheel of the police cruiser when it entered the estate.  Well aware of his vile reputation when it came to dealing with the younger generation, not a one would dare mess with Officer Kellogg.  So the remainder of their night would be spent outside the entrance warning their friends not to enter the property.  I entered the estate after climbing, falling, off the top of a six foot high stone wall at the rear of  the property.   I was hoping not to break up any action as I crept towards the vehicle, figuring Andy had more then enough time to make ready the cruisers back seat, which I'll explain.  When attempting to get laid in the back seat of a police cruiser, there are some body contortions and observances that must be adhered too.   Sans mechanical door locks and window cranks, once the rear door is shut, one becomes a prisoner in a minuscule cell.  Many cruisers have steel grates that separate the good guys from the bad.  Others have a Swiss-cheese solid sheet of bullet proof Acrylic.  Acrylic gives the driver a better field of view, and offers less interference from a prisoner, (spitting, screaming, etc… )  Although it is twice the price of a metal grate, in my opinion, it is the safer choice.  So I prefer Acrylic.  Naturally, the difference in price must be within the departments budget.  In saying that, even though Acrylic was allocated in the towns budget, the town fathers were too fucking cheap to spring for the safer alternative.  So we have steel grates.  But we did get a new blacktop driveway and nice landscape lighting in return.  So it goes without saying; when attempting to get laid in the back seat of a police cruiser, the body must be manipulated in such a way so one's foot is kept dangling outside an open door.  Andy was drowning in his own pleasure as the young Groupies mouth was performing a service to his genital area.  Overtaken by the groans of lust, he had forgotten the foot in the door rule and never heard the gentle click of the door.  Unable to control my cop curiosity, I did sneak a peak into the cruisers side window as I pushed the door closed.  Just for an instant mind you.  Except for the back of the young lady's head apparently bobbing for apples, I really didn't see much more then that.  Back-stepping, which is difficult under the best of circumstances I stumbled and exploded into laughter as I scrambled into the underbrush ignoring the branches whipping across my face.  Moments later the cruisers radio blared as Big Frank Carbone made his first call to locate Andy.  Concerned after almost thirty minutes why Andy still hadn't answered, the sergeant wondered what the hell did Mike do to get even.  At four in the morning, Mary Beth's parents arrived at headquarters.  Distressed over their young daughter whereabouts. 

        "Would you mind running that by me one more time, Mr. Weiss."  Frank said in disbelief.  Who's Fifteen?"  

Ten minutes after the Weiss's stormed out of headquarters unhinged by the lack of compassion the desk sergeant had shown, two lanky under nourished looking state police officers waltzed through the front door.

        "Morning Sergeant.  We stumbled upon your frequency on our scanner this morning."  Skinny number one said.  We're here to assist you in your search and have contacted our command post asking for additional help."

        "Huh?  Nice of you guys to lend a hand."  Carbone growled shoving his trembling hands into his pockets.  But not to worry men!  My gut feeling tells me the girl will show up at home soon."

        "Girl?  What girl?"  Skinny number two suddenly asked scratching a persistent itch on his left ass-cheek.  We overheard your dispatch to one of your officers.  It sounded like you were having trouble since he never answered.  What's this about a girl?"  Frank suddenly felt the beginning of a migraine. The pain intensified a few seconds later as the thump, thump, thumping sound of  a State Police helicopter drew closer.

Andy's sizzling lust hour in the apple orchid sizzled out immediately after discovering the locked do.  In his rush to get into the back seat with that night's jail bait, he had forgotten his walkie-talkie on the front seat.   After a dozen attempts to kick out the rear and side windows failed, the couple remained sexually ungratified, ignoring each other.  Unable to hold control of his bladder, Andy relieved himself on the floor of the cruiser splashing Mary Beth's ankles.  As the hours ticked by in the rear of the steamy cruiser, the stench of urine intensified. 

Mary Williams Beth's lanky legs were pulled up to her breasts in the fetal position; thumb in mouth, the little girl lie sobbing.  The thought of what Daddy was going to do to her made her shudder.  Suddenly, a single word came to mind. The thought raced across her mind, as she snickered.  Rape!  That's it.    I'll cry rape!  No problem.  Oh daddy…  He ordered me to get into his police car and said he had something important to show me.  Oh daddy…   he kidnapped me for sex and raped me! Oh daddy. .!  

Andy figured, although they were two consenting adults getting it on, he'd only be reprimanded for getting laid on company time.  What the fuck, most of the brothers were just as guilty of screwing around at one time or another.  Never-the-less, he figured he may as well come up with some story to ease his reprimand.  Chief, she conned me up to the Estate under false pretenses claiming she wanted to show me the scene of a crime that had taken place.  Once there, she seduced me into the back seat.  “That's it!  No problem.”  Kellogg mumbled aloud as he tried to free himself from the miniscule prison.   

After Andy was nabbed with the minor, besides losing his family and job, he faced statutory rape charges, contributing to the delinquency of a minor, and a couple of other charges the district attorney was able to conjure up.  More than likely he’d see jail time as he kissed his police pension, Au revoir.  A bit harsh?  Perhaps.  But like I said; I didn't care for the prick in the first place.

THE CABIN

        A two story A&P supermarket was positioned in a shallow gorge near the west entrance to town.  Each afternoon at five, the store manager's daily routine required a police escort to the Commerce Bank, which was just next door, to deposit the day's receipts.  Occasionally, when the manager was busy, one of the patrol officers would make the bank drop on his own.  In return for this service, the staff would fill a large paper sack with assorted fruit as a donation to headquarter.  Occasionally, the staff would also be too busy handling customers and unable to fill the bag.  The officer on duty would then be detailed to the supermarket to fill the sack with assorted fruit, returning it to the night supervisor.  

The first time I succumbed to this directive I swore I'd never degrade myself with such a bullshit task again.  Naturally my insubordination resulted in a reprimand from the police chief who happened to be the hording fruit freak.  Subsequently, I was detailed to walk the beat for a week each time I refused to fetch the fruit sack.  I ended up walking the street beat for three years until the hiring of a new supermarket manager who didn't wish any additional police protection. 

On Friday nights during the midnight to eight shift, the patrol would forage for that night's meal, offering it to the desk God in charge.  Unless it was starting to feel like a busy night, it was the best way to guarantee a couple of hours sleep and keep the guy off your ass for the tour.  One local gin mill would cook up a dozen or more of the all-time best tasting greasiest heart-stopping burgers as payment for a closer watch on their establishment.  On specific Saturday nights, the Blue Fountain Restaurant, a mob owned catering hall that specialized in weddings was home for that night's motor patrol. Unknowingly, the wedding party was feeding the boys in blue out in the kitchen at there expense.  A quick stop at Murray's newsstand for a dozen morning papers and several cigars started off Sunday's.  Moving on next door to the Village Dinner usually net a few dozen freshly baked donuts and a dozen or more containers of fresh brewed Java.  I hadn't given it much thought at the time.  But, with all this eating going on, it was no wonder why half the force was twenty pounds or more overweight.  Most of the fetching duties were carried out by junior officers as it was declared instrumental in there training. Every so often some newly organized citizens committee managed to get an investigation started looking into departmental graft.  The investigations would run their course and eventually fade away after a week or two.  Every now and then however, a rookie would have to become a sacrificial lamb.  Although punishment usually meant that the rookie got transferred to another area.  Outta site.  Outta mind.  Only a handful of senior officers ever made the important pick-ups.  In this case, a money sack bought police protection for several illegal betting establishments.  However, one bookie joint was exempt from payment.  Rumors had it that Sergeant Big Frank Carbone was the proprietor.  However, we all know how much trouble rumors can start.  So for arguments sake, I'll  just say he patronized the place daily.  

        Frank Carbone enjoyed the handle Big!  The moniker stuck with him well past his high school football days.  At six foot two, 265 pounds, even though he was in his early thirties and still had a baby-face, he wasn't to be messed with.  During his early years on the job, eight thousand dollars of market money disappeared from the front seat of his police cruiser during the supermarket night drop.  He stuck to his story about running into Murray's for cigars, just for a second and convinced all but the markets manager, who demanded an official investigation.  Just after the investigation was launched, Frank stopped in on the manager at his work place.  After a brief discussion in the rear stockroom, the manager and chain-store insisted that the investigation be dropped!  To celebrate, Big Frank held a magnanimous party at his summer home the following weekend.   After several years on the job, I eventually got an invitation to the big guys country place for a summer party.  A polished brass plaque with the name HIDEAWAY carved in bold letters was attached to the side of a river stone entrance-way.  The home was a massive two story, five bedroom mansion, constructed entirely from shale and granite excavated from the property in New York's Catskill Mountains.  The five thousand square foot summer home was situated just off a rural farm road sitting on two hundred acres of rolling hills, apple orchids, running adjacent to a few thousand acres of state forest.  A seventy five foot long, by twenty foot wide, free-standing sound-proof shooting range was positioned several hundred feet to the left side of the home.  The sound proof concrete block building was linked with the intercom system from the mansion and held a fully stocked wet bar.  Several feet behind the mansion, there was a basketball/tennis court equipped with several rows of bleachers, spotlights, and a cabana style building which also held a fully stocked wet bar.  As the sounds of a big band from days gone by blared over the open PA system inside the target range, two shooters were emptying their service weapons to the beat of Enchanted Afternoon.  I got a bit bored later on that afternoon trying to pace myself with free booze and found myself gazing up at a ten foot dirt embankment behind the shooting range. Climbing the rise I stopped just past the roof-line of the range to take a long look around.  Just in case anyone was interested in what I was up to.   The view from the top exposed a ten acre lake surrounded by a thick pine forest that offered the perfect area to snap a great post-card photo for that outdoors-man in your life.  Fish jumped from cooler depths in the lake feasting on insects flying a few inches above the waters surface, as several white tail deer vaulted over a fallen pine tree on the north side of the pristine landscape.  A lone red tail hawk, which I recognized only after watching a TV documentary on hawks a few nights earlier,  drifted on an invisible therm-o-draft high above the center of the lakes tepid water in search of a field mouse feast.  At the bottom of the embankment, an ancient looking dirt road emerged from the berm then disappeared in the darkness of the forest.   I imagined loggers used the original road to haul their goods to wherever.  In any case, it was apparent that tons of dirt had been dredged from the lake to separate this area from the rest of the property.  Since I went this far I decided I might as well explore the trail and continue on my journey to snoop.  As the road turned left and head into a darker part of the forest, Oriental Bittersweet and Ivy had taken over many of the branches blocking out most of the suns rays.  I was familiar with these vines.  Not that I'm any kind of a horticulturist, but they tried to take over my old mans house in the Bronx for years when I was a kid, eventually winning.  It was becoming difficult to see in the dim light when the trail suddenly ended in front of a small cabin that appeared abandoned.  The door didn't have much of a lock on it.  Thirty seconds later I found myself inside the nearly empty one room shack looking at a massive rock fireplace on the rear wall, complete with a heavy wooden mantel, scorched from years of use.  A single beam of sunlight shot through an opening the size of a bullet hole on a blacked-out window, highlighting what appeared to be a blood stained mattress crumpled in half on the dusty wood plank floor.  Something shimmered overhead directing my attention there.  Tarnished shackles dangled from a massive beam directly over the mattress.  A sudden chill ran though my body, as the room seemed to transform into a torture chamber right out of a grade B movie.  Giggling, confused; trying to keep my thoughts in perspective, I fumbled backwards tripping over my own feet, falling out the cabin door.  Running as fast as I could towards the summer house my imagination ran wild, visualizing drunken loggers picking up that nights bar-hog from some local gin mill on their way back from wherever.  Then after luring their unsuspecting prey back here the women were treated to something they never counted on.  It was the only thing that made sense.  Then of course, I could just ask Frank about the cabin and its strange interior.  But, then he'd know I've been snooping.  And no one likes a snoop.   Then again; maybe the cabin's not even on the big guy's property.   If I wasn't in such a rush to get the hell away from that place and get back. I wouldn't have missed two overhead cables that ran off into the direction of the cabin.  In my haste, while tripping over my feet, I also overlooked the small TV monitor over the front door.  If  switched on, I would have witnessed big Frank and Police Chief John Paladino chatting away as the chief handed over a plastic bag given to him by his nephew Arthur.  The contents of which contained a recently fired .32 caliper automatic.  But since I didn't see the TV in the room, I couldn't have switched it on.  So I didn't witness any of the shit I just mentioned.  

The metallic clattering of repetitious gunfire had stopped by the time I slid down the embankment behind the shooting range.  Acting Sergeant Tommy O'Connor and Patrolman Bob Schwartz had stumbled outside, half-drunk, slobbering over an original StG 44 Sturmgewehr German assault rifle.  Smoke spewed from the end of the blazing barrel, as O'Connor let out a female yelp, scorching both hands trying to force the weapon away from Schwartz.

        "Stop bust'n my fuck'n balls Tommy O'!  You got to shoot that fuck'n rocket launcher last time.  Now let me mess with this thing a little longer, before the big guy comes and takes it away!"  Schwartz jeered, hugging the hot weapon.

        "Rocket launcher. I asked, as I came around the side of the range brushing loose dirt off the seat of my pants.  Startled, O'Connor jumped while blowing on both hands.  Cheesus Mike!  Scared the freak'n shit outta me!"  he replied, sneering at Schwartz.   

        "What the fuck you doing back there Mike?  Schwartz clamored.  

        "Had to take a wizz.  Now…  What's this about a rocket launcher?"  

        "Big mouth Schwartz!"  O'Connor growled.  You got a big fuck'n mouth boy."

I chuckled, enjoying the comedy act of O'Connor and Schwartz.  What's the secret girl's?  Ain't we all, uh. . brothers?"  

        "That right!"  Bob said.  Mikes right 'ya know.  And uh …  What the difference anyway Tommy?  What harm will it do to tell him?  We are all brothers.  Ain't we?"  O'Connor threw his hands up in frustration shaking his head.  Say whatever the fuck you want, Okay Bobby!  Just don't blow it out of proportion …  Brother."

        "Then you tell him !"  Schwartz smirked, convinced he won the argument.

        "Okay, Okay."  Tom whimpered, still blowing on his blistered fingers.  The big guy threw a bash around the same time last year.  After a couple hours, the big guy had gotten totally wasted and drags out a selection of antique weapons that he's got stashed in some underground vault in the house.  

Everything was cool, and we were having a blast shooting the shit out of the target range.  Frank must'a got real bored 'cause after awhile he tells us to come outside 'cause he's got a surprise to show us.  There was this wooden box with some black numbers painted on one side, and some kinda foreign look'n gibberish painted on the other side.  Inside the box was a rocket launcher.  You know …  like the one the Army used in the big war that sits on your shoulder and loads from the back." 

        "A  Bazooka."  I questioned, wide eyed.  

        "Right!  A Bazooka!" Well sort of.  It was different then the one's you see in them WW two movies.  I don't think it was made in America."  O'Connor answered.  Anyways …  we  start mess'n round with this Bazooka thing. All of a sudden… Va-fuck'n-room!"

        "It goes off?  It was actually armed?"  

        "I mean to tell ya Mikey!  Just like that!  Va-fuck'n-room!  Out flies this freak'n rocket blowing smoke and fire out the ass end of this tube.  If I was standing a couple feet closer to the back of that thing it would've burnt my face off instead of singeing my eyebrows.  The big guy nearly shits his pants and swears he didn't know the thing was loaded."

Trying to flick a snot-ball off the tip of his right finger, Schwartz chimes in.  "And if you think that's awesome, listen to this shit.  Jus' as that ol' missile is buzz'n round the wild blue, wouldn't you know;  it just misses a private jet fly'n by.  Man, that fly-boy put on one hell of a show trying not to get blown outta the sky.  Anyways, later that afternoon about a million fuck'n town officials and cops show up."  

        "Ten!"  O'Connor injects.  

        "Well it looked like more!  Anyways…  Frank tossed the thing into some lake over the hill behind the range just as them cops crashed the party.  Them locals went nuts for over an hour looking for the thing.  Anyways, after a zillion questions, Frank ends up telling off some town big shot mucky-muck and tells em all to get the fuck off his land, pronto!  As they're leaving, the big wig yells out that they'll be back in the morning with a search warrant.  But no one ever came back.  I think the jet was out of the local airport, not too far from here.  We also heard Frank paid the pilot a visit the next day.  Don't know what was discussed.   But like I said; nothing ever came from any of it."  



 
O'Connor looked at Schwartz, then lowered his head wondering what he had done wrong in this life to deserve such a dick-head for a partner.  Schwartz slurred something that sounded like, tick round while longer, Mike' baby.  Once the big guy gets wasted, he'll drag sump-in out to liven things up.  You'll see."  

        "Alright big mouth, enough already!"  O'Connor growled.  You said more then your fair share!  I think Mike gets the picture.  Don't ya Mike?"                                                          

        "Starting too."  I answered, leaving my two drunken buddies to finish their argument over who gets to play with the machine gun next.

Some months later I discovered that the arsenal in Franks underground vault had a larger inventory then most small town Armories, with one difference.  German issue small arms dating from World War II, still in their original crates, had been carefully preserved with affectionate car.  The only thing missing from the extensive arsenal was an German 88 mm field gun.  My guess; it wouldn't fit through the door and down the stairs.  The only access to the one thousand square foot munitions vault was down a hidden stairway behind a wine rack in the basement that led-down to a sub-basement.  Apparently when the mansion was originally constructed in 1947, it was designed with an unusually deep foundation, leaving a sixteen foot high ceiling.  Sometime between 1947 and whenever another floor was added in the basement leaving two separate rooms with eight foot high ceilings.

I had become transfixed with the security camera partially hidden on the roof of the mansion slowly panning the area.  A metallic wrapped cable came from the rear of the camera leading to a utility  pole across the road continued down the pole into a heavy steel power box ten feet above the ground, then two leads exited the box and head off into the direction of the woods behind the firing range.  

        A sudden weighty slap on my back startled me back into the hear and now.  Turing defensively I was greeted by big Franks grinning smile while his fucking 'love tap' left my back tingling for ten minutes!  Enjoying yourself kid?"  Frank asked, suspiciously.

        "Very much!  Thanks for asking us up to your, uh …  bungalow." 

        "Bungalow!  Very funny …  Ha ha.  And if theirs something you desire and don't see, don't be shy.  Just ask, okay?"

        "Thanks, but I'm fine.  Although I'll admit you've got one hell of a ponderosa here Sarge.  It seems very …  Uh,  secure."  

        "Secure?  I call it comfortable.  Ah.  I see you're referring to the security system no doubt."  

        "Don't tell me you got security issues out here in stick-ville?"  

Frank emptied the last ounce of Scotch from his cut crystal glass.  Chuckling he answered. “Naw, not really.  I got a couple of cameras set up here and there.  Mainly for nosy neighbors, and snoopy guests…   Stops 'em from looking 'round the place  too hard, or wandering to far away from the…   bungalow.  A person could get lost out there in that forest.  If ya know what I mean!" 

        "Right. Lost in the forest…  It wouldn't have anything to do with some Bazooka at your last party, would it Frank?" 

        "Those rat bastards!"  Frank snapped, smashing the expensive Irish glass against a rock, glancing past me staring at the gun range.  "I'll be having a chat with Rollow and Follow over that rumor right quick!  See what I mean Mike?   At least with a few cameras around the place, I can slow a party down if it starts to get outta hand." 

        "Like the time with the Bazooka?"  

        "You know my friend;  if I didn't care for you I'd be showing you to your car right about now."

        "Like you did to those town officials?"

        "Hey!  Enough already! You were fed a line of shit by a couple of  drunken shit-heads.  So what about it?"

        "So how much of it is bullshit Frank?"

        "It's a small town rumor some local ass-wipe jet-nigger started in town.  So I guess if I don't tell you the truth you'll keep bugging the shit outta me.  Right?"

        “Truth would be good.”  I answered.

        "Did you happen to see the antique machine gun those dick-wads were playing with?"  Frank asked, knowing I had.  "As a matter of fact; Tommy and Bob were having a heated discussion over it at the time."

        "Discussion my ass!  More likely they were fighting over the fuck'n thing again.  In fact, I'll wager one of them idiot's burnt themselves on the barrel again..  

I chuckled, finding the whole state of affairs stupidly amusing.  "Then I guess today's not the first time folks have been playing with unusual firearms at these parties?"  

        “Ain't the first; won't be the last!"  Frank grinned.  “Let me explain; O'Connor got totally shit-faced at my last bash and fell in love with the weapon.  Although I will take some of the blame for what happened, since I should've kept a tighter leash on them boys.  Anyway, O'Connor starts blasting the place up.  Hiked over a small hill behind the range and knocked off an entire Mallard Duck family on the lake back there.  Then to top that off, he fires at a private jet coming in for a landing at the airport a few miles away.  And that's where the rumor started.  The pilot tells the FAA that he seen a vapor trail coming from the property.  Naturally it's all bullshit.  I figure some richy rich passengers laid the pilot out for a rough approach, or some shit like that.  Apparently the jerk-off came up with that rocket bullshit story to save his job, or——."  

        "So you're saying that this pilot just happened to single this place out?"  I asked, trying not to laugh.

        "Ya gonna let me finish the story!  You know where the road is Bubba, if you don't wanna hear my side of things!"

        "Take it easy Sarge.  You have my full attention."  

        "Anyway… "  Frank huffed.  “An hour after the fly over, half the town shows up!  I was as polite as could be under the circumstances and started to show the interlopers around the place.  Damn!  I even offered to get em laid while they were here.  All except Captain Fred, or Greg, whatever the fuck his name was.  The jerk-off starts getting antsy, getting in my face and threatening to send equipment in to dredge the lake if a search of the house didn't turn up the imaginary rocket launcher.   And fuck a search warrant he says, after I ask him to produce one.  That's when I lost my cool and threw the whole bunch off assholes off my land."

        "Did they ever come back with the warrant?"

        "Nope!  Like I said.  It was all bullshit!"

        "Were charges ever brought against O'Connor?"

        "Charges?  Nope! None of them ass holes knew who did what.  And since there wasn't any Bazooka and they never recovered any weapon and I wasn't going to let O'Connor take the heat for having a bit of fun.  I locked…  hid him in a safe place in the woods until he sobered up.  Just in case the booze loosened his lips, if you know what I mean.  He loves tossing the bullshit around."  Bullshit? Perhaps.  Although it sure made a good story and I'd have to add the word interlopers to my limited vocabulary. 

THE SHOOTER BLOOMBERG

        At fifty-five, the chief's junior by ten years, Henry Bloomberg was the second oldest officer on the force.  His once brilliant hazel eyes were hooded and dull just like his career; disclosing his addiction to booze.  In fact, his overall complexion was pasty and gray and the guy always looked ill.  Not considered a short man with a boxy shape and crooked gate due to a half-inch lift on his left shoe that corrected an inherited injury after taking a bullet, he actually looked shorter then five ten.  After hearing another departments dispatcher signaling for assistance during a routine patrol on afternoon, without notifying HQ he was leaving his jurisdiction a younger Henry stumbled upon three burglary suspects.  Apparently the pursuing police vehicle from the adjoining township had lost visual contact of the suspects vehicle during the chase.  After ditching the vehicle, the suspects where hiding out in the turnpike gas station.  Henry witnessed the getaway vehicle being abandoned and surprised the perps by entering the station through a rear door.  Without warning he fired, killing two of the three armed men.  A struggle ensued with the third suspect.  Henry's weapon discharged accidentally shattering dozens of small bones in the officers left foot.  Additional backup arrived just in time to assist in Henry's lone arrest.  Consequently, during the investigation that followed, a trail of stolen goods led to Canton Ohio where a large Gypsy university was uncovered. Eventually, Henry's out of jurisdiction arrest solved dozens of unsolved crimes from New York to Illinois.  Instead of  a reprimanded for being off post and out of his jurisdiction, aided with the police chiefs backing and the local media, the shootings and arrest were deemed justifiable.  Shortly after being discharged from the hospital with his new walking stick, a ceremony with commendations was held in Henry's honor which immediately led to his promotion to Detective.

Several years later, Henry shot and maimed twenty-two year old Robert Barker.  The young Afro-American had misplaced his house keys and was in the process of breaking into his own home.  At 1:43 a.m. HQ received a call from a neighbor reporting the Barkers were gone for the weekend, but someone was trying to gain entry through a front window.  First on the scene, Henry observed the intruder climbing into a front window.  Without warning, he fired a shot into Barker's back.  The bullet blew a hole out his right lung and severed the boys spinal cord, ending Barkers career to stardom as the leading quarterback of his college team.  Although Bloomberg was indicted a month later, a switch blade drop-piece the detective planted on the teen held up in court, ruling the incident self-defense.  Barker's prior conviction of petty-larceny also helped Bloomberg's defense attorney seal the deal which led to an acquittal.  

Several months after the incident, the Barker family left town after their civil suit against Bloomberg and the police department fell apart.  Although Henry was acquitted, no medals were handed out to the gum-shoe this time. Within a year, after finally realizing what kind of a psychopath she was married to, his wife Margret filed for divorce.  Shortly after the split, Henry fell in love with the bottle.

        C15/H15/N2/CON/(C2/H5/) 2. Lysergic Acid Diethlamide.  Known on the streets to rich and poor, young and old, an affordable vacation from one's mind fabricated in a laboratory; LSD 25.  Alleged to be the drug to end all drugs.  

In July of 1976 I met Freddie Barker.  He was Robert Barker's sixteen year old white cousin who constantly teased Robert by calling him Bobby one lung after the shooting.  Tangled greasy red hair constantly hung across Freddie's freckled face hiding dark circled eyes and advanced pock marks which were etched into his forehead.  His overall appearance mimicked an overweight, pimple faced punch drunk prize fighter.  Born with a Cervical spinal disorder, his head was permanently locked looking over his left shoulder.  Besides slurring his words and drooling when he spoke, he was mildly autistic.  Regrettably, it's as though the kid was born under an unlucky star.  Especially after losing both parents in an auto accident when he was thirteen.  After the court handed Freddie over to Roberts mother as the family was leaving town after losing the civil suit, she tossed the young boy out of there moving vehicle pulling out of the driveway confiding in a neighbor that she couldn't handle or stand the idiot and good riddance to the cracker!  

        There was a one man taxi service in town owned and operated by Vincent Madrone.  Madrone was a cigar chewing, reformed whiskey sucking, round olive skinned Italian wannabe wise-guy.  At fifty-three and never known to ever harm a fly; when sober he was capable of kicking the shit out of anyone twice his size and half his age.  

On the way to pick up an early fair one morning, Vince was startled by a strange groaning sound coming from the back seat. As he turned to investigate, the driver two cars ahead slammed on his brakes in the middle of the street to wolf-whistle at a young female strutting into Murray's.  Needless to say, Madrone ass-ended the vehicle, totaling his cab.  The end result; Madrone punched the driver in the nose, breaking it in several places.  I responding to the scene bringing Madrone into HQ to calm him down without any intentions of arresting the poor bastard.  Later that day, after leaving the emergency room the ass hole who caused the accident arrived at HQ to file charges getting second thoughts after seeing so many Italians mulling around in one place.  Madrone was sent on his way with a fifty dollar summons for failure to control one's vehicle.  That was the day he climbed onto the wagon.   

        Although Freddy was abnormally large for his age, he was incapable of defending himself.  I was walking foot patrol on the night I personally met the kid overhearing a commotion that sounded as though someone was catching one hell of beating in the alleyway of the Village Diner.  Apparently a couple of gang members were holding Freddy down while one asshole was attempting to steal his shoes.  I yanked the younger, smaller gang member off Freddie sending the punk limping on his way after leaving my size eleven shoe print on the seat of his pants.  A few nights later, I quietly walked up behind three different gang members kicking Freddie's ass in the same alleyway.  The leader of the group was crouched over Freddie shouting.  “Retard! Retard!”  As the young punk 'cocked' his fist intending to land another blow to the autistic boy's bloodied face, I shoved my nightstick in between his legs and yanked up into the leader's crotch.  The maneuver slammed jerky-boys face into the diner's brick wall splitting his nose and lip open, rendering the punk unconscious.  The other two cowards 'booked' after they witnessed their leaders face introduced to the wall.  A few weeks after the incident, Freddie approached me about the rumored drug activity that picked up considerably over the past few weeks.  Several vehicles bearing Florida license plates were observed by some of the patrol units during the early morning hours.  The upturn in activity was also brought to the chief's attention.  A day or two later, an unofficial notice appeared on the official bulletin board unofficially ordering all officers to stay away from the Lounge.  Since I can be a bit over-zealous, with Freddie's assistance I decided to disregard the unofficial notice and take action on my own. 

Nearing two in the morning a week later on a Saturday night while off-duty I watched a frightened, autistic boy persuade the proprietor of the Lounge to sell him drugs in the rear men's room.  As Janis Joplin screeched Down On Me from the jukebox, I waited a short eternity  from a dark corner of the bar for the buy to go down.  Fifteen minutes later both men appeared from the rear.  As Freddy was leaving he signaled the prearranged Commander Cody Wink, indicating Venditto had taken the marked money that I had given Freddie.  As Don reached over the bar to hand the bartender the wad of bills, I eased up behind him whispering.  "You're under arrest ass hole!"

        "What . . ? Who . . ?   What the fuck are you doing?  Man, are you nuts!"  Don uttered, shoving me aside with the back of his left arm.  "Leccare il culo flat foot!"  Roughly translated, I knew it meant something like ass lick, or kiss my ass.  I gotta admit.  Nothing pisses me off more then being physical brushed aside or ignored.  “One last time chubby!  You're under arrest!  Now …   you either walk out with me and don't make a scene, or I'll blow a fucking hole in your side and drag your bleeding ass out.  One way or the other pal, you're going down!"             

        "C'mon man …   ya gotta be kidding!  Don't ya know who you're fuck'n with?"  Don grumbled, as I pressed the barrel of my .38 snubby against his gelatin side watching a stream of sweat running down the ass-holes forehead.  “Listen up fat ass.  That was my last warning.  Now…   move your ass, I'm taking you in!" 

        "Hey …  Goddamn it!  Take it easy, will ya!"  Don yelped as the hard metal barrel bounced off a rib.  “Ya gonna shoot me right here?  In front of all these witnesses!  Fuck off pig!"  I cocked the hammer and squeezed.  The fat man felt the solid CLICK against his rib cage then recoiled off the bar-stool immediately pissing his pants as a wave of nausea swept over him.  

        "You son of a bitch!  You're dead meat motherfucker!"  He gasped grabbing his chest, dry-heaving at the same time.  "Man, don't you know I'm protected!  What the fuck do you want?"  Don whimpered. 

The fat guy was really sweating now!  "I want you to move your ass outside!  And the next chamber does have a round in it!"  I warned cocking the hammer.  "And for your sake, you’d better not be having a fucking heart attack!"        

        "You're insane man!  Take it easy already!  I'm going, I'm going!"  Venditto squawked as I steered the fat man ever so gently towards the front door.  "Five thousand!  I'll give ya five grand cash!"  Don blurt out as he turned, breaking away from me once outside.  “Five grand to forget this fuck'n' mess …  What' a you say?  Is that what you want?"  It's not that I couldn't use the extra cash.  After all, the holidays were just around the corner.  I considered the offer for a second or two then latched onto his arm swinging him around to face me.  I considered the offer for another split second, decided against it and kicked the fat guy full force in his Gran culo sending him face first to the pavement.  As he flapped his arms and feet wildly looking like a giant bug trying to get up, a trickle of blood oozed from his forehead soaking into his oily black pompadour.  Jumping to attention the ridiculed wise-guy swung, telegraphing a pathetic right-cross.  Unfortunately, as I shifted my weight to side step the sucker punch, my trigger finger jerked squeezing off one round.  The projectile shattered the little toe on Don's right foot blowing it completely out of his hundred dollar shoe.  

        "Oh my God!"  Don screamed.  His ass cushioning his fall this time.  He grabbed his foot as blood sprayed out between his fingers; like the end of a garden hose nozzle.  "Oh my God! You're crazy!  Oh …  the fuck'n pain.  Help! Someone help me!" he screamed.  As curious bar patrons slowly emptied out of the bar, a shout from a window above cried, “What the fuck's going on down there?”  Seconds later, dozens of screams filled the air shouting for the police.  Some A-hole in the crowd yelled, "There's never a cop around when 'ya need one!"   

A minute before the police dispatcher sent out a call to investigate a report of shots fired, Henry Bloomberg rounded the corner onto Main Street.  "Goddamn him!"  The detective mumbled after recognizing the fat man on the ground.  Speeding up, he slammed on the brakes stopping next to us screaming.  “Hurry!  Put him in the back!  I'll take him to the hospital! 

        “No way.”  I replied.

        “What the fuck's going on?  Settle this shit after I drop him off.  He ain't going no where.  Don't you know who this guy is? "

        "Yeah.  I know all right.  He's my fucking prisoner!” I replied, shoving Venditto into the back seat with contempt.       "What's your problem detective?"        

        "Goddamn you Michael!  If you've fucked things up … "  Henry snapped, placing the magnetic  red bubble gum light atop the roof.

        "Hey!  Just a fuck'n minute ass hole!"  I barked.  It's a good bust!  What's your problem Henry?"



 
        "Step back from the car!  I'm taking Mr. Venditto to the ER.  We'll talk about this later.  Just don't leave before I get back.  That's an order officer!"  I understand I can be rambunctious at the best of times.  I was also a bit concerned that I may have pushed it to far this time.  Especially since I never got a chance to Mirandize the fat bastard.  

As the unmarked car sped off with its red light reflecting off the surrounding buildings, after a momentary recap of what transpired, I shout into the darkness towards the detective's car.  “Fuck you Henry!  Fuck you!  It was a good bust!"  

        It was a few minutes past four in the morning when Henry stormed into HQ.  I was behind the front desk buried in a ten page report after convincing acting Sergeant O'Connor up to date.  Hurdling the two steps that lead to the back of the desk, Henry erratically grabbed me by the front of my shirt and hurled me against a glass trophy case crammed with departmental shooting awards.  This gimp was one strong mother-fucker!  Grabbing him by the throat we both fell to the floor in a scuffle.  As he started to overpower me I was able to latch onto my blackjack stuffed in a back pocket delivering a blow across the bridge of Henry's nose.  What else could I do?  Like I said; this guy was one strong mother-fucker! O'Connor heard the distinct crack of broken cartilage forcing us apart as we tried to get up.  Dazed and bleeding, Henry shoved O'Connor to the side attempting to stand on his own, falling to the floor unconscious then breaking his jaw upon impact.  Twenty minutes later, as the ambulance pulled away from HQ, the word deep-shit kept racing through my mind as I realized another reprimand, or worse would be on the horizon.  

Thirty days after the arrest, the New York State Liquor Authority revoked Don Venditto's liquor license and shut The Lounge down for good. 

HELENA AND THE COMMUTE

        The sun was up almost an hour by the time morning relief drifted into headquarters.  Gliding in a robotic state, the officers instinctively headed toward the coffee and donuts table that Mrs. Helinski had prepared daily, excluding Sunday's, over the past twenty-odd years.  Joseph her husband, had been Police Chief in the early-forties until his bizarre murder.  The case eventually went cold but remains open and unsolved.  Although she was a pain in the ass at times snooping into departmental business, most of the officers assumed that the seventy year old was just a lonely old lady who enjoyed hanging around cops.  To others, including myself, Mrs. Helinski was a welcome sight after a hard night socializing with some of the animals out in the street.  

I took a detour on the way into work the next night.   I figured I'd better get an update on Henry and Venditto's condition before I was summoned into his majesties chambers.  Although I knew that I had broken the gimps nose, I didn't know how lucky both of us were.  According to the ER physician on duty, if the blow had been delivered fractionally harder, Henry would now be in a better place and I'd be facing manslaughter charges.   He was released before nightfall.  Right after his jaw was wired.  Venditto was in shock after losing an enormous amount of blood but his vital signs were listed as fair.   Unfortunately, neither his shoe, nor toe, could be saved.  On the other hand, for some good news;  his blood sample discovered that the fat man was severely diabetic.  I couldn't give a rats ass about that prognoses.  However, in a bizarre sort of way, shooting the fat guy saved his life.  

        As usual his majesty was late arriving to work.  By mid-morning I wandered off into the holding area, dozing off in one of the cells and started to dream about my wife Lesley and my classic scooter.  Both at home,  forty-four miles away.  

After several years, the commute had become a burden.  Particularly during the winter.  Four hundred plus miles a week wore out the best of automobiles prematurely.  My saving grace was being able to ride my scooter to work during the warmer months.  I had won a 1961 Harley Davidson Electra motorcycle at a police auction shortly after it had been restored by a former drug dealer.  Now a long-term guest of the State of New York.  It was a chrome plated powerhouse of massive energy.  Claiming to be the Cadillac of bikes and almost as heavy!  A real man's machine made in America!  Excluding the original horn I replaced that had a Made In Mexico sticker stuck on the back of it.  One early spring afternoon, shortly after I got the bike, against Lesley's protests I decided to ride the HOG into work and show it off.  "But the weatherman said a severe cold front was dropping down from Canada tonight honey.  Why not take the car?"  Leslie asked, smiling at first.  “I think your being a little foolish trying to rush in summer.  According to the weathermen, warmer weathers a long way off.  You know it can get dangerous riding the bike at night too.  The weatherman said once the sun goes down to watch out for black ice …  Mike?   Will you answer me for crying out loud!"

        "For crying out loud yourself!  Relax will 'ya babe!  When has the weatherman ever been right?"  

At first the ride down county was invigorating.  It was the first ride of the season and the bike performed magnificently after sitting dormant for several months.  Blasts of cool mountain air pounded against my face.  A perfect day for a bike ride. From my panoramic perch I was able to view the world from a different perspective then those poor bastards stuck inside their overly warm tin boxes, as the cool mountain blasts made the ride …   Uncomfortable.  

After breaking a few speed laws, I arrived at HQ twenty seven minutes later.  By the time I undressed out of my winter riding gear and redressed into my walking the beat winter duds, the large flashing lights on the National Bank thermometer displayed a significant drop from fifty-degree's to the low-forties.  Getting me thinking that the fucking weatherman may have guessed right this time.  By ten that night the colossus numbers flashed thirty.  No doubt; something Lesley and the weatherman had planned together I thought as I biked past the bank's thermometer one last time after my shift.  Even with a few burnt out bulbs, I was still able to read the remaining bright numbers that flashed minus one!  

Twenty-five minutes later, the beginning of what felt like hypothermia hit me.  It was hell trying to keep the old HOG upright.  I startled myself for a second after hearing a scream, realizing it was mine.  Ten more minutes!  Ten more fucking minutes!  I kept thinking.  Lesley would be waiting alright!  Waiting to rip me a new ass for not taking hers and the weather-pricks advice.  

        Lesley had felt uneasy over my choice of careers.  To be honest; I wasn't thrilled with her vocation either.  Being an RN at a private nursing facility with thoughts of her handling decaying bodies at that place disturbed me.  It wasn't that I didn't trust her.  As a matter of fact, I wasn't cocksure that some of those bodies were all that decayed. Or that old.  It was usually during one of my cynical episodes that I'd request a last minute shift change to coincide with Lesley's schedule. As expected, his majesty, who didn't give two-shits about my family life, nor my jealousy, ever  approved it. 

        John Paladino, the current police chief of Lanchester Commons, was a loud hard-boiled man in his late-sixties who had a perpetual surprised look tattooed on his long mug.  Maybe it was due to the way he brushed his thinning gray hair straight back which seemed to stretch his forehead.  Perhaps it was the way his over-sized bushy eyebrows stuck out, screaming to be trimmed. Whatever the reason, in my opinion, the guy was scary.  And short!   

While a rookie in the early forties, he was assigned to the motorcycle traffic division, which only had one motorcycle at that time.  Since his legs weren't long enough to reach the ground and balance the heavy 1942 Harley Davidson, during slow moving tight maneuvers,  he would dismount the machine then walk it through a turn.  His short-coming may have been the reason he never stood from behind his massive desk to greet anyone that entered his office.  Although John Paladino may have been small in stature,  he had deep roots in the community and was a powerful force in 'The Commons.'

        Lanchester Commons, or for those in the know, 'The Commons', was incorporated in 1879 .  Like many small towns across America the police department started with one volunteer, or candidate, picked by the Mayor along with the town fathers.  After a quick campaign, Frank Helinski became the first mayor adopting an ordinance that prohibited the running at large or pasturing on any public street;  horses, swine, geese, goats or other said farm type animals. The first police officer was hired at $32.00 per month.  Besides pledging to keep the peace, additional duties included, lighting and extinguishing street lamps, enforcing the six mile per hour speed limit as well as rounding up loose 'farm' animals.  As the town grew, additional volunteers were hired. 

With its natural harbor on the Hudson River, by the turn of the century the town depended on sailing ships to transport spun wire and cable from the Anaconda Wire Mill into New York City, fifty miles down river.  During the end of the Civil War when the railroad came in and the town started to grow, Yankee Carpetbagger's traveled south hoping to lure rich southern gentlemen into investing in the wire mill.  Less the a hundred years later, the Carpetbaggers died off and so had the wire mill.  By the early 1960's, the one-man volunteer department had grown into a hundred man police force laced with greed and corruption.  The Paladino name was also listed among some of the founding fathers, along with names like Venditto and Helinski.   More then half the town had been made up of Italian immigrants who moved upstate, away from the Irish control in Manhattan.  The other half was a mixture of Irish, Portuguese, and a small community of wealthy Norwegians who were stranded on the shores of the Hudson after there sailing vessel broke apart in a shifting ice field.  

Charles Paladino, one of the original descendent's had been a police officer in the early thirties and forties who eventually brought his son into the family business.  After Charles and the previous police chief were murdered some years later, a large sum of money ended up in son John's bank account. 

Like a set of bad luggage I had grown accustomed to The Job as it became the only life I knew.  It wasn't difficult to accept the financial rewards and power which enabled me to purchase a comfortable home upstate equipped with the only in-ground pool in the neighborhood along with a twenty eight foot Owens cabin cruiser that came along with a lifetime membership in to the Verplank Yacht Club plus two nice autos and my custom scooter.

        Each ring became intensely irritating as the sound jolted me into consciousness.  Fumbling for the phone I cursed whoever was on the other end, pissed that I had forgotten to remove the fucking device from its cradle after arriving home. 

        "Why didn't you hang around this morning?"  An irritated voice on the opposite end questioned.  Not waiting for my answer, which might have been, how long did you expect me to hang around waiting for your dumb ass to show up?  Paladino snorted.  “Now get your ass back down here pronto boy!  That's an order.  Do you read me?"

        “Loud and clear! John.  Uh…  Chief."  I replied as the words deep shit man.  Your ass is in deep shit!  Ran across my mind.  In an profession where truth is twisted to suit the situation, when it comes to mind games I was convinced I was a key player.  I also wasn't intimidated easily.  Growing up on the streets in The Bronx, getting arrested several times, being shot, surviving a year and a half tour in Vietnam aboard a minesweeper that actually found mines, being shot at again may have had something to do with molding me into a nasty son-of-a-bitch.  Among other choice names, it's one my wife used many times during our weekly squabbles.  

If I were going to get through this interrogation without jeopardizing my future, I knew I'd have to remain sharp today as I kept running the Venditto bust over and over in my mind.  As justifiable as I knew, or hoped it was, I could hear the words;  Deep Shit Man.  Deep Shit  echoing louder in my thoughts.  Since I'm not fond of  surprises, I figured I'd better drop into the hospital one last time on the way in to check on Henry's condition.   I was surprised when the duty nurse said the old prick had signed himself out hours earlier.  I didn't bother to check on the other guy.

As I entered the underground garage at HQ, I noticed Jay Pearlmans iridescent pearl white Mercedes coupe parked in its assigned parking space.  When Pearlman was fresh out of law school some years earlier, as village attorney he won several cases for the town and was considered a trusted friend by the current chief.   We also had been good drinking buddies at one time.  Even though it had been awhile, I think he enjoyed my company as much as I enjoyed his, or perhaps we just tolerated each others bullshit.    

As the elevator door opened onto the main floor I was greeted by the comedy act of Schwartz and O'Connor who had been pitching pennies against a wall awaiting my arrival.  What's up girls?"  I asked as O'Connor drew closer slipping his arm around my shoulder.  "The chief gave us orders to personally escort you to his office and told us to hang around in the hall.  In case there's trouble."  

        "Yeah right!" Schwartz intervened, scraping up two or three pennies off the carpet.  He means in case you cause any trouble!"  

        "Trouble? Tell me girls…   who's here to protect me?"  

As usual, shorty was hiding behind his massive desk when I entered the office.  I offered my hand to Jay Pearlman who took it, even though he flashed a quick frown over towards the chief, while Henry pretended to be preoccupied looking out the only window in the small office.  Henry's face was wrapped up like a mummy.  “Suits you.”  I commented.  He mumbled  something through his wrappings that sounded like "Foska U."  Although,  if I were standing in his shoes I would have just come out and said. "Fuck You!"  Sitting in the chiefs favorite leather recliner in a darkened corner of the office was a smallish white haired round stranger wearing an expensive looking dark blue shark skin suit.  Standing directly behind the old man was another stranger wearing a less expensive looking suit that didn't shine as much.  I admired his sunglasses for a second.

        "Have a seat officer."  Paladino gestured, pointing toward a straight back wooden chair that had been positioned in the center of the room.  

        "Before you say anything Mike."  Paladino continued. "What's said in this room stays in this room. Under the rose.  Understand?"  

        "I think it means to keep a secret, if I remember my history lessons.  In other words, this is going to be one of those unofficial record-less meetings.  Right?"

        "You got it right wise ass!  Now …  we need to go over a few details.  We've accepted Detective Bloomberg's police report which O'Connor has confirmed.  We've also accepted Detective Bloomberg's formal charge of assaulting an officer.  So please;  before we proceed further, if you have any derogatory comments keep them to yourself.  I did actually had one or two wise ass remarks to contribute, but the chief cut me off before I had a chance to open my mouth.  

Good!  Then I'll proceed.  If you had any expectations about getting an attaboy, or think you deserve some commendation for your arrest at the Lounge, forget about it!  Secondly.  Who the fuck!… Um…  gave you the authority to enter Mr. Venditto's establishment and set up your own drug bust?"  I tried to explain and manged to step on my tongue.

        "Shut up!"  The chief shrieked.  Don't talk!  Not one word Mike!  In a few moments of your own zealousness you ruined a four month surveillance being conducted by the county's sheriffs department.  Mr. Venditto Sr. was concerned that his establishment was becoming a haven for drug dealers.  And as a law abiding citizen, he wanted to help clean up our little town.  After he came in for help, I informed the sheriffs department of the situation immediately."

        What a flock of crap!  Is what I immediately thought.  Which unintentionally was accompanied by "Give me a break will ya fellas and don't insult my intelligence."  Oddly John replied calmly.  “Flock of crap huh?  Alright then …   Mr. Pearlman.  Would you please enlighten Officer Diamond over a few additional charges."  Clearing his throat after my outburst, a jittery Pearlman said,  “Well Mike.  Uh…  Officer Diamond.  I'm advising you to drop all charges against Mr. Venditto's son immediately!"

        "Son?  Ah, now I get it!"  I said turning to the old man.   Pearlman continued.  “Furthermore,  as soon as 'junior'  Uh…  Don Venditto Jr. is released from the hospital, you will formally apologize to him for any misunderstandings.  But, for now you'll apologize to Mr. Vito Venditto Sr."    There was an old world appeal surrounded this semi-retired drug lord as he bent forward.  When he spoke; gravel emerged in the form of broken English.   

        "Office Diamondo.  Let me first say some a-ting.  If 'n you behave this way in the old country, you no be stand'n here ask'n forgiveness.  You should understand these things being from the old neighborhood.  Capire?   Your chief.  He's a good boy.  He understands."   The hairs on the nape of my neck immediately came to attention, although I managed to veto the urge to grab the old fart by the neck and chicken choke him.  The Don's bodyguard sensed my vibes and lunged forward as his right hand disappeared inside his jacket.  

        "No!"  The old man shout grabbing hold of the henchman's' arm.  Paladino screamed like a women; "Uncle Vito!" and wondering why the comedy act of Schwartz and O'Connor who were out in the hallway pitching pennies again hadn't barged in.

        "Goddamn you Diamond!"  Paladino screamed mounting his enormous desk.   “Knock this shit off!  That's an order. Knock it off I say or I'll have you hauled away!”  

        "In chains?" I smirked.  Hysterical, waving his arms Paladino screamed at the attorney to do something. “Earn your fucking keep and tell this jack-ass what's in store for him if he doesn't go along with the program!" 

Pearlman wasn't a coward.  Nor was he stupid.  As soon as the old man's bodyguard made his move, Pearlman quickly slithered behind Henry.  Just in case bullets started to fly.  Stumbling for words, Pearlman said;  P…  P…  P…   Please Mike!  Let me explain what will happen to you if you don't agree to all of this uh…  as you put it.  Bullshit!  Since you never informed the department of your intentions and you shot junior after an unauthorized set up, Mr. Venditto's attorneys will slap  false arrest charges against you.  I'm sure you already know that the administration will back up those charges.  You'll then be out on a limb to defend a criminal charge, plus a civil suit on your own.  Personally, as a friend, I'm telling you it's a battle you can not win.”   I figured the stars weren't aligned in my favor today and a gut feeling told me my pal Pearlman had memorized some script made up by whoever.  I also didn't think it very friendly for my old drinking buddy to tell me I couldn't handle a battle on my own either.  I guess that meant I shouldn't count on Pearlman buying me a drink anytime too soon.  The room fell silent for an extra long second.  The best I could come up with was;  “And what about the bribe Junior offered me?"  Paladino chuckled.  “Bribe?  As far as this administration knows, that is bullshit!  And while were discussing bullshit hot shot, let's not forget the unauthorized discharge of your firearm plus shooting an unarmed civilian!"  

        "Listen Mike. Mr. Venditto will drop the charges as long as you agree to stay clear of his family."  Jay said walking towards me.  “Naturally, you will have to sign an affidavit which will forbid you to contact any outside agency regarding this matter."   I thought Pearlman was going to kiss me on  the lips as he moved even closer to whisper in my ear.  “Listen carefully my friend.  The sheriff's department is also considering whether to charge you for messing up their surveillance. Mike,  face facts.  You crossed the line on this one buddy.  Personally, I think the administration is going out on a limb just for letting you stay on the job."   From behind the safety of his enormous desk Paladino shout.  “And lets' not forget about detective Bloomberg.  He won't press any charges either!  Do you still believe that this is all bullshit?"  

Realizing this 'witch-hunt' had been put together to blackmail me into dropping the charges, I also knew this administration wasn't up to answering any incriminating questions by an outside agency as well.  However, my ex-friend Pearlman was right when he said I couldn't win this battle on my own.  I just didn't have the resources.  

Bowing my head in defeat, I knelt in front of the old wise guy to apologize.  “Don Vito Venditto, I am truly sorry about this whole incident.  Please…   please forgive me."  A shallow smirk appeared as the old man slowly raised his hand waiting for me to kiss his filthy gold ring on his chubby finger showing the sign of respect.  I drew closer so the old man would be the only one able to hear my whisper.  “Don Vito, the one thing I'm truly sorry about is that I didn't waste that over ripe rat-ass-bag of shit son of yours when I had the chance!"  The old guy suddenly veered back; the bodyguard lunged forward.  Instantly, with a short sweep of his hand, the old man indicated he wasn't in any danger.  “I believe I understand my options." I said facing Pearlman and ignoring Paladino.  “Draw up whatever fucking papers you need for me to sign."  

On my way to the parking garage I wondered why the chief had referred to the old man as 'Uncle Vito'.  Although we hadn't been in touch for a few years, I figured this was a good time to rekindle an old friendship with another drinking buddy who was assigned to the sheriffs office warrants division. 

        I met Katherine O' Riley during my first week at the Police Academy.  Several rookies had made advances towards her, ignoring warnings from a few class instructors about an officers behavior; acting like gentlemen an all that sort of bullshit."  When her verbal complaint fell on deaf ears, her last choice was to file a formal complaint.  Specifically against one officer.  A couple of days later while backing out of a parking space at the academy she was accosted by the rookie who had been hiding in the back seat.  He grabbed her around the neck shaking her savagely, repeatedly thanking her for sending the letter.  “You fuck'n cunt!"  The rookie screamed as he yanked out a patch of Kathy's hair.  “That fucking letter you sent is going in my file forever.  You cunt!"  Managing to pull away from his stronghold, Kathy tumbled out of the vehicle striking the back of her head on the pavement.  I had witnessed most of the assault from a distance and was already running over to assist when the rookie took-off behind the administration building.  Rubbing the back of her head she groaned, "I'm Okay!" Followed with.  “That's one sick bastard!"  Several minutes later figuring he had lost me around one of the buildings the rookie doubled back as we ran into each other.

        "Hold up a minute will ya buddy!"  I said, slightly out of breath as I approached.  I outweighed the asshole by twenty pounds.  I'm guessing that's what prompted him into showing me his snub-nose .38 Smith & Wesson.  "Whoa fella! Calm down!  How's about we talk this over.  Okay?  For Pete sake man, you're a cop!"  I shout, as if I had to remind him. As I raised my hands above my head, his gun-hand started trembling.  I moved closer.  Which at the time seemed like a perfectly stupid thing to do.  "Think about what you're doing, okay?  I don't want your piece.  What' a 'ya say we just put that thing away, Okay?"  Moving closer, I remembered something thought in the defensive training class a few days ago. When confronted at gunpoint, if an assailant doesn't walk towards you within a minute or two, more then likely they won't fire.  If they slowly back away, kiss your ass good bye.  I guess no one likes to get blood splatter on themselves.  Anyway, it was a hell of a way to find out if this textbook theory actually worked.  But, then again there wasn't any other option.  A couple of overly long seconds ticked by until I was close enough to reach out and grab the piece.  Astonishingly, that's just what I did!  Stunned, the rookie fell to his knees sobbing saving me the embarrassment of running away.  Some hours later, after filling out a mountain of reports I turned the collar over to Kathy.  “It'll look good in your jacket after graduation."  I assured her with my Commander Cody Wink.  Unknowingly by us ground forces, the incident from start to finish was witnessed from the third floor by Captain John Phillips, the academy’s commandant.  During lunch the next day, Capt. Phillips made an announcement.  “Attention men and uh… women.  May I have your attention please.  It seems as though we  have a true hero  in our midst's.  Yesterday, our hero who shall remain anonymous for now, disarmed an armed assailant barehanded!  A courageous act indeed!  However, if the outcome didn't end on a positive note, I doubt that his widow would agree.  Ladies and gents.  Lesson number one.  You wait for backup and keep away from a perpetrator.  Lesson two.  If you disarm a perpetrator, when given another chance, which they will eventually get, you can bet your death benefits they won't let you disarm them again.  Lesson three:  Once you remove your firearm from its holster, you have made the decision to use it.  And the right way…  the only way is; shot to kill!  You shoot to kill because the perpetrator's family and attorney will drag your ass into civil court faster then you can cash your paycheck.   Most suits have been thrown out of court for insufficient evidence especially when the  perpetrator isn't around to tell his version.  Lesson four:  Your service revolver holds six cartridges. Loading five guarantees the hammer falls on an empty cylinder.  In case your piece is ever taken from you, and we all know that would never happen, the misfire surprise will give you a  second to drop the scumbag with your back-up piece.  However, that statement was intended for those who choose to carry a drop-piece.  All others may disregard my last.  Lesson five:  Don't ever forget any of the last four!

The incident in the parking lot slid into the academy archives and the local court ordered the names of those involved sealed.  In any case.  The rookie a rotten apple?  Perhaps.  Although neither Kathy, nor myself, were proud about busting one of our own.

COPS AND LOVERS

        "I don't believe it!"  She huffed, after running for the phone dripping wet.  Hold on a sec' honey.  You caught me coming outta the shower."  A warm wave flickered inside Kathy as she quickly dried off.   

After the academy skirmish, I did my best making sure our friendship didn't escalate into more then just that.  Even though the incident brought us close, I ordered myself to keep our relationship strictly platonic.  However, I didn't have a problem visualizing us sharing a tooth brush on some morning.  Kathy had long blood-red  braided hair that hung down along both sides of her face complementing her rose colored freckled complexion.  Even though she wasn't a raving beauty, she had green eyes that glittered like two emeralds on a moonlit night.  She was a full figured shapely Irish women blessed with a set of twins that made many women envious and stopped many men in their tracks.  During our brief phone conversation Kathy sensed I was in trouble. In fact, I wanted her to sense I was in trouble.  I needed her help but hated to ask for it.

        "Come on …   I know somethings wrong Michael.  Why don't you come over so we can talk about it over a chilled martini or two?  Just like old times.  That is, if you still drink that poison."

        "Occasionally."  I answered.  In any case; what harm could a drink or two do I asked myself.  Besides, Lesley was working the night shift and I'd be home with plenty of time to spare.  Twenty minuets later Kathy had her cheek kissed, I got my ass pinched and settled down to have my first chilled Martini in a couple of years.  As I explained, although I found Kathy very appealing, I didn't want to jeopardize our friendship nor my marriage.  In that order.  It wasn't as though I hadn't fantasized about making love to her.  In fact, if she ever realized how many orgasms I had delivered throughout the years, I wonder if she'd still be able to walk straight.  

Time had been her friend I thought as the warmth from my second martini settled into the head of my Johnson.  Looking extremely edible in her purposely worn sheer nightgown, I surprised myself when I asked her to do an old friend a favor and go put something else on.  "Please!  I got enough trouble right now!"  I moaned.  "So if you don't mind …  how's 'bout slipping into your old brown academy uniform, or something not so sexy."  Chuckling, she skipped off into the bedroom returning almost as fast in a pair of red spiked heels and spandex tights.  "Baby! After all these years.”  She smiled licking the sides of her soft lips.  “I finally turned you on!" 



 
        "No comment!”  I replied.  Trying to remember if I were three or four martini's up on Kathy's one diet ginger-ale. 

After the incident at the academy she had lost confidence in her profession and herself after IAD scrutinized her report indicating her inappropriate dress code may have been at fault instigating the attack. Typical chauvinistic bullshit if you ask me.  Although no criminal charges were ever brought against her assailant, the rookie was told to seek professional help and look for a profession that was more suited for him.   The incident left her bitter after the realization of a life long dream of becoming a patrol officer was shattered.  Shortly after graduation she become a file clerk within the sheriffs department destined to spend her vocation in a basement office.  Sans windows.  Astonishingly, she didn't waver to help out as soon as I asked expressing her eagerness to see what dirt she could dig up, if any, on the chiefs connection with the Venditto family.

As I turned to leave she suddenly jumped me from behind gently biting my left ear.  "For fuck sake!  Control yourself will 'ya lady” I shout  “Please Kate.  Not tonight.  I gotta a whopper of a headache coming on!”  Standing tip toe with closed eyes she parted her soft red voluptuous fuckable lips waiting for her White Knight to kiss her goodnight.  Pulling her close, I looked into those seductive green eyes; kissing her firmly on the forehead.  "Call you in a couple a days Irish.  And uh … thanks for the poison.  My headache will thank you in the morning."  I was actually frowning as I slowly closed the door behind me.  I had lost track of time beating Lesley home just under two minutes.  

As Lesley walked past the Harley, she could smell the heat radiating from the old  machine indicating that it had been ridden hard.  “Hi 'ya honey!"  I grinned, swaying slightly as I greeted her.  

        "Hi yourself.  What u been been up to dear?"  She asked.  I realized she knew I was lying when I told her that I had been home most of the night and figured she wasn't in the mood to start an argument.  Anyway, I should have known better to lie to Lesley in the first place.  In short time, she knew I'd be spilling my guts as soon as I apologized after one of our weekly arguments, which took place later that evening just after giving Lesley a slightly slanted version of what actually took place at Kathy's,who, for arguments sake I called Chris.  As I drifted off to sleep, the thought that lust was going to ruin a perfectly good relationship scooted across my mind.   By the next morning, I had second thoughts about getting Kathy involved with these scumbags thinking it best if I didn't make contact for awhile.  Whatever she might dig-up was going to have to wait.  

THE PROPOSITION

        A few minutes after exiting my car in the underground garage at HQ, I sensed movement in the shadows on my right.  Dropping to one knee I drew my .38 Colt Cobra from its ankle holster.  Big Frank had apparently been waiting for me in the darkness.  “Easy kid.  Easy!"  The big man balked.  “Christ all mighty.  You jumpy or what?"  Apprehensive whether the big man was holding a weapon, I tried adjusting my eyes to the darkness when he shout.  “Unless you want to end up eating it.  Stop pointing that fuck'n pee-shooter at me!”  

        “Then talk to me big guy!  What are doing down here and what do ya want?" 

        "Do yourself a favor kid!"  The big man's voice crackled firmly focused on my pee-shooter.  "You need to drop this Venditto thing pronto!  You don't want to get involved with these fuckers.  Trust me on this.  Drop the charges and I'll do what I can to make this all go away.  But, you gotta believe me when I say it's more then you can handle.  We're not talking about fruit sacks this time Mike."  Still focused on my pee-shooter Frank continued.  “I'll tell you something kid.  Most of the other chumps on the job in this precinct would have packed it in by now.  Listen.  I can sympathize with you.  I know you didn't deserve most of the crap the chief's dished out over the years.  Even though you did bring some of it on yourself.  But, you managed to hang in there.  It's what I admire about you kid.  You got balls!   But you gotta believe me when I tell ya:  If you don't go along with the program, I can assure you that you won't be getting a reprimand this time.  This time you might end up dead."

        "Are you threatening me Frank?"  

        "C'mon kid.  Give it a fuck'n rest!  I'm telling you as a friend that you're fuck'n with some really bad people."  

Franks warning got my attention for sure.  But, something just didn't seem right.  The whole mess seemed like a gangster movie from the forties.  Instead of being frightened off to cower in some corner, which I'm sure everyone thought I was going to do, I got madder than hell!   “Say goodbye Frank.”  I said raising the Colt. 

        "Okay Okay you crazy bastard!"  Frank bellowed, shielding himself with his hand.  “Ya insist on playing your own game huh?  Well…  Don't say I didn't warn you.  But before you do something stupid again, let me run this by you.  Remember your first bust?

        "My first bust?  If your referring to the one at the academy, what about it?" 

        "You turned it over to that broad in the sheriffs department believing it would help her career.  Right?"

        "What?  How the hell would you know that? That record was sealed!"   

        "Yeah right!  Sealed my ass.  That's a fuck'n joke and a half!"

        "Besides, what's she got to do with any of this Frank?"  

        "How about the name Minuto, Mike.  Does the name Minuto ring a bell in your head?"

        "Stop talking in fucking riddles Frank!   I imagine you know it belongs to that shit-head I busted at the academy.  So what!  Get to the Goddamn point.  My trigger finger is getting itchy!" 

        "The point is; the shit-head's full name is Arthur Minuto Paladino!"

        "He's related to the chief?"

        "Bingo!  Good on 'ya mate!  He's the chiefs nephew.  Since he's got a rap sheet about as long as you can imagine, his name was altered to get him on the job.  But that didn't happen, did it wise ass.   Oh, and by the way …  you met another paisan recently.  Although he isn't a blood relative the family connection goes back to when the chiefs old man was on the job here.  Does the name Venditto do anything to ring that bell in your head?  —— Small world ain't it. ——  Cat got you're tongue kid? Maybe a little to confusing for ya to figure out?  Or is this all starting to make sense now.  Get the connection?"

        "Their connected?   You're telling me the departments being run by organized crime?"  

        "Well, I don't know how organized they really are smart ass.”  Frank chuckled.  “But, to answer your question.  Yes, in one way or another.  The chief got involved when his old man was alive and he was just a rookie motorman.  So, now that you're smarter then you were thirty minutes ago, what ya gonna do with your new found knowledge Mike?"

        "Shit!  I… " 

        "Right!  Now you know why your balls were getting busted from the first day you started.  No one wanted you here.  It was your misfortune that you had to be the one the county sent us.   The same goes for that girlfriend of yours too. By giving her that bust, after IAD couldn't intimidate her into quitting the job, she made it on to a special no promotions 'black list'.  Ya still want to play this game?"

Much of what Frank disclosed was overwhelming, knocking some of the wind out of my sails.  “You made your point Frank.  But, for your information, I had already agreed to drop the charges.  But you would've know that.  Unless you guys don't talk to each other.  In the meantime;  you can run back and tell the chief I promise to be a good little boy from now on."  

        "Lets get something perfectly clear sonny boy.  I'm here on my own.  I don't report squat to the chief.  I told ya I like you.  Okay?  And while were at it, I strongly suggest you take some time off with that lovely 'ol lady of yours and get lost for awhile.  Take her someplace nice.  Someplace where it's warm and friendly and quite and far away.  I hear the Virgin Islands are nice this time of year.  I'm dead serious about this Michael!  You've got a shit load of vacation time accumulated.  So get lost and get that fucking head of yours straightened out.  Better yet, find a strange piece that'll give you some head.  Maybe it'll blow out whatever crap has built up between your ears."   

As soon as the big man was out of ear shot I uttered. “Fuck you Frank!  Fuck you and fuck whoever you're reporting back to."  I spent the remainder of the night knowing it was my fault that Kathy was stuck in a nowhere position in the basement at the sheriffs office.  She would have made a great street cop. Man, did I fuck that one up.  

DIAMOND IN THE KEYS  

        As a potpourri of translucent colors reflected off the ocean's surface, cotton ball clouds drifted several feet above a menacing blue-black horizon.  Electricity filled the air as the exhilarating fragrance of ozone warned of an imminent storm. Paradise was ready to explode in a performance of sound and an array of dazzling colors.  A display never witnessed up north.  For all intents and purposes, Key West, Florida was on another planet.  A constant eighty degree planet where crime was hidden behind multicolored tie-dye T-shirts, musicians, street jugglers, coconut palms, and carefree shirt-less starving artists.  Swim, drink, fish, fuck; usually in that order, was an accepted lifestyle here.  

        It had been too many years since our last vacation and I could feel Lesley's anxiety as she hurriedly packed while I called HQ explaining that I was taking some emergency time off.  "What hotel are you staying at in the Islands?"  Paladino inquired nonchalantly.  Confirming my curiosity weather or not Big Frank was a tattle-tail.  Fabricating my reply, I answered.  "Ain't sure yet chief.  Going to go it alone.  Away from all the tourist traps. If you get my drift."  

        "Uh huh.  Well, don't forget to check in once you get settled.  I like to know where my men are at all times.  God forbid something were to happen.  If you get my drift.”  

        "Right chief!"  And go fuck yourself while you're at it!  I didn't actually say that, although it felt good to think it. Although planet paradise wasn't free of crime, within a week after checking into the Harbor Inn on Elizabeth Street,  I had almost forgotten where I stashed my piece.  

Lesley had some minor difficulty getting time off on such short notice.  But eventually convinced her floor supervisor that she would quit if need be.  “I need this time off with my husband to save our marriage.”  She explained.  Geez, and I thought I was good at tossing the bull!  On the other hand, if our marriage was really in trouble, I wasn't aware of it.  

        Thirty minutes after renting a car at Miami International the following afternoon, Lesley was happy as Larry zipping down US 1 towards the Florida Keys, behind the wheel of a bright red 1975 Ford Mustang rag top.  

We snorkeled at John Pennekamp State Park in Key Largo, got shit faced at the Tiki Bar in Islamorada, ended up with stiff necks after fishing off the high Seven Mile Bridge in Marathon and although slightly inebriated, I manged to get a stiffy and make love to Lesley at two in the morning in our hotel pool in Key West.  

A week later, Lesley mentioned something about wishing this fantasy could go on forever.  Unfortunately, the fantasy would end in three weeks.  She'd be back cleaning bedpans and wiping someones ass and I'd be out in the streets kicking someone's.  On more then a few occasions, mid-stream of tying a good load on, I'd find myself reminiscing about the old neighborhood, resurrecting a few things about myself that Lesley never knew anything about.  Up until my seventeenth birthday, I was brought up in an Italian neighborhood in an area known as Morris Park not far from the Bronx Zoo   Pelham Parkway; a few miles north was predominantly Jewish.  Parkchester four miles south, was integrated with Irish and a handful of Puerto Ricans.  I lived in a neighborhood where our surname was Diamondo.  The ending 'O' had been dropped by the Irish Nuns at Saint Dominic Catholic School that I attended out of laziness in proper punctuation.  Apparently surnames like McNamara and O'Shaughnessy  rolled off their lips easier then Diamondo.  My father detested the sisters prejudice.  Telling them; as olive oil merchants, our surname was once a name of prominence in the old country.  

Soon after the Diamondo family started to export olive oil into America, a bantamweight wallpaper hanger named Adolph Hitler decided he needed to rescue Italy after some of my distant paisans hung the bastard Mussolini.  Hitler and his cronies also decided to confiscate several thousand acres of my families olive trees which by the way, my family stole from another family hundreds of years before.  I guess the expression; what goes round, comes around, would fit here.  

As unfortunate as it was that my mother died while giving birth to my sad ass, it gave my father a reason to leave the old country.  Lucky for me, he decided to bring me along to follow the olive oil trail that covered the golden streets in America.  Regrettably, since he had lost all of his possessions and status in the old country, arriving with only me tucked under one arm, all he found waiting for him was a laborers position, working for a company importing Italian marble.  Although he constantly spoke of going home to reclaim the land,  just before my seventeenth birthday, he was crushed to death under the weight of a marble slab. 

Lesley Scarpelli lived two streets away in the same neighborhood with her sister and three brothers.  After her mom ran off with the landlord, Teddy the oldest was left in charge when their father lost interest in raising his family.  Joseph Scarpelli was a man with a detestable personality and a questionable reputation.  His perspective regarding large families was quoted more then once by several friend's.  "You gotta have a few of them rug-rats 'round for back up.  Ya know, just in case you loose one or two of 'em along the way!"   As a matter of fact, some years later, two sons were killed in Vietnam; another was MIA.  Theodore, the oldest, escaped to South California in the mid-sixties and was never heard from again..

Janet Scarpelli was two years older then her sister Lesley and lived with her father until his death in the seventies.  She detested her younger sister for moving out of the neighborhood after marrying a cop.  At least that's what I believed since I was that cop.  But, since I'm no shrink, I imagine she felt abandoned by her siblings, or some crap like that.  I'm also suspicious that she may have had some issues regarding weird sex behavior.  Either way, she was never a feature in mine or Leslie's life.

        I had been away from the old neighborhood for a couple of years after enlisting in the Navy in early '64 but was a short-timer on leave when I met my future wife.  Although the neighborhood hadn't changed much, it felt strange to be back. However, after awhile I realized the change was within me.  Life seemed a bit more serious after going to war.  

Lesley had been waiting tables at The Pizza Warehouse owned by a pal of mine when she walked over to take my order.  She had a great smile.  More of a sad smile I thought when she offered her hand in friendship.  “Larry tells me you're been to Vietnam.  I…  I  lost family in Vietnam.  Are you going back there?"  

        "In a couple of weeks." I remembered saying. "You said you lost family there?"  Frowning she replied.  “My father received a letter from the military.  They didn't explain much except that two of my brothers were unintentionally shot down over some valley I can't pronounce while on routine patrol near Hanoi.  Which kinda doesn't make sense."

        “I know the military isn't supposed to place family members in the same outfit.  Although I don't know how they can monitor that.  Has something to do with the Sullivan brothers getting killed on a Navy ship during World War II."  I replied.

        "That's what's doesn't make sense.  They weren't in the same branch.  Manny is  — was a marine pilot years before we got involved over there and Phil was a new Navy pilot.  Doesn't make sense that they were both shot down unintentionally in the same area at the same time.  Dad feels they must have been assigned to the same mission, although the military doesn't have a record of that."

        "Or won't admit it!"  I chimed in.  "There's an awful lot of crap the general public’s not being told about."  I decided this wasn't the time to go into politics so I immediately stopped talking. 

        "Joey, my youngest brother got shipped overseas right out of booth camp a few months ago.  We haven't heard from him since.  I contacted someone in the military but they were or no help.  Then there's Teddy, my oldest brother.  Out of the blue he left for California a couple of years ago and disappeared.  It's like …  like yesterday I had a family.  Today there all gone!"  Although the war had hardened me, she told a sad story.  It actually made me lose my appetite.   Especially when she started to cry.  "I… I…  don't know why I just told you all of this." She sobbed.  "I know this sounds foolish but, I feel as though I've known you all my life."  Trying not to sound condescending, which is difficult for me at the best of times, I apologized for her loss and told her if it makes her feel better by letting it out, then please do.  “It's been a long time since I've listened to anyone.”  I said.

        "I feel silly…  foolish.  People are staring."  She blushed.

        "Fuck em!  Shit!—Sorry. "  That got a chuckle out of her as she wiped her face.  Explaining no apology necessary since she was raised around three brothers.  Unfortunately, no sooner had she dried her tears, she started all over again after thinking about what she had said.  "There's just no one to talk to! No one to confide in, except Larry.  And he's been screwed up since he dumped his girlfriend a few weeks ago.  Imagine ending a relationship because someone smokes!   Last week he tossed out every ashtray in the place, then hung that ridiculous sign up over the Pizza oven.  I believe he's lost some of his marbles.  KISSING A GIRL THAT SMOKES, IS LIKE LICKING A DIRTY ASHTRAY.  NO SMOKING !   I realize he's your friend but, does that sign sound like something a normal person would hang up in a business where folks eat?  Ugh!"  I had to agree with Lesley since there were a couple of times when I questioned my friends sanity.  One incident comes to mind.  After a young mother of three ignored her ankle-biters running wild in the place for a half-an-hour, my old pal ordered the mother to; “Put them fucking rug-rats on a leash, or get the fuck out!”  Naturally offended, as she started to leave Larry finalized the conversation by shouting,  "Hey lady! I love children…  Boiled in oil!"  Anyway, back to the crying waitress.   "Like I said Michael.  Corny as it sounds, I was alone and overwhelmed.  Alone in my thoughts.  That is until you let me share them with you."  She said managing a smile.

I had originally dropped in to grab a quick bite, shoot the shit with an old buddy and consume a few brewski's.  Did I really need this luggage at this time in my life?   Although, at the time she did seem like a sweet girl.  And, would I take advantage of such a sweet girl?  Well…  she did initiate our meeting.   Suddenly applying a gentle pressure to my hand, smiling, she said.  "Thank you for being here."

        "Only here to help ma'am."  I replied.  After persuading my 'ol buddy into giving her the rest of the day off, we shared a bench in Malcolm park reminiscing about high school and how the neighboring area was rapidly changing with the daily influx of Chinese immigrants.  At one point I actually brought up my old man.  “After he died that was one of the reasons I enlisted.  To tell the truth, if I didn't enlist in the Navy I'd either be doing time, living in a fox hole in a God forsaken jungle, or dead.  Most of the other guy's I grew up with where either in jail, killed in 'Nam', or owned a Pizza shop.  When I was much younger, a few of the older guys got wasted in gang fights.  But, I survived all that."  I confessed.

        "Hmmm . . You said your father was one of the reason you enlisted.  Wanna talk about that sailor?"



 
        "Maybe another time.”  I answered.   “For now, lets just say we didn't agree on much.  But thanks for the interest." By the time I walked her home I had fallen in love.  Well …  tripped into lust.   Uncommon for me, I  decided I wouldn't put the hard word on her tonight.  Although, I did wonder if she felt the same way and wanted me to put the hard word on.  Just then a voice within me whispered.  Before you fuck things up, say goodnight Mike.  "Care to see a flick tomorrow night?"  I suddenly asked.  “That is …   if you're free."  Realizing it was crazy to feel this way about someone she just met, she giggled like a high school freshman and answered. "I'm free!"

THE BROTHERS

        Lesley couldn't get much sleep tonight as the faces of her brothers flooded her thoughts.  She loved them all so very much.  However, Manny was her favorite.  He brought her gifts from far away places in the Far East after flying secret missions over a strange place called Cambodia.  A far away place that the Nixon administration told naive Americans the military wasn't involved in.  Although Manny was against leading the maverick bombing missions into that country and the violation went against everything he believed in, he was a professional soldier and obeyed orders.  He had also received unofficial information by a close source in Washington DC who stated it was just a matter of time before the American public found out the truth.  The spin over US advisers training Vietnamese troops was starting to wear thin within the news media back in the states.  

        Manny was two days into his two week furlough waiting to hitch a ride out of Buckner Bay, Okinawa.  In the mid 1950's, the Navy had constructed a weather station at Buckner Bay, on the quiet west end of the island.  The area was so isolated that downed aircraft, jeeps, and weapons from World War II were still strewn about in fields left to rust. With its natural deep harbor, the port was being shared by small naval vessel as well as Merchant Marine ships that offloaded shipments of beer, food, fuel, and munitions which would then be airlifted and dropped around various locations over Vietnam.  The day Manny left, two US minesweepers were taking on supplies opposite two Merchant Marine ships off loading hundreds of  Sidewinder missiles out of Oxnard, California.  I was stationed aboard one of the minesweepers.  Unbeknown to me, Manny and I passed one another within a few feet while my ship was taking on supplies.  During the same time frame, other Merchant Marine ships were transporting hundreds of See Bees across the pond to build secret runways, where secret aircraft, flew secret missions to bomb Cambodia.  Manny couldn't remember the last time he bounced around so violently in a C14 air transport.  This flight was somewhat different then other flights as its cargo consisted of forty four occupied caskets.  It was also the only out going flight heading to the states for the week.  On past furloughs Manny was always delighted to see Lesley's face light up when she opened gifts he brought her.  Although, this time he was empty handed.  "Sorry sis, I couldn't bring anything back this time.  The only way out was a direct flight that bypassed the normal layover where the shops are.  I'm also under orders not to speak about any of the missions.  So please, before any of you ask; please don't!  Oh, one more thing.  I'll be going back sooner then I'd like.  Like they say; War is hell."

        "I tried reaching you several times sonny."  Joseph Scarpelli interrupted.  "But no one knew where the hell you were!  Your brother sent you a letter a month ago just before he took off.  But, it came back stamped return to sender.  No matter, I tossed it out." 

        "Well thanks for that Pop!  He left? . . Where to? - - - Don't tell me he enlisted!"

        " Last I heard the Marines snatched him up.   A jar-head …  God'damn!  Matter of fact sonny, I really don't give a crap what he does.  You know damn well he looked up to you.  Wanting to be just like his big brother and all.  Why wouldn't he enlist.  I still don't understand why he picked you as his hero. 

        "Yes, God'damn!  Especially since I came back this time purposely to make sure he didn't head off to fight this war.”  “

        That's the second time you mentioned the word war.  What war?  Nixon says it's just kind of a skirmish, a police action that will be over soon.  You saying you know more then the president sonny?"    

        "Police action my ass! It's a fucking war that won't be over anytime soon, Daddy-O.  I've a contact in D.C. that may be able to help keep Joey from being shipped to that hell hole.  It's after hours now, but I'll call first thing in the morning. Lets pray to God it's not to late!"  

Apparently, God wasn't listening, since the call to D.C. the next morning was in vain.  By the time the cry for help was made, Joey had arrived in the hot steamy jungle over looking the Mekong River Valley two days earlier.  The smell of death from last nights firefight hung in the air like a thick fog, as the youngest Scarpelli lay dying in the tropical hell, thousands of miles from home.  A single round from a snipers weapon found its target; exploding inside Joey's chest.  "It's true what they say."  He chuckled, coughed; no one hearing his cries.  "You really do see you're whole life pass in front of you!"  

He was twelve, the first snow of winter was fresh on the ground.  The brilliant white crystals hadn't been mashed into gray mush under the wheels of cars yet and The Bronx Bandits had just won their first snowball fight of the season against their rivals; The Bronx Blue Birds.  Joey was relieved when the battle was over.  The soft white powder balls had started to freeze into destructive ice balls that could cause real damage if strategically placed.   After the rumble, the gang ran over to celebrate their victory at Vito's Corner Candy Shop (yes, he owned that as well) on the corner of Hunt and Morris Park Avenue.  While grab-assn over a chocolate egg cream soda a while later, Joey noticed old lady Abraham on the opposite side of the street and decided that her fur hat would make a great target.  

Later that evening, while watching the Ed Sullivan Show, Joseph Scarpelli was summoned outside by two detectives inquiring about the youths whereabouts that afternoon.  Apparently, a witnesses had come forth and a summons was issued for Joey to appear in court, which led to:  “YES YOUR HONOR, I THREW THE ICE BALL.  AND YES YOUR HONOR, I AM TRULY SORRY FOR MY ICE BALL ATTACK ON THE OLD LADY.  AND NO YOUR HONOR, I DID NOT KNOW SHE WOULD LOSE HER BALANCE; FALL AND BREAK HER FUCKING ARM!”  It was the start of several court appearances over the next few years and the last time Joseph Scarpelli referred to Joey as his son.  By his seventeenth birthday Joey had acquired several JD cards and had been incarcerated for thirty days, on three separate occasions for fighting.  A month before his eighteenth birthday, his best friend Alfonso (Alfio) Delano was sentenced to thirty five years in Elmira State Penitentiary for the killing of a Transit Authority Police Officer.  After robbing a token booth attendant by knife point on the I.R.T. subway line at 136th Street and Gun Hill Road, Delano was apprehended a short while later and a struggle ensued.  Delano swore he didn't remember what transpired but, it ended when a transit officer, who was against carrying a hidden 'drop piece' was shot five times in the chest with his own service revolver.   

After listening to dozens of propaganda adverts boasting; free room and board, a chance to join the largest gang in the world with pay, and a place were everyone was welcome, the military seemed like the perfect place to get his act together.  On his eighteenth birthday, Joey found himself standing in line in a large unheated hall, shivering from the cold with a couple of hundred naked guys, anxiously awaiting to be issued their new Marine uniforms.  

As the sweltering jungle heat intensified, Joey heard the whirring from the in-coming chopper.  A few minutes later; medics arrived.  The sun's rays beamed between the tropical foliage, forcing Joey to squint to see who was attempting to save him. Within a second or two, he felt the euphoric effect of the morphine as the taste of blood trickled down his throat, slowly filling his lungs.  

        "Hard to fuck'n breath!"  He gasped, as tears ran down his thin baby face.  Dad …   Daddy!"  He cried; the medics unable to comfort him any further.  "Teddy  .  .  I…   I'm sorry I never said goodbye bro."  

Joey suddenly sat upright, mumbled something incomprehensible and gasped.  His eye's rolled up then he slumped forward into the bloody moist soil.  He looked down over the jungles canopy at the medics who were trying to resuscitate his lifeless shell.  But he didn't want to come back.  He had finally found peace.  

        At the time, the government agency in charge of death records in the war zone was overwhelmed.  It would be weeks before the Scarpelli family found out about Joey.  

        Manny had been thinking how inconsequential it was for a superior officer to be spreading orange insecticide over a jungle when he received word about his brother.  Due to the higher then normal number of casualties, partly due to the low flying missions, the squadron was short-staffed on men and planes making it impossible to get emergency leave.  As flight commander, he had been briefed about a top secret mission called Mission Fly-In that was scheduled as soon as the USS Enterprise arrived from the states.  Due to the shortage, the Navy had volunteered a specially equipped war-bird to assist in the operation.  Manny was informed that he would be granted emergency leave as soon as he completed this mission which was still a way’s off.   Incapable of getting home any sooner to comfort Lesley, plus compiled with grief over the loss of his brother,  Manny started to lose focus on some of the short range missions.  He overshot the runway after failing to decrease air speed during his final approach on the first occurrence.  Although he and his co-pilot escaped injury, the under-belly of the multimillion dollar war bird was crushed.  The second mishap took place during a routine bombing raid.  Disoriented and exhausted, he inadvertently dumped a couple tons of TNT on a known friendly village.  Due to his impeccable record, or more-so due to the short supply of fliers, he was ordered to discuss his problems with the base psychiatrist and confined to barracks until The Enterprise arrived.  Subsequently, a reconnaissance patrol was dropped in to ascertain the damage sustained by the village.  After discovering many dead bad guys dressed in black pajamas, that shouldn't have been there in the first place, Manny was assured that the pentagon would be informed of the findings and the incident would be wiped from his performance jacket and replaced with a silver star. 

        After receiving word about Joey, Phil Scarpelli was able to get emergency family leave immediately off the USS Enterprise that was stationed in Long Beach.   The carrier was gearing up to set sail in a week for the Far East, allowing him enough time to fly to New York, kiss Joey good-fucking-riddance, and return to his ship.  

Even though Phil was older, wiser and bigger, the younger brother, for no apparent reason, would intentionally start a fight and always whoop his ass.  It wasn't until years later that Phil figured it out.  It was apparent that every time dad kicked Joey's ass for being Joey,  the younger brother would take his frustrations out on Phil and whoop his butt.  Phil ran to his dad for protection only once, pleading for Joey to stop.  In return, the older Scarpelli kicked Phil's ass for not standing up and fighting like a man.  When the news arrived about his brother, Phil was neither saddened nor surprised.  He presumed it was Joey's attitude that got him killed.  No doubt by friendly fire.   During the flight home he thought about the entrance  sign that hung over the door to the training center.  YOU SEND US BOYS; WE SEND BACK MEN.

Throughout flight school the aphorism was a constant reminder of his father, the main reason he enlisted.  In the early 60's, the Navy needed pilots desperately.  He had been told they needed them fast and they needed them now!  His higher then average grades in collage gave him the opportunity to attend a special accelerated military flight school put together by a number of stunt pilots.  There job was to turn out top guns as fast as possible while safety took a back seat.  Sheer determination, accompanied with an mixed assortment of good fortune, a guarding angel and the thought of telling his father where to shove it, enabled Phil to graduate flight school at the head of his class.

It felt like an eternity since he visited the old neighborhood.  Beside the increasing amount of Chinese, the old place seemed just the same; including the half dozen goombah's that hung out on the front stoop to his apartment over Bonjuvonies Produce Market.  It's as though they were frozen in time.  Still hunched over in the same conversations; still in the same fucking position as when he left.

As he entered the musty urine scented hallway to the apartment, Phil was thrown back to a time in his past.  He was eleven or twelve and shared a bedroom with his brothers.  It was a sticky summer night in Manhattan; the stench of rotting fruit, which the brothers called Rot Stink wafted up between the floor boards from the market below.  As he started to drift off, he prayed to the Virgin Mary that Manny would toss and turn all night blaming Rot Stick for his insomnia.  It wasn't because Phil didn't love this brother.  In fact: they were great buddies.  Phil loved Manny without question.  It was the fact that Manny never stepped in when Joey was in his ass-whooping mood, agreeing with their father that he should have been able to defend himself.  The senior Scarpelli also found it difficult trying to sleep that humid night.  The overwhelming stench of Rot Stink woke him to discover the Dear John his wife left on her pillow.  The letter explained how he never promised her anything and she acknowledged how he kept it.  It continued:  

J

When we first met, I fell in love with your cute accent.  You seemed to have a  wonderful nice charm.  You were a caring sweet boy who swooped me off my feet with your Mediterranean ways and made me feel like a princess..  But all you ever wanted was to make baby's…  have a maid that cooked and cleaned up after you .  You giving nothing in 

PS  By the way. you can keep them kids . You made them. all I did was carry the little bastards. 

The letter went on to say that she had left with Alfredo Bonjuvonie.  The landlord and owner of the rot stink market.  On a positive note;  feeling guilty after breaking up the family, Bonjuvonie left a note stating that the family was welcome to stay in the apartment, rent free, until all the kids were out on their own.  Over the next few hours, confused, cursing, mumbling to himself, he read her letter over and over again as he consumed a half-gallon straw wrapped bottle of homemade Italian  Chianti.  When the wine was gone, he started to smash the furniture, stopping long enough to toss whatever was left of his wife's clothing out the front parlor window.  Eventually, a neighbor phoned the police reporting the disturbance and J. spent the remainder of the night in a holding cell to sleep it off.  Teddy came down the next morning and took his father home. 

        "Theodore my boy!"  Joseph cried as they left the station house.  “You a good boy!  You fifteen now and gonna help me raise the family.  Mama …  the pig, she's no coming back sonny.  You a good boy Teddy.  I know you will help." In short order, Scarpelli's dependency on alcohol became apparent, leaving Teddy to fend for the family on his own, days at a time. 

VACATIONS WERE NEVER MEANT TO END

        A prism of orange and gold sunlight danced across the cabin walls as the flight to New York departed Miami International.  We'll both be back ass wiping in the real world, lickity-split, I thought as we gained altitude.  My world was one of crime, filth, and the stench of death.  Lesley's world was one of bed pans, filth, and the stench of death.  Don't get me wrong.  I realize the world needs nurses.  God only knows we'd all be in a world of shit without them!  However, I found it difficult to understood why anyone would want to pursue a career in that field.  I actually overheard Lesley confide in a girlfriend one night, convinced it was a calling from God!  Naturally she knew better then to ever admit any kind of weird shit like that to me.  On the other hand, I loved what I did.  And since I hardly ever heard voices, at least not when sober, I knew God had nothing to do with me making my choice. 

As I looked into the empty donut box, stuffing his face with a chocolate filled donut, followed immediately by a large gulp of steamy hot coffee.  Big Frank garbled.  “Uh, sorry Mike, I jus' grabbed the last one!   By the way, the chief wants to see ya in his office before you start the shift.  And try not  pissing him off any more then you have already!  I'll will say; it was in your best interest to drop that Lounge affair.  You did good kid.  On the other hand, something tells me you're gonna be walking the beat for awhile.  Especially since you didn't bother to let him or anyone else know where you've been.  I don't blame him for fuck'n with you this time my friend.  A simple two minute phone call would have been fine.  But no …   the great Mike Diamond does what he wants, goes where he wants and ain’t no one gonna tell him what to do!  Not on your life.  No siree.  Well …  now you brought the wrath of  the chief down around your neck and you gave him four weeks to think about what he's gonna do to you.  Funny how some bosses are like that!   But, hey!—Nice tan!  Although, I don't know how long its gonna last in this crappy weather."  A short time later I was sort of standing at attention in front of the big desk with the small man screaming from the opposite side.  In his official police forced baritone voice he said.  

        "You enjoy fucking with me, don't you son?  You enjoy playing head games with people too, don't you!  I'll bet you really get off on it!"  

        "That's disgusting!  Where's this heading Chief?" 

        "Where's this heading?  Where the fuck have you been?  Your Virgin Island holiday was bullshit!  I gave you a direct order to contact this department after you settled.  But you ignored that order.  Then, since you were carrying a concealed weapon, I get a phone call from airport security at Kennedy, asking about some female witness you were escorting to Miami.  Although they couldn't remember what you looked like, they didn't have a problem describing your old lady's ass.  I can't wait to hear your explanation."  As I witnessed bulging red veins on his forehead swell and turn a deep purple, I thought the chiefs head was going to blow up.  

        "What do you got to say for yourself mister!"  

        "Whoa Chief!  Settle down and let me explain." I said, transfixed on veins that bulged further.  

        “There was a maintenance issue with the original plane just before boarding and the flight to the Bahamas was canceled.  Lesley was disappointed.  Annoyed actually, since the next flight out wasn't scheduled until late the next afternoon.  And you know how nasty mama can get if shes annoyed.  Anyway, there was a flight leaving for Miami with only two available seats at the same time.  I thought I could change our destination at the last minute.  Naturally, I had to come up with a convincing line that would get us on that Miami flight without going through the bullshit.   So, I came up with a  last minute brainstorm about Lesley being a material witness under protective custody and we had to get out of town pronto!   And it didn't cost one extra dime for switching flights.  Not bad huh?"

        "Ah ha…  so where did your luggage end up?"

        "Luggage?  Carry-on Chief …  we only took carry-on."

        "You're so full of shit.  You got a major problem officer, that's what you've got!  A fuck'n mental problem.  Now get the hell out of my sight and go to work! Oh, and by the way …   nice tan.  Although, I don't know how long it'll last in this crappy weather.  'Specially since you'll be on walking a beat until spring." After discovering his Achilles heel sometime ago, I intentionally whistled the “Colonel Bogey March” on my way out of his office, letting him believe his reprimand didn't bother me.  And for the most part it didn't.  Although I don't happen to know anyone who enjoys walking around in sub-zero weather for eight hours, shaking hands with an assortment of metal door knobs, while attempting to keep warm in urine stench hallways, while the chiefs cronies keep an eye on me.  

As I rounded a corner a couple of streets away from HQ later that evening, a blast of frigid air blowing across the Hudson River almost knocked me off my feet.  Although the bank thermometer flashed ten, the wind-sheer made it feel like twenty below when I suddenly found myself back in the brown water Navy, standing bow watch on the deck of my wooden minesweeper.  The MinePac Command had been involved in war-games off the coast of Korea for a few weeks.  If you've never experienced a mid-winter night from the deck of a boat, four miles off the coast of Korea, at four in the morning, while a twenty mile per hour sea breeze whistles thorough your Parka, then you haven't experienced cold!  I don't remember how much time had passed during my visit to the Twilight Zone, but the sound of a pissed off female suddenly snapped me back to the hear and now.   

        "Mike, you bastard!  Where the hell have you been?  I don't hear from you for a couple of years; you ring me up from out of nowhere to ask a favor, then disappear.  Then acting like a stupid school girl with a crush, I get involved.  Do you realize it been a fucking month since I've heard from you!  Helloooo …  anyone home in there?"  Kathy hollered as I tried to free my exposed hand from a frozen doorknob.  “Would it help if I apologized?  I had to get away from this mess for awhile.  And since I didn't have much of a——"  

        "You had me worried sick, you bastard!  I left a dozen messages on your answering machine.  Don't you bother to listen to it?"

        "Uh …   No not yet.  Shit!  And I …   I didn't get a chance to explain our relationship to Lesley while we were on vacation."

        "Vacation. . ?  Relationship. . ?  Don't flatter yourself buster!  You had me busting my hump while you were on a  fucking holiday with your old lady?  Man, am I stupid or what?"

        "Take a breath will ya'!  That kinda talk don't suit you.  I'm trying to tell you, I didn't have a choice.  I was ordered to get out of town for awhile.  It would have been bad timing on my part to drag your ass into this mess any further." 

        "You think?  A bit late to worry about my ass now wouldn't you say?"  

What could I say?  I knew now that I shouldn't have dragged my friends ass into this mess, as lovely as it was.  Especially after the mess-up at the academy.  But I did!  And after Big Franks conversation, I think Kathy had been involved in this mess all along, whether she, or I knew it or not.  These folks weren't going to let old dogs lie.

        "Would another apology do?"     

        "Whatever Michael . . ! Now, about that info you needed.  Interesting that I couldn't find any agency conducting an investigation, or surveillance on The Village Lounge.  Another interesting point I came across; many of the people I investigated, have the same surname.  Like there all family, or something."

        "Or something . . they are!  And why am I not surprised that there wasn't any surveillance on The Lounge, you ask?"

        "I didn't ask!"

        "Well I'll tell ya.  Because the whole fucking force is corrupt!"

        "Well, if you were so cocksure about this, why did you solicit my help?"



 
        "Because it was only a hunch when I called you and now its isn't!  And if I were so cocksure, as you say, I wouldn't  have the same problems I had before."

        "Which are?"

        "I don't know who the fuck the good guys are…  If there are any.  And, I don't know what to do with this info."  

        "But you know who the bad guys are, right?" 

        "Maybe!  One or two for sure, maybe.  And then again, maybe there aren't any good guys.  Then there's another problem that just came to mind."

        "Just keep 'em coming Mike.  What now?"

        "My answering machine."

        "Oh …  for Pete's sake!"

        "Right!  All's well, unless you left your discovery on my machine."

        "You've lost me sweetie. You worried about your wife playing it back and hearing a female voice?"

        "No!  I can handle Lesley.  I'm pretty sure …  I'm certain my phone is——"

        "Bugged!

        "Yeah, could be … "

        "Fuck'n eh, Mike.  Here I go again!"

        "Kathy!" 

        "Ah crap!  Sorry about that sweetie, just forget I said that okay?  I mean, what ever happens; happens.  I still owe you."

        "Is that like; I owe you in a good way, or like I owe you, can't wait to get even with you; you rat bastard!"

        "Ha ha … Why don't you follow me home tonight and let me explain over a hot toddy.  'C'mon, say yes, I'm freezing my freak'n nipples off on this corner.  Might as well give 'em all something to really be suspicious about.  'Specially your old lady."

        "I told you …  she doesn't know anything about you …  Yet."       

        Even though Phil was apt to get seasick easily, at the time, the USS Enterprise was the largest nuclear powered aircraft carrier in the world, making the voyage across the pond tolerable.  During an early morning briefing a day before the start of his mission, Phil closed his eyes and wished all this war shit was over, and just go away.  He was no hero, nor was he interested in becoming one.  According to his father, all heroes were dead heroes.  

At the best of times, it was near impossible to clear his thoughts from hearing his fathers words; Stand up and be a man sonny boy.  Be a man!  In due time pops!"  He whimpered.  In due time!"  

        Manny was still feeling troubled, not being able to get home to comfort his younger sister,  hoping she would eventually understand.  Lately his thoughts focused on Phil, wondering where he was stationed, and what he was involved in, if anything.  The latest update was some involvement in a school within the Navy.  At least he'd be safer in the Navy. He thought. Playing it safe, just as he liked it.  At 2:45 on Thursday morning, the watch commander woke Phil for an last minute operations meeting.   Manny had been air born for almost two hours, approaching the coast of Vietnam.  By 3:45, Phil was cruising at sixteen thousand feet, traveling at four hundred knots to conserve fuel, heading towards the coast of North Vietnam.  At exactly 5:30, Phil descended to eight hundred feet and slowed his air speed down to two hundred knots, as briefed.  He was also briefed that he would encounter Migs this close to land.  However, since there should be plenty of air support, he was told not to worry about drawing fire, and no matter what, continue onto his mission towards Saigon. Dropping his payload on his target was his only priority.

        "Visors down."  Manny said, speaking into his face mask.  "Bright lights today, very bright.  Flaps down.  Slowing to two hundred knots.  Lower …   lower…   a little lower.  Bombs away!"  He whooped.  “Warped Wing to Phantom base.  Luggage deployed;  returning home to mama."  Damn the light is bright today, he thought, nudging the throttle forward; gaining altitude as fast as he could.  Suddenly the radar alarm sounded, focusing his attention to the five inch green screen.  Apparently the system malfunctioned, never detecting the three Russian Migs that had closed in on his tail.  Manny realized he didn't have enough time to take evasive action, never spotting the missile that blew his starboard wing off.   

        "Shit!  Fire!"  He shout into his face mask.  “Mayday …  Mayday!  Warped Wing to Phantom base.  Starboard wing is gone!  Three Migs at twenty thousand, gotta bale!"  As soon as he pulled the ejection handle fear swept over him; nothing happened!  “Phantom base, this is Warped Wing …  No go!  I say again.  I can not eject!"  In a softened subjugated tone he said, "Hey guys …  tell the idiots that built this contraption; they've got a few design flaws to work out that need some immediate fucking attention."  Like slow-motion, the F-4 Rhino shifted over on its Starboard side, then nosed down and fell into a fast death spin.  After a short garbled message from the pilot, the speaker at Phantom base went silent.

        "Yahoo!"  Phil screamed to his co-pilot Jeff Andrews.  God fucking Almighty what a rush!"  This is just too easy! he thought as he gained confidence; climbing to twenty thousand feet after dropping his cargo of death.  The flash from the explosion was so brilliant, neither pilot noticed the Migs until the delayed radar alarm went off.        

        "Fucking eh!"  Jeff screamed, as Phil launched a sidewinder, missing his target by a few feet.  The fucking alarm didn't go off in time.  The fuckers got us!"  

        "They let one fly."  Phil said, trying to get a visual on the missile, pulling back as far as he could on the throttle. “Hang on buddy!"  Jeff saw the missile launched two seconds before the missile alarm detected it.  No matter! There wasn't enough time to take evasive action.  The missile tore the guts out of center of the jet without detonating, taking Phil's left leg with it out the nose.  A flash fire immediately broke out igniting the oxygen supply in Jeff's face-mask exploding his lungs, just as  Phil pulled the ejection handle, losing consciousness.  Some time later, Phil regained consciousness, just  long enough to see his captors huddled over him. 

THE BIG HOUSE BASH

        I managed to keep a low profile out of the chief's way for the remainder of that winter.  Spring was in the air, only a few weeks away.  I had spoken to Kathy on several occasions during the past few months, and she managed to forgive me quickly.  Although whenever anything about the Lounge came up in my conversation, she immediately steered me in a different direction.  On the other hand, Lesley took her time after seeing-red when I explained who the other women in my life was.  I mean up to this point, besides my little boudoir fantasy, being conducted in our boudoir, what was I truly guilty of?   Life was almost back to normal.  Just the way I wanted it to appear to everyone. 

        "For the last time shit-head, are you bringing your old lady or not?"  The big asked.

        "Not sure big guy!"

        "Micheal!"

        "Okay …  okay already!  We'll be there!"

        "Great!  You'll have a ball.  Better then the last one."  Frank smiled, joyfully slapping me on the back.  My Fourth of July parties are a real blast!"

        "Easy big guy!  You tend to forget how fuck'n strong you are."  I barked, attempting to work the sting out of the center of my back.  That's gonna leave a bruise, I thought.  

        After driving past the arched entrance on the way to the mansion, I couldn't help notice how impressive Franks place appeared this time.  I nosed our Jeep into an assigned parking spot impressed by the four inch high gold letters, painted on a black shiny plaque, clearly identifying; this parking space belonged to Michael D'.  At least for the time being.  Admiring the matched over-sized hyacinths neatly trimmed standing guard at the front door, Lesley poked me in the ribs and said.  "Gee, remind me again …  what's this guy do for a living?"  

        "Go easy on the wise cracks today, okay sweetheart?  And promise me you won't start any shit by asking questions about things you know you shouldn't be asking questions about in the first place.  Remember, were here to have a good time.  This guy may have saved my ass from some very nasty people."  

Less then thirty minutes later, Lesley had teamed up with some of the officer's wives who were diligently chattering away about whatever cops' wives chat about, when their husbands aren't around to eavesdrop.  More-then-likely, asking questions about things they shouldn't be asking about in the first place.  I strolled over to the firing range with the big guy to watch The Swartz Comedy Act making ready to try out an impressive, but odd looking Gyro Jet 13mm Rocket Pistol.  The special order piece was one of two hundred fifty made somewhere in Texas, intended for a handful of elite military officers during the Vietnam War.  A little larger then a standard .45 auto-loader, the pistol had a shiny flat frame machined like Swiss cheese and was made of Titanium.  Unlike other conventional weapons that left spent casings, the semi-automatic weapon fired six 13mm micro-rockets.  For all pretense and purposes, it mirrored a ray gun out of a Commander Cody TV series.  Unfortunately, as impressive as it looked and sounded; dependability and accuracy weren't its strong points; ruling-out the weapon in a pinch.  I heard about the weapon in Nam and was told I had a better chance of balling Hanoi Jane before ever coming across one.  However, here I was years later, privileged; able to test fire a rocket or two, wondering if the big guy had actually screwed Hanoi Jane to end up with such a rare weapon in his collection.  I was about to ask that very question when I heard Kathy's voice ringing in my mind; leave it alone!

        Pop!  There was just an indiscreet little Pop!  No recoil, no big bang, just a little Pop.  Then whoosh!  A second later an explosion occurred fifty yards down range expelling an enormous amount of smoke.  Apparently, one of the few reasons why the weapon never made it big in Nam.  Being spotted from the air after firing it would not be a good thing, which also meant there wasn't any way of seeing your target after the first round was fired.  Although the extremely slow velocity of the micro-rocket was the key issue. A large watermelon had been set up in front of the steel plated wall at the end of the range. After the exhaust fans finished doing their job, we were left looking down range at a two foot round hole that exposed the hill behind the building.  I thought it was damn funny at the time.  Especially since the watermelon had fallen of its perch undamaged, as several guests gathered round outside to peer through the hole.

        "Damn!"  I chuckled, amazed by the destructive power it had.  Guess it needs a minor sight adjustment or two.  Wouldn't be worth a shit in a crowd, would it?   What did you say this thing was used for again, Frank? 

        "Goddamn!"  Big Frank swallowed, looking at the vaporized wall.  Uh …   Okay…  That'll be all for today boys.  I can see this things a bit unstable for indoor use.  Besides, there's to many people about, might hurt someone.  We'll do it again some other time.  Oh, and by the way Mike …   Nice shooting, scumbag!"  

A short while later, sitting outside the basketball-slash tennis court; feeling the Special Reserve work its magic, I witnessed the chief drive up and park in his assigned space.  Bloomberg followed close behind in his personal junker, accompanied with a full-size black Chevy Blazer which brought up the rear.  Except for the hair color, the driver looked very familiar.———I did know him.  Son of a bitch!

        "Yo, Mike!  Come on over here boy!  I want you to meet someone."  Frank called, spotting me staring from the bleaches.  Fuck!  The last thing I needed while being half-in-the-bag was a confrontation with the chief and that asshole.

        "Mike Diamond …  Arty Paladino.  I believe you boys already know one another."

        "We've met.”  I frowned.  “I'm surprised to see you're still walking around on the outside.  I figured you'd be doing hard time by now, or something better.  Like dead!"  

        "Well you figured wrong jerk-off!  Just because you got lucky when I was a kid, I wouldn't push my luck again, if I were you."  The prick women-beater-cop-assaulter snickered.  "Unless you think you're man enough."  Big Frank casually stepped in between us with an expanded chest, knowing that remark was all I needed to set me off.

        "Hold on a minute boys!"  He chuckled, directing his attention to only me.  "You're not trying to spoil my little get together, are you Michael?  Arthur's my guest, as you are.  If you need to test your testosterone I suggest you do it at another time and place. Okay Bubba.

THE FAMILY

        By the time Janet Scarpelli turned eighteen, she had balled as many Johns as any pro would have three times her age.  "Now y'all know my family history doc."  She said, lying on the couch next to her court appointed psychiatrist. 

        "Uh huh, I see."  Dr. Johnson replied automatically. 

        "Most of my bro's were killed overseas, 'cept for one of em.  He split for California years ago and hasn't made contact since.  I also got a shit-head for a sister that never comes round since she married that shit-head pig a couple years ago.  But hey!  At least I'm doing good!"

        "Doing good?  Is that a new name for making a living on the street?  Why would the court order you to see me, if you were doing good?"  

        "You know something buster!  All you suits are a bunch of jerks!  Shit-heads!  Just like them pigs; always answering a question with a question.  

        "Okay …  lets all try and settle down for a minute, shall we my dear?  I see by your police record that you've been charged with solicitation on several occasions.  Is this correct?  I also see that you were arrested once for performing sex with …  am I reading this right?  Reptiles and livestock?  Livestock! Is this correct?"  

        "So whats the big fuck'n deal, jack-off!  The money was good."



 
        "Right, the money was good.  Okay.  Lets see where this goes, young lady."  Johnson smiled.   "Follow me on this.  Life is good; you're making a great income.  Correct? . .  Right!  Then why are you living on the street?  More importantly, why did you attempt suicide by slashing your wrists a few weeks ago?  And if it weren't for those shit-head pigs, as you call them,  you'd be dead!"

        "That's right!  Then I wouldn't be here listening to this bullshit, would I.  Listen you . .  First of all, I've never lived on the streets!  I have a perfectly nice pad to crash in.  I guess you haven't been listening doc.  I said; there's no one left!  I don't give a good Goddamn if I live or die.  Got it buster!"  Janet walked over to the window looking down at the traffic two stories below.  “No one cares."  She said.

        "Before you think about jumping through that window young lady, safety glass was installed immediately after the last person went through it.  Its also been nailed shut as an additional precaution.  Janet.  May I call you Janet?  Good!  Janet,  I won't pretend to know how you feel, or know how much hurt you have inside.  Perhaps, you don't know either.  But if you let me help you, just a little, I'm certain we can find out together.  You know you were ordered to see me by the court.  Like it or not, we're going to spend a lot of time together.  So why waste it?  Don't you think it's time to trust someone?"  Johnson said, showing a warm smile; offering his hand.  "I'd like to help you.  I know I can, if you'll let me."  She started to weep.  Something she hadn't done in years.  

        "Janet, how did you get involved in …  I mean, how did you choose your current profession?"  

        "Profession? Is that what you call it?  Ha!  You're a laugh a minute ain't ya doc.  Circumstances beyond my control.  That how!"  She sniffed, wiping her nose with the back of her hand.  "I was a kid when Mom ran off with the landlord.  After that, my old man of a father went off drinking, and screw'n as many women as he could leaving Teddy to raise us kids on his own.  

        "So you hated your father for leaving you alone. Or was it your mother?"  

        "My mother can go fuck herself, wherever she is.  I only pray that she's dead!  My father?  Yea, I hate him, I surely do.  But it ain't for they way he didn't bring us kids up.  I hate him for the things he did to me!"  She thought about those special favors he asked her to do.  "On the night of my thirteenth birthday, the prick forced himself on me.  He was drunk all the time after my old lady split.  He looked for her for awhile, but I guess she left town.  Since he didn't have any money to hire a detective, I know it made him crazy.  That's also why I'm not sure if I do really hate him, or just feel sorry for the poor bastard.  What I don't understand, is why Teddy left me all alone with him."

        "So you blame and hate Teddy for your fathers actions?  Do you think he knew what your father had done to you?"

        "Enough already with all this hate crap okay!  It's all so fuck'n confusing!  I don't know if Teddy knew it or not.  I guess since Teddy was the oldest, he should've know.  He was the oldest Goddamn it, and he should've known something was wrong!  Over time my father showed me how to do things to him that made him feel good.  He'd touch me…   and kiss me in my special place, as he called it.  I was so scared for such a long time, and even thought about killing myself.  But after awhile, it started to feel good and I'd miss those special feelings when he didn't come around.  As I got older, he started to leave a special allowance.  I saved every fucking dime!  The older I got, the better I got, the more money I got.    

After school one day school, him and some guy I hadn't seen around before were having a good old time getting shit-faced over a jug of grappa. Other then his new friend looking like he just fell off the banana boat from Sicily, he was an an intimidating fucker.  I mean, here it was in the middle of a New York heatwave, and this joker was dressed to the 9's in an expensive looking dark wool suit.  Fuck'n fedora and all! 

I had never seen my old man that drunk before, or that excited about something.  I soon found that I was the center of interest.  Apparently my old man had rented me out for a couple of hours, insisting I show this guy how charming I could be.  My father actually sat there and watched this guy drag me off to my bedroom. I fought back, punching Dapper Dan in the face, hard!  He reeked of booze and sweat, and laughed at me as he unzipped his fly after tossing me onto my bed.  Funny thing happened then.  When I seen the size of his big cock, I was overwhelmed.  I mean I actually felt flushed; thought I was going to pass out.  I got a real rush when I went down on the guy and sucked him off.  Just as he shot his load, he let out a high shriek like some fuck'n wild animal or something.   When he was done, he tumbled face first onto my bed,  and passed out!  He stayed quiet for so long, I thought he died from a hear attack or something.  I was gonna get my old man, but he suddenly came back to life with the biggest grin stenciled across his face, claiming I was a Madonna, as he stuck a roll of hundreds in my hand.  On the way out, the stranger whispered something to my old man; he wasn't smiling.  I remember the evil look he had given my father.  One minute they were the best of friends, laughing, boozing it up, fuck'n the daughter.  The next minute my old man was bending over kissing this guys hand.  I never did find out what he said to my father.  But, from that day on, my old man never laid a hand on me again.  One thing that did change my life though;  whenever I smell the scent of booze and sweat combined …   I have a climax.  

I was introduced to another so called friend on my seventeenth birthday.  My easiest gig ever!  I would be treated real good to spend a night at this guys home and do nothing except watch some dirty movies as he masturbated into a glass jar.  I did have to hold the jar in place as he slapped his monkey to earn my two hundred bucks.  The next day, I incorporated myself as a business, earning three or four grand a week.   About a year later, I met Jamie.  She brought me home and showed me how to satisfy a women.  I liked it almost as much as I liked being with a man, and there was less of a mess to clean up after we were done.  Ha ha …  Close your mouth, doc.  I ain't finished.  Then I got the idea of doing animals.  My income tripled every time I did tricks with one.  Man!  Talk about easy money.   These John's would get their kicks watching a snake slide up my pussy, or watch a dog lick whipped cream out of my ass.  Ya know, silly stupid stuff like that. That's what got them off.  I gotta admit, none of this shit did a thing for me.  But what the fuck!  They paid good money to watch the sideshow.  I think them animals even liked it.  Non of 'em ever hurt me.  But, the really big money came when I …    I only done it once mind you.   A client paid me five grand to watch his pet donkey mount me."  Janet suddenly stopped to come up for air and study the curious look on the doctors deadpan face.  “I know …  I know.  It sounds fuck'n disgusting.  Yuck!  

But the beast had an enormous dong!  And God …  oh my, was it hard!  But, I don't do that sort of shit no more.  I read somewhere that a person could actually catch some kind of hoof in your mouth disease.  Or something like that.  In fact, that's how I ended up on your couch spilling my guts to you sweet lips."  Johnson cleared his throat, embarrassingly aroused by the epic tail.  Go on Janet, go on!  You have my undivided attention." He said, doodling in his notebook; pretending he was taking notes.

        "Sooooo…   I meet this really rich good look'n fella at a pub one night.  He tells me I was referred to him by a friend of a friend, and was excited about some of the tricks I did.  He tells me he gonna pay me ten grand if I go with him to his stables in Westchester County and take some nude photo's alongside his prize stallion. Something about making a girly calender for the jockeys.  It all seemed legit after I got there.  Him snapping a zillion photo's of me taking my cloths off next to 'Mr. Overanxious' under a zillion fuck'n hot lights.   Mr. Overanxious…  that was the horses name.  Then he starts to insist I go down on the beast.  Like I told ya, and told him before we left for the stables.  I don't do that shit anymore.  Beside, I couldn't have fit that horse' cock in my mouth even if I wanted to.  Ignoring me, he says for an extra two grand he wants me to fuck him.  Mr. Overanxious that is, not him.  I tell this guy to 'bite me' 'cause I ain't blowing, or fuck'n no fuck'n horse, no fuck'n way, no matter how overanxious Mr. Overanxious was.  All of a sudden this scumbag goes nuts and hauls off, busting my nose.  The next thing I know, the cops are picking me up off the ground, and I'm under arrest.  They found me unconscious and naked in the middle of Central Park covered in horse shit.  Image, getting busted all because I didn't want to fuck something.  Now that's a riot!  Ha Ha Ha."

        "Is that when you tried to kill yourself?"  

        "Hey!  We're not going there today, okay!  Besides, I think I flapped my gums more then enough for one session."   Lightly touching the top of Dr. Johnson's knee, Janet smiled.  “Listen doc,  all this cock talk makes me kind of horny.  What  ya say, how's about one on the house?"  Throughout his fifteen year career working for the state Doctor Johnson had interviewed hundreds of mentally distraught women without a single illicit thought.  This patient… client…  lady, on the other hand, might be a problem.  He felt it from the moment they met, cursing himself for not turning Janet over to a colleague.  He was locked in self destruct mode, realizing this story might not have a happy ending. Janet was staring at the bulge in his pants and he found it difficult to find the right thing to say.  “Uh…   Thank you for your offer young lady.  But I'm afraid that's not possible, nor would it be ethical…  on my part…  I mean it wouldn't be right for us to… "  Steering his patient away from the couch, he said.  “Now come on Janet… Ms. Scarpelli.  You're off to a good start.  Tell me, why did you try and take your own life?"

        "You don't give up so easy, do you doc?  I might tell you after awhile.  Not just yet.  Tell me, do you always get this involved with your fruit cakes?"

        "I… I'm not involved——"

        "Okay then lighten up sweet lips.  Relax okay?  If you wanna' hear a good one, I'll tell 'ya a good fuck story.  I mean if you don't mind." 

        "A fucking story?"  The psychiatrist replied red faced, his attempt to be funny. 

        "Cute!  Very good!  Now listen up doc!  One morning while cruising Central Park, I heard moaning coming from behind some bushes.  It was the apparent moaning sounds of love making.  I was curious, so I took a peek and seen the funniest thing I had ever seen in public.  Still giggling, a cop walked by and asked what was so funny.  I told him what I saw and it pissed him off.  So he tells me to repeat what I said.  So I tells him again.  I saw a couple behind some bushes, and they were fuck'n.  Then piggy boy threatens me and says if I repeat that word again he's gonna run me in.  Once again he 

asks me what I seen. And once again I tell him.  An hour later I'm standing in front of a judge explaining why I'm there and what I'd seen.  There's was something wrong with these folks cause after I tell it to the judge, he also warns me not to repeat that word in his courtroom, or he's gonna put me away for thirty days and ask me once again what I seen.  

        “Okay… Okay!  I say.”  So I tell it to him like this!  

        “I seen a man with his pants down below his knees, and his balls were swinging in a very light breeze.  And his you know what was you know where and if that ain't fuck'n, you can give me the chair!"

The psychiatrist stared into space for several seconds, open mouth, feeling stupid. Suddenly his emotionless face lit up as he exploded into laughter.  They laughed over the joke for awhile.  Something else Dr. Johnson had never shared with a patient before.  "Well Ms. Scarpelli, I see you've kept a sense of humor.  Humor is a big start on the road to any recovery."  

        "A humorous road to recovery huh?  Will see about that doctor."  Janet replied, wiping tears from her face.  " We'll see."  Johnson found Janet more at ease, during their next session.  She seemed to be in good spirits ever since she pulled the gag on the solemn head-shrinker.  "You're looking well today Ms. Scarpelli." 

        "You're look'n swell yourself sweet lips.  But how bout doing me a favor sweetie?"  Not waiting for a reply.  "If you want to keep my in good spirits, would you mind taking that stupid pipe out of your mouth!  That is, unless you actually intend to smoke the fuck'n thing!   And could you stop looking over my shoulder at the fuck'n clock on the bookcase when I'm talking to you.  I hope I'm worth more then just an hour of your time sweet lips."  Embarrassed, Johnson walked over to the bookcase; turned the small clock around then removed the stage prop from his mouth and placed it in his jacket pocket.  As they discussed his evaluation of their last session, Johnson came over and sat next to Janet.  Reaching over, he gently took her hand.  "Jan…  Janet, why did you try and take your life?"

        "You are a persistent little bugger, ain't ya!  Listen doc, I told you more in the short time I've known you then I've ever told another living soul…  My lover is dying!  Happy now Doc?"

        "I'm…  I'm sorry about that Janet.  You said lover…   you're referring to——

        "My father!" 

        "And how does that make you feel?"

        "Makes me feel?  You blaming me for the way my life's turned out?  I'm not! Maybe I'm just upset about the fuck'n mess I'm in right now.  Ya' think I'm made of stone, or something!  Look, I ain't stupid!  I understand the prick screwed more then my head up, and I pray the son of a bitch rots in hell!"  

        "Janet, I'm not accusing you of anything.  There are issues in your past that you can not be held accountable for.  Your father was …  is a mentally disturbed individual.  Eventually, with my help you will come to understand this." 

        "What the fuck are you talking about doc?  I told ya', I ain't upset about the way my life's turned out.  And I sure the fuck ain't upset about him getting ready for the dirt sleep.  The prick came across a journal years ago.  Until lately, I had only brushed through it once, just after he passed out in a drunken heap on the kitchen floor.  There was a bunch of German sounding names and numbers inside.  At least they sounded German.   But, what the hell do I know?  I've got a hard enough time speaking English.  Ha Ha.  Anyways, alongside them names were dates going back to the forties, which don't mean shit to me, so I never gave the book another thought.  Until now.  Now it may be of some importance."

        "Important in what way?"

        "Well…  a few days ago I came across it again.  I came home to find the old man out of his death bed, scrounging around in the kitchen looking for some masking tape in a junk-drawer.  The journal was lying open on top of a brown paper bag that was going to be used to wrap it.  He didn't realize I was behind him flipping through the pages, until I came across my name, alongside dozens of clients I serviced up until I incorporated my ass.  Don't get me wrong doc.  Like I told ya.  I've never been embarrassed about the way I made a living.  But if made public, some of my Johns might not be to happy.  Remember the guy…   my first paying John I told you 'bout that had me on my seventeenth birthday?"

        "Your fathers new friend?  The one that called you a Madonna?"

        "Friend my ass!  I did some check'n after I seen his name in the book.  Wanted to see if there was a connection between him and a someone of interest.  Turns out, he's the same guy…  Vito Venditto." 

        "The Westchester County drug lord?"

        "None other!  So I doubt he'd appreciate seeing his name recorded in a journal just above some of his Mafioso pals.  Pals he didn't play nice with and aren't around any longer.  No …  I don't think he'd like that one fuck'n bit!"

        "I guess I'm starting to understand Jan.  But, what I don't understand is your concern.  Using your own words, you said you were never embarrassed by the way you made your living.  So other then your chosen profession, there's nothing else in the journal that would implicate you with anything illegal. Is there?"

        "Maybe.  The old bastard also used the journal for booking and recording ever dime I made."

        "And… ?  Who will care …  ah, the IRS!"

        "You are a smart one ain't ya doc?  Yes the fucking IRS!  The last thing I need is them fuckers crawling up my ass investigating me and how much money I've not paid taxes on."

        "I see.   Now I understand your dilemma .  Where's the book now?"

        "Well, things got a bit loud after I made the discovery.  With the journal tucked under his arm, the old bugger shuffled off into his bedroom, locking the door.  I stormed outta there hoping the bastard was so worked up he would have passed over by the time I got back.  But no …  Not only didn't he croak, I found him climbing the stairway to the apartment after mailing the damn thing!"

        "Mailed it to——"

        "Lesley!  The one married to the pig!T

TEDDY AND THE FAMILY

        Weather permitting, Ted Scarpelli would stop whatever he was doing and drive down Alston Avenue each afternoon with his Kodak waiting for the right moment to capture a photo of one of the many magnificent sunsets that washed over the small Californian town.  This ritual started soon after arriving in the tiny hamlet of Santa Cruz. 

Bruce Muller was a striving photographer shooting uninteresting tourist photo's on the Santa Cruz pier for rent money, when Teddy bumped into him one weekend afternoon.  A mutual liking between both men evolved instantly.  A month later they moved in together.  On Teddy's twenty fifth birthday, Bruce's gift was a used Nikon 35mm SLR camera.  To Bruce's surprise, the sunset photo's  that Ted started taking with the Nixon were professional.  Bruce eventually snapped his way into the male modeling field and brought Teddy into the business as a photographer's assistant.  Before long, Ted's work started to gain attention by the same agency.  Within two years after the Nikon gift, they purchased a three room studio apartment just off the beach on Poplar Street.

 One afternoon while reminiscing about the unpleasant life he left behind, random thoughts of his family began to haunt him.  Why now!  He wondered.  What force was drawing him back to his past in the old neighborhood after all these years.  

BACK AT THE PARTY

        After the big guy stepped in, putting an end to what could have been an embarrassing moment for all concerned, pissed off over our the unexpected reunion, I broke away from the scumbags in the driveway.  I needed to take a long walk and cool off my heels, which inspired me to investigate the cabin again.  During my cooling off trek, I noticed the remnants of another overgrown trail heading in a different direction leading behind and away from the cabin.  After clearing a row of barbed vine that cut the shit out of my hands, I found myself heading deeper into another part of the forest, occasional passing trees that had been marked with fluorescent paint.  I assumed the markings had been put there by local hunters to help them find their way in the low light of early morning.  At least that's how I did it when I  used to massacre defenseless deer.  A half mile or more further on, I reached a clearing.  I should say, I sank into a clearing.  The bare ground was very soft and a yellow powder had been added to the soil.  The familiar pungent odor of death was overpowering, suggesting something dead was close by.  I didn't keep track of how long I had been gone, although it was dark by the time I got back to the party.  A while later, Lesley found me in a quite corner trying to keep a low profile as I knocked back several quick Bourbon shooters.  My new discovery changed things a bit.  I now realized I was running with the big dogs.  This time, I knew none of it was bullshit!  It was apparent to Lesley that something had shaken me when she said, “Time to say goodnight to everyone honey.”  Once again, the magic elixir did its trick, since I had no recollection of ever stopping to thank our host for his hospitality, or bid arrivederci.   We were several miles from home when Lesley mentioned something about a black truck in the rear view mirror.  She claimed it left the party several minutes ahead but, now seemed to be following us.  I did have a slight recollection of humming the lyrics Paranoia Will Destroy Ya  from the song  'For what its' worth.'  Although that didn't go over very well.  I don't have any recollection of nodding off right after that.  But, I do remember wakening to a pounding fucking headache brought on by myself.

        "Feeling better, dear?"

        "Fresh as a daisy, dear!"  I groaned.



 
        "Listen Michael, I'm certain we've been followed ever since we left the party.  The same black truck stayed behind us all the way down the Taconic Parkway, getting off with us at Red Mill Road."  Shifting my aching head to get a look through the side mirror, darkness filled the frame.

        "We'll…  no one there now."  I replied.  "Are you sure?"   That reply didn't go over well either.

        "Goddamn it Mike.  I'm not paranoid!  It was the same black truck that was parked at the party.    

        "Well its not there now honey!   Hurry home will ya.  I got a killer of a migraine."  

When my day started this morning I decided I was going to make a solid effort to try and play well with others.  As luck has it, which isn't always in my favor, as the day comes to a close, I see that's not possible.  I'm certain no one saw me snooping around at Franks, although If I had to bet the ranch, I'd bet it was Mr. Arty (women-baser) Paladino following us in the black truck.  I didn't want to admit it to Lesley at that moment, nor did I want to excite her when she was the one behind the wheel.  But, all-in-all I had believed her all along.  But what the hell…  if I didn't remain somewhat controversial, it just wouldn't be me.  In any case,  I didn't want to upset the love of my life explaining my latest concern.  How far would this prick go to satisfy his vengeance.

THOMASVILLE

        "C'mon  lets get inside!  Enough already about being followed.  I'm exhausted!"   

        "I want to make certain there's no one behind us Michael!"  My lovely bride shout driving around the block for a third time.  “Mike baby, what's going on?  I've known you long enough to know when somethings not right.  Now …  I insist you tell me what's going on by giving me a straight answer!" 

        "You need to take an immediate leave from work and get away from here and me asap!  Is this a straight enough reply.?"  I figured why beat around the bush.  After all, she insisted I tell her what was bugging me.  I told her about my discovery of the cabin, shackles, and the blood stained mattress.  I purposely left out the part about who it was I believed was following us and the part about something being buried in the field.  "For the time being I want you to stay on the boat.  It's safe there.  I gotta get back to Big Frank's place and check out a few more things.  Somethings very wrong up their,and I need to satisfy my cop curiosity.  I promise you'll be the first person I tell, once I find out more."  

Within forty minutes Lesley called into work, quit her job, tossed a weeks supply of clothing into an overnight bag, a months supply or more of make-up and toiletry's into another bag and burnt rubber out of the driveway without so much as a kiss goodbye.  As soon as I was certain that no one passed the house to follow Lesley, I shoved a full flask of Bourbon in my back pocket, grabbed my Instamatic Camera, loaded a few dirt digging implements into the saddle bags and head out on the Harley.  Headache and all.  The mansion was dark when I arrived a couple of hours later; creepy looking in the early morning light.  A dim red light pulsated on a surveillance camera on the roof, barely visible from the ground when I cut the engine and coasted into the driveway.  Cautiously, making sure I stayed out of the camera's field of view, I pushed the bike around the rear of the mansion out of sight, just in case a visitor decided to stop by.  Garbage was strewn about the grounds, as though everyone suddenly dropped every thing and left.   When I was satisfied the mansion was unoccupied, after my walk-around, I went back to the tennis court and started the bike.  Heavy bikes aren't recommended for off road use, reckoning I woke half the county from the engines roar, climbing the embankment behind the gun range.  Three quarters of a mile away, farmer Banks was suddenly awakened by the clamor, but quickly drifted back to sleep.  He was looking for guidance in his nightmare after loading two 12 gauge shells into his double barrel shotgun as the loan officer from the local bank was banging on his front door, making ready to foreclose on the farm.  

Officer Jimmy Bracket heard the distant exhaust as well, listening to the morning news from his portable radio on top of the cruiser dash, but ignored it.  I idled along the dark road, almost stalling the bike on several occasions.  Each time I tried to accelerate, the rear tire would break traction and attempt to sink into the soft earth.  As the morning dew started to drift above the lake, a chill ran through me as the forest seemed to come to life.  The bikes headlight was casting an eerie shadow across the landscape, causing an uncomfortable feeling in the pit of my stomach.  Anticipating a long clawed, bloody fanged predator hiding behind a tree waiting to jump my ass, I swore off horror flicks from that moment on.  

Not surprised, a massive stainless steel padlock now hung from the cabin door, along with a set of steel bars that had been installed over the only window.  With these new security upgrades, there was no longer any doubt that the owner of the cabin knew someone had trespassed.  Since the cabin didn't appear to be built over any type of solid foundation, using the old Army surplus shovel I brought along, I started to dig under the back window.  An hour later, I realized the cabin had indeed been built over a stone walled foundation and I wouldn't be able to penetrate the walls with my little toy pointed shovel.  Since my back was aching from all this unnecessary work, for the time being I decided to take a break and ride over to the clearing.  The clearing didn't seem to have been disturbed since my last visit.  Although the stink of rotting flesh seemed much stronger; churning my stomach.  Aided by the bikes headlight, I used my toy shovel to see what I could dig up.  The deeper I dug, the stronger the stink.  I dry-heaved a few times, knowing I was going to have to burn my cloths when I got home, as well as make an effort to bath in tomato juice.   In one of my outdoor magazines I read the bath would neutralize the squirt from a skunk.  Whether or not it would have the same neutralizing affect on the stink of death, or actually worked at all, I hadn't  a clue.  I started to dig faster when I suddenly struck something, the constancy of hard Jell-O.  The headlight cast a shadow across the opening, making it difficult to see what I hit.  After grabbing a flashlight I kept in another saddle bag for emergencies such as this…   I started to scrape around whatever was buried with my free hand.  The beam from the flashlight suddenly fell upon a swollen hand, as dozens of maggots wriggled out of lesions between rotting fingers.  It was the grossest object I'd ever come across.  Matter of fact, It was downright——fucking——disgusting!  

I stumbled out of the grave, dry-heaved again and took a full mouthful from the flask I brought.  Less then an hour later, a mutilated decaying naked corpse was lying alongside the shallow grave.  Someone had taken a shotgun to the poor bastards face exposing his sinus cavities.  Finger prints would have helped ID this guy, except there wasn't much left in that department.  Dental records would have been another useful source, but most of his teeth were blown away with the rest of his face.  It was difficult to see much of anything else on the torso with all the mud and there were no distinguishing marks that might have helped determine who this guy was.  As far as I knew, a new experimental process of clay reconstruction was the only way to make a positive ID.   And, I happened to know a professional in this field.  Taking another long swig of courage from the flask, I held the pointed shovel high above the cadaver's head and brought it down with precession accuracy, striking my target just below the chin.  After wrapping what was left of the jelled cranium in a few polishing rags, I stored my treasure in the bikes trunk.  I also snapped a few photo's of this guy's remains lying besides the grave.

By 8:45 that morning, I was standing on Kathy's doorstep.  Although her car was parked outside, there wasn't any response to my persistent knocking.  Unnerved, an uncomfortable feeling crept over me.  I kicked the door open and released my .38 Cobra from its holster.  Edging my way through Kathy's apartment, I lunged into her bedroom.  The room was dark and wreaked with the musky bouquet of sex.  Kathy, feeling an unknown presence in the room swiftly rolled off the bed, aiming a .32 automatic she kept under her pillow at me.

        "Whoa  Kathy…   Easy girl!"  I chuckled pinching my nose.  Her heart pounding, she inhaled.  “What the…   Mike?  What the hell are you doing here . . ?  What's that smell?"

        "Love fumes, my dear."  I covetously replied.

        "Hey, screw you buddy!  You didn't want any when I offered it.  How dare you pull that jealous crap on me.  And what's that shit you're covered in?  I think you're the one that's stinking up the place!  Now, since you're here…  how did you get in and what the hell do you want?"

        "I seen your car parked downstairs and knew you were home.  When you didn't bother answering the door, I figured you might be in trouble.  I… Uh…  don't worry about it.  I'll pay for the damages okay?"  We stood there for a few second staring blankly into space, neither one of us saying a word, until we made eye contact.  “Shit Kathy, go put some clothes on!"   

        "Go on get!"  Kathy smiled, exposing two hard pink nipples.  “Get out I said.  Put a pot of coffee on and pour yourself a stiff drink while you're at it.  Looks like you can use one!  What I need is a shower.  Which by the way, is something you need more then I do."  By the time I brought Kathy up to date, I had showered…  alone, downed several Bourbon shooters and three cups of black coffee.

        "Now, let's see if I understand what you're asking.  You've got someone's head gift wrapped in a muddy rag in the trunk of your bike and you're expecting me to store it in my kitchen freezer.  Is that right?"

        "This isn't a joke Kathy.  Shit,  I know you don't keep any food in there."

        "Doll, I love you.  But there ain't no fuck'n way in hell you're putting any body parts, let along someone's rotting head in my icebox.  You can wipe that idea right out of your nutty mind.   Why don't you bring it home to your lovely wife?  You know, like a surprise head job.  I'm sure she'll love that!"

        "Stop it Kathy,  I realize it's a lot to ask!  I can't go home.  I'm certain the house is being watched.  Besides, it's only until the morning.  I've got a friend at the Coroners Office that may be able to help ID this guy.  But it will have to wait until tomorrow morning.  I don't know her home address."

        "Your friends a her, I see.  And were will you be staying tonight?"  

Since I was asking a really big favor here, I figured it best not to tell Kathy that Lesley was safe and sound at the marina.   "I'm going to sleep on my boat."

        "Why not stay here and make passionate maddening love to me big boy?  I could use another good fuck."

        "Nice talk!  Real lady like.  I told you before, why ruin a perfect——"

        "I know, I know! Friendship!”                                                                     

It seems like every friend I have, or had, have been good drinking partners at one time or another.   Jane Meadows was no exception.  We were introduced while sipping cocktails at separate tables at the Parkway Pub in Larchmont, N.Y. several years before by Buzz Peterson, the owner of the establishment.  Buzz was an avid police buff always going the extra mile to make me feel welcome in his tavern.  During two separate attempted holdups, months apart, while off duty, on my way home, I foiled the first one by firing a shot into the floor inches behind the perp.  The asshole went screaming out the back door after dropping a realistic plastic water pistol on the bar room floor.  Since the place was empty at the time, Buzz and I agreed it would be bad for business if the incident became public.  We came to an understanding that neither of us would report it.  Besides, I didn't need the hours of paperwork explaining the reason I discharged my piece in a public place.  

The second attempt didn't go that well.  A shotgun welding crazy-man crashed through the back door just before closing time.   A shootout broke-out, I was lucky enough to get one round off.  Although I managed to send the perp to a better place, the end result left a patron crippled for life after taking a hit from the perps shotgun.  The shooting was deemed righteous, Peterson became my bestest buddy for life, forbidding his employees from ever taking my money again.  No matter what I ordered.   One night while taking advantage of the innkeepers hospitality, Peterson introduced me to his cousin, Jane Meadows.

        "Before you ask, no!   I'm not related to the actress."  She chuckled.  

        "I'll bet you get a lot of ribbing about it."  I chuckled, but couldn't help notice that my newest friend couldn't stop starring at my crotch.  "You make a fella feel right at home Jane.  Is my fly open or something?"

        "My apologies, if I make you feel uncomfortable."  She replied raising her eyes four feet higher this time.  It's so nice to meet a real man.  Uncle Buzzy tells me that's what you are Mike.  A real man.  Is that so?"  

        "Uncle Buzzy?  Dumbfounded, I couldn't think of a decent comeback as we both broke out in laughter.  After toasting her joke of the day, we slowly got tight enjoying each others company.  She discussed her good-standing relationship within the coroner's office.  While I figured my days as a cop were numbered, now running with the big dogs, I didn't feel like contributing much to the conversation about career goals, achievements, or anything else to do within the police department.  I mostly spoke about my wife, the better parts in my life and the men in Jane's life.  Which I never became, nor looked to become.  We did however, become by-weekly drinking buddies to talk shop, or whatever else we felt the need to air-out.  While she spoke about the crimes she solved through forensics, I seemed to always speak about Lesley.         

        After spending an uneventful night on the boat with my wife, It was time I head over to Kathy's place, retrieve the frozen head and shoot over to Jane's workplace.  I had just started a three day break, hoping she could solve the mystery of the head, ASAP.  Not knowing her work schedule, I was told she was working nights.  I was a little concerned, since the frozen head was starting to thaw, which meant it would really start to stink.  And I had no where else I could bring it.  Returning later that evening with head in bag, Jane heard me arguing with the square badge at the information desk asking for directions.

        "Michael, is that you out there?"  

        "Hi honey, I'm home."  I replied, under the scrutiny of raised eyebrows.        

        "Come ahead, Mike.  Second door on your left.  Just follow the aroma to the lab."  She laughed.

        "I don't care who you're here to see buddy."  Square badge jeered.  "You're stink'n up the place with that thing!" 

        "Yea, yea, thanks for bringing that to my attention Lieutenant."  

Jane's workplace was far from being humble.  If she needed funding for a special project, all she had to do was ask her boss.  The medical examiner never had a problem extracting money from the state.

        "Damn it stinks in here!"  I said cupping my hand over my face.   

        "Nice to see you too officer."  She replied, unamused.  “What brings you to my work place?  And what the hell died in that bag your holding?"

        "Uh-oh, didn't mean to offend.  You're used to the stink."  I answered, giving her a peck on the cheek.  Ignoring the second question.

        "Janie girl, I need a favor."  Other then leaving out a few incidentals, like my phone being bugged, or my home being watched, or where I found the head, I only told her the important parts.

        "You chopped off this poor bastards head with a shovel?"  She said grimacing.  “You got balls fella.  But hey!  I almost forgot…  You're a real man ain't ya."

        "Ha ha.  Go ahead, bust 'em kid.  Seriously Janey, this is serious stuff.  I can really use your help."  For a minute, I thought if I looked down and shuffled my shoes, hunched forward a bit like a kid who just got caught with his hand in the cookie jar, that might work to soften my friend up a bit.  But, that seemed childish, so I didn't.  I just came out and asked;  I'd like you to reconstruct this guys face Jane.  But, I don't want anyone to know what you're working on.  Not even your superiors."

        "Christ!  You don't ask much do you honey!  I'll tell you what… when I'm done, I'll come to you and ask you for something I hope you can keep secret."  

        Lesley had been living aboard  Material Things for a week and a half.  I called the marina a few times to assure her all was well for now and to sit tight awhile longer.  "It'll take awhile.  Eventually all this will work out"  I lied.  I went on to tell her how Big Frank purposely scheduled us to work together for the entire month.   "The big guy even parked the squad car, walking beat with me several times."  I said.  "And each time I've asked him what's going on, he never gives me a straight answer.  It's like he wants to hold my hand or something."  

        Working on her off hours, it took Jane a few weeks to complete the reconstruction and another three days to make a positive ID before phoning me.  Thirty five minutes after her call, we were sharing hugs.

        "Did you happen to read any newspapers over the past few weeks Mike?"  

        "What'd I miss out on?"  

        "Are you aware that an officer's been missing from your department for quite a while?" 

        "What are you talking about girl?  There's a couple guys out on holiday.  But, no ones missing, as far as I know." Jane motioned for me to follow her into a private room at the far end of the lab.  On top of a worktable was the bust of a man with the back of his head facing me.  

        "Apparently you weren't that close to this guy, or you would have known he was missing.  I just want to warn you in advance."  She said, slowly turning the re-creation.  

        "Who are you talking…  holy shit!  Un-fucking believable!  Jane honey, you do fantastic work!  To think, I turned silly putty over to you to play with and in return…   a masterpiece!"



 
        "Uh huh.  What else are you trying to squeeze out of me?"  I placed my hands on both of her shoulders, stared into her eyes, asking her not to tell a soul about this.

        "C'mon Michael, that's not fair."

        "I mean it Jane!  I think I know who did this, especially since this guy's a bigger problem now that's he's dead."

        "For crying out loud, I'm a county official Mike!  Keep something like this quiet?  Tell me how!  Look, I know we've been friends a long time, but what are you mixed up in.  More importantly, what have you got me mixed up in?" 

        "Gosh!  I thought you'd be able to handle our secret a little better then this Janie girl!  I'm going back to the woods.  I'm think there may be more bodies out there.  

        "And what woods would that be?                                          

        

I was hiding in my usual booth in the back of the Village Diner halfway through my sawdust filled meatloaf sandwich when the big guy dropped by, ordering me to scoot over.

        "I came by to say howdy.  Is that all right?"  

        "Uh huh.  What can I do you for?"  

        "You've been on the job, what …  several years now?  Tell me something … "  

        "Oh boy …  here it comes!"

        "Who do you trust?  After this much time on the job, who do you trust in the department?"  

        "You know, you're about as inconsiderate as some of these fucking locals."  I barked, tossing my napkin onto my unpalatable dinner.  "A guy can't finish his fucking dinner in peace 'round here!  I'll  tell you what I told Kellogg some time ago.  I don't have a problem trusting myself.  That's about it in a nutshell

        "Listen up bubba.  There may come a time when you won't be able to handle things on your own.  And it might happen sooner then you think.  When that time comes, I just wanna say, well …  I'll be here for ya kid.  I want you to know that." 

        "Another warning!  Aren't you sweet.   So I should trust you with my life.  Is that what you're saying?  You've gotta be kidding."

        "What's with the jerk-off attitude ?  Listen to me!  If I didn't give a shit 'bout you, you'd be long gone by now.  Ya think I'm some kinda fool that didn't know you've been playing Sherlock Homes up at my place?"  Before I could answer with something that sounded like an explanation.  "That right!  I know you've been snooping 'round there since them two assholes fed you that fuck'n story about the rocket launcher.  Apparently you didn't believe my version.  I also know you've been sticking your nose into my personal business.  Like asking 'bout the bookie joint round the block.  Do yourself a favor kid, I'm asking you nice this one time.  Keep your fuck'n nose outta my business!  Now …  who you gonna trust?"

        "Well, since you know so much about my movements, let me ask you; who do you trust Frank?"

        "Me . . ? Not a soul kid!  Not a fuck'n soul."  

SHE NEVER LISTENS

        Living aboard the boat was too confining, to peaceful and uneventful for Lesley.  Incapable of staying in the cramped quarters any longer, she returned home.  As she unlocked the front door, stumbling over the small brown parcel barely visible behind the screen door, a familiar voice from her past was blaring from the answering machine.  "Hello Lesley…  Helloooo?  If you're there, pick up please."

        "Janet?"  Lesley panted after running for the phone.  "Jan?  Is it really you?"  

        "Did you get a package in the mail lately?"

        "Janet!  I haven't heard from you in ages and the first thing you ask about is some package!  Christ-sake Janet!  I don't know.  Hold on…  yeah, I just got it today.  Why?  Want it back?"

        "Did you read it?"  

        "Listen sis, I just got in.  The package was sitting behind the screen door.  I haven't unwrapped it yet.  What's going on?"

        "Toss it in the trash.  Now!"    

        "Christ-sake Janet, calm down!  What's going on?"

        "Toss it…   Lesley…  is it to late… to late to say I'm sorry for being jealous of you after all these years?"

        "Christ-sake you're talking in riddles.  And no of course not.  It's never to late sis.  I love you."  Lesley replied as she started to cry.    

        "Lunch then, Okay?  Can you do lunch today?"  

        "I'd love to!  Mind coming here?  I haven't been home in ages and need to get organized."

        "How's bout Victors on Madison Avenue instead?  Just like the old days."  

        "Still afraid of Mike I see.  Honestly Jan, he would never do anything to hurt you."

        "Afraid?  I'm not afraid of Mike.  I'm more… well… embarrassed, ashamed.  Whatever!  Will you meet me at Victors or not?"

        "Alright already!  Sounds like fun.  See you around noon sis."  

        "Great!  Oh, and Les…  if your not going to get rid of it, would you mind bringing that package?"

During the sixties, Victors on lower Madison Avenue was the in place to dine at.  Unfortunately, as many neighborhoods change for the worst, the area around Victors was no exception.  The restaurant had changed as well.  Replaced with customers in search of a quick inexpensive meal.  

        "Are you sure this is Victors?"  Lesley questioned as the cabby pulled near a curb strewn with litter.  

        "This is the only Victors anything in this neighborhood lady."  The mid-eastern driver replied in broken English.

She had celebrated her sweet sixteen birthday here.  A surprise party given to her by Teddy.  However, it no longer looked like the five star restaurant she remembered.  The magnificent double door entrance that pictured a pair of etched swans, had been replaced with an automatic supermarket style revolving door.  Several remaining bent stanchions where the only reminder that polished brass railings once surrounded the building.  The red canvas overhang with matching carpet leading  to the entrance was gone.  The carpet replaced with a thick black rubber gum laden mat and white gloved servers were replaced with starving artists dressed in worn out blue jeans.  During her forty-five minute wait at the end of the bar inside Victors, Janet had been propositioned on several times.  Three times by men, twice by women.  If today would have been a normal business day, she could have banged out six hundred dollars before dinner.  However, more importantly then turning a few tricks, she needed to get the journal back.  She had squirreled away five hundred thousand dollars over the years and the last thing she needed was a IRS audit. 

        "My God, you look great!" A familiar voice cried out in the crowded barroom.  “How you've changed!" Lesley smiled, twirling her sister around for a final inspection.  “I can't get over the way you look.  And those jewels!  I don't want to seem rude, but…  are they real?"

        "Yeah.  Thanks heaps sis.  You're looking pretty swell yourself."  

After several chardonnays during and after dinner, the sisters shared some of the events that had transpired in their lives.  Lesley listened intently as Janet lightly brushed over the part about her chosen professional, only confessing that their father was a demoralized sexual pervert.  They cried over the loss of their brothers and to Lesley's' bad choice for marrying a cop.  Lesley confessed she was not able to have children, then went on to say that she had been living aboard their boat, after being Mike got involved with some people he shouldn't have.  "Mike said it was best if I stayed away from him and the house for awhile.  At least until he cleared a few things up.”

        "For heavens sake!  He's got his ass involved in something bad and you ain't got a clue to what's going on?  Then he warns you to keep your distance, which to me means you're in some sort of danger.  And you decide to go back home?   Don't you think that was kinda stupid on your part?  Not to mention dangerous." 

        "I was going bug-fuck on the boat Jan.  Plus the freak'n clanging from the surrounding sail boat rigging’s kept me up most nights.  Besides, that place is loaded with horny drunks.  The couple of times I wandered over to that run down watering hole they call a restaurant, I wasn't able to eat in peace without some unshaven stinking drunk hitting on me.  I'm sure if they knew who I was married to they would have had second thoughts about putting the hard word to me."

        "I wouldn't know."  Janet frowned.

        "I guess your right.  I shouldn't have at least checked in with Mike first."

        "Listen sis.  Why don't you stay at my place for awhile.  You'll be safe there.  Besides, we can get to know one another again.  Maybe even bond.  I mean…  if you want to."

        "That would be great.  Honest!"  Lesley smiled.  But uh, well…  what about your work.  I mean …  do you bring any work home?"

        "Shit sister, that's the number one rule I've never broken since moving out of the house.  I never bring any work home!"  She laughed.  "Besides, I was planning to take it easy for awhile anyway.   Might as well start now.  And don't you worry about any cloths either.  I've got heaps of outfits I'm sure you'll be able to squeeze into."

        "That's it then!  I'd love to see how I'd look in some of your stuff.  You've gotta deal."

        "Oh, by the way…  did you happen to bring that package?"

        "Damn it!  I knew there was something I forgot. Sorry sis, I left it on the entrance table after being rushed by an impatient cabby tooting his horn."

        "No problem.  We'll just swing by and pick it up on the way to my place."  

        I had been waiting for Lesley below deck for quite awhile, agonizing over the fact that my wife didn't take my warning serious.  As I stroked the chart of the Florida Straights laminated onto the dinning room table, I couldn't help but think the worst.  Although, I felt confident that no one else knew about the marina, the only logical explanation; Lesley had gone home.  I assumed she was either bored, or missed shopping with the girls bad enough to put herself in harms-way. As I thought. Why can't broads listen to orders just once in awhile!  Whatever the reason, I had worked up a thirst hanging around and decided to head over to The Pelican's Brew to phone home.  Furnished with several wooden hatch tables surrounded with wine barrel make-shift chairs and six chrome legged red vinyl swiveling bar stools, the decor of the floating bar was meant to mimic an old sailing vessel.  One that had seen better days no doubt.  An antique jute box loaded with 45's of the same era was stationed near the entrance, surrounded by a fish net loaded with red plastic lobsters and an assortment of starfish.  An out-of-level pool table with a ripped felt top was situated in the center of the room.  



 
Behind the bar overlooking the  harbor entrance was a large picture window surrounded by a smattering of unfamiliar labeled liquor bottles and another fish net filled with plastic multicolored crustaceans.  The pay phone was at the end of a dank hallway, opposite the men's toilet.  Three bourbons and three phone calls later, Lesley was still a no show.  On my fourth attempt, I decided to hold on until the answering machine kicked in this time.  After the third ring I was greeted by Lesley's bouncy recording.

        "You're really starting to piss me - - - worry me!"  I screamed into the phone.  A minute or two later, I thought I'd take a chance and see if my strange neighbor could help.  Rummaging through my wallet, I found James Parka’s number and dialed.  Parka was a reclusive dysfunctional sanitary engineer who sat at home collecting social security disability benefits for a phoney back ailment.  I also was aware that this one-time garbage collector had the hots for mu old lady.  I also knew the skinny bastard didn't care much for me.  Specifically, he didn't appreciate the thundery roar from the Harley exhaust, which occasionally startled him out of a deep sleep.  So he said.  The only thing we had in common was shift work.  That is; when Parka was still a working stiff.  Although I never let on to Parka's modus operandi, whenever I was catching up on sleep after pulling a night tour, Parka always made several passes under my bedroom window with his lawnmower cranked up on fast run to get even.

        "Jimmy?"  I asked, shouting over the obnoxious sound blaring from the jukebox in the next room.  Mike Diamond here.  Can you hear me?"

        "Who?  Diamond?  Oh for Christ sake!  I'm just——"

        "Hope I didn't wake you Jim.  Listen up will ya champ.  Have you seen my old lady?  The reason I'm calling you, well …  I've been on special assignment and haven't touched base with the ol gal for awhile.  I'm trying to track down Lesley and quite frankly, I'm not having much luck.  Have you seen her Jim?"

        "Lesley?  Naw, I ain't seen Les…   your ol' lady for awhile.  Why?  Should I have?"  The neighbor questioned then continued.  “On assignment you say?  She tossed you out.  Didn't she?   Hey…  Maybe she threw you out over that noisy rice burner.  You know, that noisy fucking machine that startles folks out of sleep.  Then them same folks, mind you, have a God awful time trying to get back to sleep again.  You know what I'm talk'n bout,  Don't you neighbor?"

        Damn!  This guys pissed!  I thought.  “Gee …   I'm sorry Jimmy.  I guess I didn't know you had a sleeping disorder too.  Listen up will you champ, I didn't call to get into a ruckus with you.  Would you please go over to my place and see if everything's alright?  Do me right Jimbo and I'll consider selling you an American tradition and not a rice burner when I decide to unload it.  Anyway…  there's a hollow black plastic rock next to the front door.  You'll find the front door key inside it."

        "Hollow black rock?  How will I know which rock is hollow?"

        "Jimbo,  All the rest of the rocks are white!"

        "Oh!  Uh huh.  Okay then.  Let me check on your ol lady.  Give me your number.  I'll call you back soon as I find out something."  I had managed to suck down three more drinks, without difficulty, when the bar tender told me I had a call just come in. 

        "What'd you find out Jimmy?

        "Have you been drinking?"

        "James!"

        "Okay already.  Hey, did you know your wife keeps one heck of a tidy house.  Do you rent her out?"

        "Very funny Jimbo.  I guess that means she's not there."

        "Naw, nobody home.  But you had better let some fresh air into your place.  Kind of rank, if ya know what I mean."

        "Well …  Thanks anyway Parka.  If you do happen to see Lesley, would you please tell her to go back to the marina."

        "Marina?  Is that part of your assignment?  What marina?" 

        "Lesley will understand.  Do me this favor okay?"

        "Undercover stuff huh?  Okay I understand.  It's not my problem if you kids ain't getting along.  Now …  what's this you said about selling me that rice burner."

        "I said I'd consider selling it to you when I was tired of it!  Thanks again Jimmy."

        "Whoa!  Not so fast chum!  I'm very interested."        

        "In what?"  

        "In that motor bike of yours sonny."

        "I didn't know you ride. I hardly ever see you leave the house.  Besides, I thought you got a bad back or something?"

        "Ride!  Me?  Shit sonny, I wouldn't get on one of them death traps.  I wanna buy it so I can torch the motherfucker right before your eyes!  Maybe then I'll be able to get me some fucking sleep!"  No comment from my end as I hung up.       

I didn't have a clue to Lesley's whereabouts.  Since I didn't get any news, good or bad, I could only hope that she was safe.  I staggered back to the boat for one last look to see if Lesley had returned.  

My sober conscience told me to sleep it off and stay aboard.  But, my drunken conscience told me I was on a mission.  A mission that was steering me back to the clearing to do some serious digging.  The marina offered an old CJ 3 Jeep as a loaner in case a guest needed to pick up some last minute supplies.  Since there wasn't any office staff around to question my condition, I picked up the ignition key, lied about where I was heading on the sign out sheet, and took off.  An hour or so later I pulled onto a shoulder in a rural area to sooth another self-inflicted migraine then climbed into the small back seat and passed out.  

I arrived at the estate with the moon hiding behind cumulus clouds just before midnight.  A recent downpour left the ground soft and although the old CJ was equipped with four wheel drive, all four tires were as slick as a baby's ass.  Since I decided I didn't want to chance getting bogged down on the way to the cabin, I pulled the Jeep close to the side wall on the shooting range and attempted to continued on foot.  No sooner had I got out; I found myself ankle deep in mud, cursing for not bringing a pair of rubber booths, which would have come in handy at the clearing.  Cheap booze, a hangover combined with wet feet, and being slightly out of shape made the short jaunt to the top of the berm difficult this time.  As soon as I reached the crown, my weight shifted into the soft soil.  I tried to regain my balance but lost my footing and tumbled head over heels down the wrong side of the embankment, slamming the back of my head against the Jeeps front bumper.  "Shit!"  I shout, bouncing to my feet.  Brushing wet muck out of my hair, I felt warm blood oozing from a large gash on the back of my head, just before dropping to the ground unconscious. 

It was just past two in the morning when I came to.  Fortunately, the bleeding and throbbing in my head had stopped.  With the clouds now gone, a full moon helped light the way.  Stopping to catch my breath after a successful second attempt, I approached the cabin from the rear.  Surprised to see a beam of light projecting out of the dime size hole in the blackened window, I immediately hit the deck for the second time tonight ending up with a partial mouth-full of decaying leaves.  I did my best impression of the military crawl around to the front, taking refuge behind a rotting log a few hundred feet from the front door waiting for signs of life.  

THE SISTERS

        As the siblings consumed several cordials once back at Janet's place, she admitted that she had been arrested for solicitation on several occasions.  “As far as I'm concerned”  she told her sister.   “Ain't no big deal!”  She also admitted that she had recently been released from the psycho ward on Rikers Island.   She went on to explain.  "After getting some disturbing news…   I attempted suicide.  Which apparently I fucked up, but it landed me in my own private room at the Psychiatric Center for six months.  Although, in no time at all, I conned my annalist; him being such an easy mark and all.  He had the hots for me and got me released after only serving three."  She went on to explain how most of her fortune had been eaten up by the state while she was inside.  "Anyways', I've been thinking about retiring."  She said, shrugging her shoulders.  "I'll be forty one soon and I'd like to get out while I'm still looking good.  At least before my tits sag past my belly-button and the 'ol  money maker dries up; If you know what I mean."

        "I know exactly what you mean!"  Lesley frowned, looking down at her set of twins.

        "Something else seems to be eating at me lately too.  I've no idea why but, suddenly I've had the urge to head out west to try and track Teddy down.  Nutty huh?" 

         "Nutty?  Not at all Jan.  Strange for sure.  Especially since Teddy's also been in my thoughts lately.  Oh crap, look at the time!"  Lesley suddenly said.  "I was in such a rush to meet you, I really should have phoned Mike.  He's gonna have a hemorrhage when he finds out I'm not on the boat.  Listen sis, if I can't track him down at work, would you mind if I left your number on our answering machine.  I know he'll check in at the house at some point." 

        "Uh …   Lesley.  I'm very selective giving my number out.  But, for you …  no problem.  Although the last four digits …  Ummmm, never mind.  Your old man will get the picture." 

When Lesley didn't get an answer at home, besides leaving her sisters unlisted number, she phoned HQ.  Hoping she would catch up with her husband, she was surprised when the chief answered the phone.

        "Well…  Mrs. Diamond!  Hello.  How have you been?"  Paladino queried.  His phone voice sounded just as sinister as he was in person.  She thought.  “Is everything all right my dear?"

        "Uh …  swell John.  I'm looking for my husband."

        "Mike?  He phoned in sick at 5:30 this morning according to the roll call.  But of course you should've know that."             

         "I've been out of town!"  Lesley replied, slamming the receiver down.  "Fuck!"  She screamed, startling Janet. "Fuck. Fuck Fuck.  I hate that man!  Jesus Jan, I know Mikes involved in something big.  I just hope I haven't messed things up even more.”

LOOKING FOR LESLEY

        By day break a gray sky accompanied with strong gusty winds loomed over the town of Thomasville.  It had been raining on and off most of the day, gushing at times.  As the hours ticked by it was apparent that whoever was inside the cabin wasn't coming out.  If in fact there was anyone inside at all and the light had forgotten to be switched off.

Soaked to the bone and hungover, I ran out of patience and left.  Beside, my intuition kept informing me that I wasn't in any kind of shape for a confrontation anyway.  A mile or so down the road, it was apparent that I was to exhausted to make the drive down county to report into work on time.  I remembered seeing a pay-phone outside some joint a few miles further down the highway.  After I hid the Jeep out of site behind The Dew Drop Inn, I phoned in sick just before 5:30 then quickly phoned my house.  After numerous calls, leaving repetitious voice messages that all started with.  Hello… Hello? Pick-up the damn phone will ya!  I hadn't realized that I had filled the tape to capacity.  Which meant I never heard Lesley's per-recorded message asking me to call her at 212-555-3825.   

I couldn't keep my eyes open any longer and crawled into the back of the CJ drifting into a deep sleep.   I awoke ready to go a couple of hours later although, my muscles ached and my stomach was screaming  feed me!   The Dew Drop Inn was open for business but, the Inn-keeper mesmerized by the morning news blaring on the overhead TV had his back to the door and never heard me walk in.  Clearing my throat, a Gabby Hayes look-a-like was shaken by my sudden greeting and fell off his bar-stool.

        "Gad-Zukes son!"  The little man wheezed, grabbing his chest.  "Phew.  Y'all caught me by surprise I reckon.  Didn't hear ya drive up."

        "Was just passing through."  I replied, chuckling at the sight of the anxious little man.  "Had car trouble last night and slept behind your place.  Hope you don't mind."

        "Don't mind a bit sonny.  Car trouble huh?  Sorry ta' hear that.  Need a mechanic?  We got a good one in town.  Matter-o-fact, he's the only one in town.  I kin fetch him here fir ya if ya like."

        "Thanks a heap mister."  I replied, mimicking the barkeep.  Although, I seemed to have fixed the gal-darned thing myself.  Just a loose plug wire after all…   I could use some vittles though.  That is if you serve food in this fine establishment.?"

        "One thing fur sure sonny … " The little man smiled.  Got the best vittles round most these parts."  Gabby wasn't exaggerating about the food.  It was the best smoked ham and eggs I've ever tasted.  "What name ya hail by sonny?"  The old man asked, taking pleasure in watching his new found customer scrape his dish clean.

        "Uh…  Marconi!  I go by Malcolm Marconi.  Just on my way back down county.  Had some business not to far from here.  Kinda lost my way last night.  Then the car started to act up."

        "Uh huh …  I see.  You one of them I-Tie fellas?" 

         I-Ties?  You mean Italian?  That's not a problem…   Is it?"  

        "Nope!  Ain't got nothing' against you folk.  Y'all seem likable nuff.  Just don't see many of your kind round these parts.  'Cept for that big fella couple miles down the road."

        "Big fella?"



 
        "He don't come round much.  But when he does …   well …  jus' forget it.  Sometimes I talk to much."

        "Live around here all your life?" I asked.  Gabby didn't seem to hear my question.  So I said. "Never got your name." 

        "Dew!"  The old man shout.  Dexter Dew …  Jus like the sign out front says.  DEW DROP INN What'd ya think?  Pretty slick huh?"  

        "Slick alright!"  I answered.  For Christmas sake, these people did exist!  I thought.

        "Been here all my life sonny.  Never been anywhere else, no reason to leave.  Been sit'n behind this here bar some thirty odd years.  Can't think of another place I'd rather be."

        "You should visit Key West, Florida."  I smiled.  A real slice of heaven."

        "Key West?  Sheet sonny,  I here they ain't got nothing but steers and queers there.”

        "Taint true Dexter.  No steers there at all.  Tell me sir…  you must know just bout everything that goes on round these parts."  

        "Well, they tell me sometimes I knows things before they even happen."  The old man winked.  “Sometimes I know words before there even spoken outta someone mouth.  That's how long I been round these here parts.  Why?  Who's ya look'n fer sonny?"

        "No one in particular.”  I answered.  “Guess I'm just a nosy 'ol cuss.  Hey…  How's about letting me show you my appreciation for cooking me that fine meal Dexter.  Would it be too early for you to join me in a libation?"

        "Hell boy!  Is goose shit slick on a linoleum floor?"  Gabby chuckled.  Long as your buying sonny, I got some mighty fine local whiskey jus' waiting to be liberated."  The heat generated from the local moonshine was almost too much for my throat to handle.  Gritting my teeth, I smiled as the paint stripper ran down my chin, igniting my chest.

        "Ready for another round boy?"  Since I had no idea how much this old buzzard could handle, I was trying to pace myself.   Unfortunately, I had already started to feel the affects pushing on the back of my eyeballs.  

        "Dewey Baby!"  I slurred.  Where's your head?"

        "Ah…  a navy man huh?  Straight on back the other side of that there pool table sonny.  Piss call, already!"  The old man chuckled, seemingly unaffected by the potion.

        "What can I say pops!  What can I say."  As soon as I reached the John I slid two fingers down my throat forcing myself to upchuck the best breakfast I've ever had, along with the poison I just consumed.  A second later, between the acrid stench of bar room urine and older bar barf,  I heaved a second time without any assistance.  After flushing my mouth out with rusty tap water, farting once, I quickly did an about face and head to the toilet stall to see if I shit myself.

        "Hey Dewey!"  I shout from the other side of the pool table a room away, trying to appear unaffected by the aged whatever the fuck it was I was killing my self with.  I knew if I was going to get any info out of this guy, I'd have to do it now!  Especially since he was beating me at my own game.  "I lost touch with a friend of mine that might have moved to this area sometime ago.  He told me his place was on Hammond Road, or something like that.  Hey!  I'll bet you another shot you don't know were it's at!"

        "Pay up sonny boy!"  The old man giggled filling two shot glasses.  Or, the two shot glasses giggled while he was filling them…  “That would be Hammond Ville Road sonny.  'Cept there's only one house out there and it belongs to that their other I-Tie fella I was telling ya bout before.  The 'ol place belonged to some city fella at one time.  He had a wife and son back in the early forties.  As far as I member, he got himself int'a a heap of trouble with the government.  Some spy stuff or some'tin like that.  Only a couple of folks left 'round these parts that might know what really happened.  The old place was deserted for a long time until that big fella started to fix 'er up some years back.  He drifted in here once.  Real big fella.  Maybe three, four hundred pounds.  Big and mean look'n!  And not very neighborly neither.  Got himself in a scuff with the sheriff a year or so ago.  Some'tin to do with some shindig he had up at his place one afternoon.  Rumor tell that he had himself a …   well, shoot.  Listen to me flapp'n my gums again.  Nuff said!”

        “Why's that Dexter?”

        “Nuff said sonny!”

        "Come on Dex, loosen up!  Have another drink on me."  I grinned trying to defuse the old buzzard.   

        "Uh …  tell ya what sonny.  You made my days wages so I'll be lock'n up fir the day.”   As Dexter walked towards the entrance, I suddenly observed a bizarre expression on the old eccentrics face.  “There, that's better!"  The old man said as he flipped the CLOSED sign towards the street locking the door.   Retreating to the back of the bar after shooting me another off-the-wall stare, the old buzzard suddenly whipped out a .44 caliber antique Colt pointing it in my direction.

        "Whoa, Dexter!"  I hollered as I raised my hands over my head  What's this all about?  Ain't very neighborly you know.  What'd I say that pissed you off?"

        "You one of them ain't ya?"  The old man scowled.  “You folks been sneak'n round these parts for years.  Figured it was just a matter of time til you fellas came look'n in here."

        "What the hell are you talking about?"  

        "You know 'xactly what I'm talk'n bout sonny!  You one of them commie bastards!"  The old man snapped.   “Ain't ya!”

        "Dexter, Listen to me!  I don't know what the hell you're squawking about!  I wish I did!  But, I sure wish you'd put that canon down so I can show you something in my pocket."

        "I don't believe I wanna do that sonny!  Now, why don't 'ya just have a seat till I figure out what I'm a gonna do with y'all.  Mr. Macaroni or Marconi.  If'n that's really your name."

        "Dexter!  Please take my wallet out of my back pocket and look in it before you make a really bad mistake.”

        "I ain't fool enough to fall for that ol trick sonny.  You fellas are trained to get outta jams like this one.  I know what's going on!  I watch the TV plenty!  Taint afraid to shoot ya if I got to neither, ya hear.  I did my patriotic bit to help stop that there invasion you fellas tried to pull off up here in the forties.  You probably one of them scouts I seen on the tube.  The one that comes round to size things up first, then reports back to them generals." 

        "For crying out loud Dexter!  What in the fuck are you rambling on about?  What invasion?  Wish I knew you couldn't hold your liquor before you took my Goddamn money!  Now come on Dexter!  Reach in my frigging pocket and open my wallet before you do something both of us will regret.”  

        "Stop trying to bamboozle me sonny boy!  I saw it on the TV just how you fellas make fake ID's to look real.  Lets see then …  What baseball team won the nineteen fifty five World Series and were was it played at!"  

        "A quiz?  You're giving me a baseball quiz?  Well …  I guess you'd better shoot me, cause I don't follow sports.  I'm into old cars and motorcycles.  Jesus Christ Dexter, a baseball quiz!  You have been watching to much Goddamn TV!"

        "I knew it!"  the old man raved, suddenly jumping up and down waving his gun in front of my face.  I knew it all along!  You're probably hooked up with the commie bastard on Hammond Ville Rd.  Crazy Bastard tried shooting a plane down once."

THE MONEY DROP

        Big Frank Carbone stood at Parade rest,  scarcely able to interlock his fingers behind his fifty inch waste.  His stomach overlapped his gun belt, testing the tinsel strength of each button on his uniform shirt.  Hiding behind the massive oak desk in his office, Chief Paladino had been reprimanding the sergeant over the past fifteen minutes.  Frank knew how to tune out the chiefs rants knowing if it weren't for Paladino's rank, he would have reached across the massive desk and chicken choked the skinny motherfucker once and for all.  Your day will come scumbag, your day will come!  The sergeant thought, struggling to keep his fingers locked.

        "Goddamn you Frank!  I'm ordering you to think!"  The chief persisted.  “When did you last see Tommy?"   

        "I've already told you.  I don't recall, John.  Uh …  chief.  Well…  not exactly.  Two weeks ago at the most.   I think.  Besides, when did I become O’Connor's  keeper?  Did ya ever stop to think, he may have met up with some young chippy and ran off into the sunset!  Did that ever cross your lame little mind?" 

        "Don't fuck with me mister!"  Paladino warned looking up at the towering giant, feeling protected by his rank and the massive desk separating them.  "Remember, he's part of our little operation and a lifetime member in our family.  The fucker knows to damn much to be wandering around the countryside on his own.  Most importantly, he's got a Goddamn drinking problem!  Unless you forgot about that."

        "We all know to much about one another don't we John!"  Frank taunted.  "More then enough to put anyone of us on death row. Ya thinking the Feds nabbed him?"

        "I don't even want to think about shit like that Frank.  But then again, anythings possible.  He may start singing like a bird once he gets a load on." 

        "I'm not certain I agree with you on that John.  The boys got too much money due.  I doubt he'd 'roll over' and tell all no matter what the Feds might promise him.  Then there's …  the oath."

        "The oath?"  Paladino coughed.  Are you referring to sub-Rosa, the three of us took too many years ago?  The oath that swore us to secrecy as we rid the world of scumbags who use loopholes to beat the system?  The oath that made it 'righteous'  for us to execute twelve assholes in the name of justice before we called it quits after we realized it had gotten out of hand.  Especially after one of them may have been wasted by mistake?   Is that the oath you're referring to Frank?  You think that oats means shit to a drunken fool if he's picked up by the Feds?”

        "There were fourteen assholes Frank.  But who's counting.  Just remember Chief, you're the one who pulled the plug and persuaded me into selling off part of the old arsenal.  Unfortunately, we've become what we once hunted."  

        "Oh… ?  Don't start getting righteous on me after all this time.  And don't you dare try laying our change of plans on me alone buddy boy!  Funny, why is it I never heard either one of you two pricks complain about the money you've been squirreling away.  You liked the fucking money part.  Didn't you Frank!  And since you brought up the oath, let's not forget what happens to a snitches family if that should happen.  Remember that part of the oath buddy boy!”  

        “Listen Frank …  We shouldn't be getting at each other like this.  What's done is done!  We either stay afloat together, or we'll drown together.  You' getting tired of treading water?”  Unwaveringly Frank replied.  “I don't think so John!"  

        "Well neither am I!  So lets find Tommy no matter what it takes.  As far as I know, he doesn't have a family, so I doubt he was intimidated when we discussed what happens to a snitches family.  Which also means, he won't be missed by anyone.  So go find the lad Sergeant.  If he's not convincing enough to tell you where's he's been over the last couple of weeks, then make him disappear.  Once this little problem is behind us, it will be business as usual for the both of us."

        "You mean the three of us don't you?  What about Arty your nephew?"  Frank reached over the huge desk and shoved his index finger deep into Paladino's chest.  “When I find him, I'll let you know where he is.  Then you can order that crazy ass nephew of yours to get rid of Tommy.  I won't be part of that!"  

Big Frank left the office cocksure the chief had bought his act.  Frank didn't give a rats ass about O'Connor and didn't have any intention of attempting to locating the fucker.   Especially since he already knew where he was.  During a heated phone conversation weeks earlier, Paladino informed Helina Helinski that this would be the last payment.  He told her that “The well had run dry and it was time to put her scheme to bed.”   The old lady had been blackmailing John for years, using the journal and photos she took from her husbands desk as leverage.  She explained a monthly Trust Fund would help ease a widows burden to help raise her sisters son.  The day after the phone argument, Paladino sent O'Connor over to Helena's home advising him that he had better convince the old lady it was in her best interest to turn over the journal, photo's and any other incriminating evidence she had in her possession.  When O'Connor was satisfied that he had acquired everything John told him to look for, he would hand over an envelope containing fifty grand as final payment.  But, just in case the head strong ol lady insisted on playing hardball, O'Connor was instructed to gag and cuff the old bitch to something fixed in the basement until Paladino decided if the old lady lived to see another day.  

        Shortly after Helena's husbands murder, she had approached Paladino with several photo's and a single page from the journal.  One of the photo's pictured a young motorman standing alongside the towns ambulance loaded with numbered wooden crates.  Helena pointed out how the numbers on the crates, matched the information in the journal.  After seeing the incriminating evidence, Paladino realized he was fucked.  During the last twenty years, Helina had sucked three quarters of a million bucks out of Paladino.  She never feared for her safety, nor did she every feel culpable for being an extortionist.  Occasionally, she toyed with the idea of turning what she had over to the Feds to avenge Joe' death.  However, other then a little self satisfaction, she'd be dragging her husbands name through the mud, showing the world that he too was a traitor.  More then likely, she would also be implicate.  As far as she was concerned, Paladino was a first class prick and somehow responsible for her husband death.  Just after the phone call, she wondered how it would end after Paladino told her enough was enough. Besides a few aged photo's, the journal was no longer in her possession.  The damn thing went missing years ago during a time when she felt lonely and alone.  

Shortly after Joe's murder, for a change of scenery she had taken a train trip into New York City.  A few hours after playing tourist, she settled into a friendly looking bar to rest her, ordering a glass of Chardonnay.  During her second glass as Sentimental Journey played in the background, a handsome stranger waltzed over asking for a dance.  Flattered, she couldn't remember the last time anyone asked her to trip the light fantastic and agreed.  Upon awakening the next morning, Helina fantasized about her husband Joe, then started to recall last nights outcome.   She danced and drank realizing too late that she had too much to drink.  She barely recalled accepting a ride home from the handsome stranger after discovering the train had stopped running at midnight.  But, no matter how hard she tried, she couldn't recall agreeing to sleep with, nor did she have any recollection of the handsome stranger leaving with the journal.

VANISHING TOM

A bit dimwitted during the best of times, O'Connor had a desire to acquire power and wealth.  Without question, he always obeyed the chiefs orders.  Until now.  This assignment troubled him.  He liked the old lady.  Perhaps more then the other officers.  She always displayed a warm smile whenever they passed on the street and he especially enjoyed the snacks she brought into HQ over the years.  In a way, she was everyone's grandmother.  So when he was ordered to make sure the old lady handed over some book or else, it came as an unwelcome surprise.  "Its important evidence that I've paid a ton of money for!"  The chief snapped when O'Connor contested the order at first.  Tom didn't have a problem with paying the old lady off.  He figured whatever she may have done, she deserved a bit of cash at her age.  It was the order to do whatever was necessary in case the old lady wouldn't cooperate that made him feel uneasy.  The chief couldn't really mean for me to do whatever it takes.  After all, she's just an old lady!  How much trouble could she be to anyone?  Beside, who would bring in coffee and donuts if anything happened to the old lady?  O'Connor thought.  

Greeting O'Connor with her usual smile, she ushered him into the parlor.  "So nice to have one of you boys call on me."   Helina said.

        "I'm sure you know why I'm here Mrs. H."

        "I understand completely Thomas.  Don't you worry your little head over this.  Okay dear?”



 
        "Well…   okay, if you say it's alright then.  But, I still feel kinda awkward coming here.  Anyway, I got something for you and you're supposed to give me something too."

        "Well, just how much did the chief think I would sell that something for Thomas!"  Helena inquired.

        "Please ma'am …  I don't know from nothing.”  O'Connor blushed.  “I'm just the messenger.  All I know is that I must return with some book and some pictures.   So …   Mrs. H. Please!  I told ya I don't like coming here like this.  Just give me what I came for and I'll be on my way."  

        "You drive a hard bargain Thomas.  I guess that settles it then.  But first; how about enjoying a cup of hot tea and a few Almond cookies with an old lady before you head back.  I mix my own blend, if you recall.”

        "Yes, I remember, Mrs. H.”  Tom smiled.  Pleased that he didn't have to go to plan B.  Especially since he didn't plan on plan B in the first place.  

        "By the way young Tom."  Helena asked, as she placed the imported English place setting in front of the officer.  “What were your orders if I didn't hand over the journal and pictures?"  

        "I …   I don't really know ma'am."  O'Connor lied.  "Some type of coaxing was mentioned.  But never you mind Mrs. H.  I would've gone back empty handed."

        "Uh Huh."  Helena smiled, knowing the young henchman would be the one to pay the consequences if he returned empty handed.  "Make yourself at home son.  I'll be right back."

Helena emerged from the kitchen a short time later balancing a tray of sugar cookies and a pot of  herbal tea.

        "Yum!  These cookies are great ma'am."  O'Connor smiled.  Going on to say how her home baked sugar cookies were his favorite.  Although, he didn't remember ever having these before.  After dunking two more sugary treats into his tea, Tom said.  "Listen Mrs. H.  I know there's some kinda bad blood between you and the chief.  But, please don't think I have anything against you."  

        "Young man, don't worry yourself any further.  You'll make yourself sick if your not careful.  But, to be perfectly honest, I really didn't believe your story about going back empty handed in case I didn't cooperate.  By the way…  How's your tea and cookies dear"

        "Now that you mentioned it.  Tastes a little …  nutty?"  Tom replied.  Suddenly finding it difficult to speak or swallow.  "Gee, Mrs. H.  You didn't do anything . . ?  Can't swallow…  can't …  can't breath.  Stomachs on fire. You… you old bitch!  You killed me!”  For a second or two, O'Connor's face turned bright red then slowly blue.  His lips went black as yellow bile foamed from his mouth.  His head slumped over as he released his cup of tea falling over dead before he hit the floor. 

A CONFESSION TO THE BIG GUY

        After Helena explained how his biological parents were killed and that he was raised by his aunt and uncle, Big Frank was understandably upset.  Although, it cleared up the mystery of his surname being Carbone, it was devastating to find out his uncle might be a traitor.  The hardest thing to accept under the circumstances, was this woman he called mother all these years sitting calmly in the living room after having the capability to execute another human being.  Without showing an ounce of remorse.  “I never would have believed you could do something like this Mom!"  Frank said softly as he massaged Helena's neck.  He called me Mom!  How amusing.   She thought.  He hadn't called me that since his eighteenth birthday.  

Just after her husband Joe's murder, having her suspicions who was behind the deed, she met with John Paladino.  After showing him the evidence that could send him away forever, she initiated the blackmail scheme.  She knew Paladino wasn't stupid enough to make any aggressive moves against her, but her sisters baby could be the weak link.  If Paladino snatched young Frank, he would then be the one that had he upper hand and the bargaining power.  After opening a bank account that Paladino was told to use, she closed up the house disappearing with baby Frank.  For eighteen years she lived off the land at the cabin in the Catskills, home schooling Frank until she knew it was safe for him to return to their home.  After her return to Lanchester when anyone asked, she explained that Frank was her live-in handyman that she had grown fond of and loved treating him treating him as though he was her son.  As Helina watched the naive boy slowly grow into adulthood,  she had a feeling that danger would soon be heading their way and planned Franks future.  His calling, whether he liked it or not was to become a police officer within the town.  What better way to keep an eye on her enemy… 

Relying on a few of Joe's past connections, Frank advanced to sergeant quickly.  Although he adjusted to urban life quickly, he always made time to go back to the property in the Catskills during hunting season.  After the mansion was constructed he would throw small weekend parties, inviting most of the men from the department.  Occasionally, several high-ranking officials from Lanchester would be invited as well.  

        “Did you understand anything I told you son?"  Helena asked.  “I don't believe your uncle knew the severity of working for these men.  I can't defend his actions, nor mine Frank.  Greed is blinding.  But, soon after you were given to us, Joe suddenly got second thoughts about his involvement.  He decided to hell with the money!  He was going to stop the Germans from succeeding and the invasion didn't go as planned.  Joe rigged the truck carrying munitions to exploded intending to kill everyone of importance.  Most did except for Gerber Lang, a Nazi spy that had planted himself within our government.  The pilot of the bomber, believing the raid on the radar installation was successful, continued on his mission up the Hudson River.  Soon after take off he was spotted by two fighters and chased out to sea; shot down off the Jersey coast.  After the Navy searched the area for a week, they couldn't find a trace of the bomber or its cargo that Joe told the government about.  The F.B.I. had a feeling that Joe was telling the truth about a toxic chemical.  A year before the conspiracy they had a spy in Berlin sending back reports.  They didn't know what the Nazi's proposed to do with it and never received any proof that it actually worked.  They also didn't know about Gerbel Long heading the invasion.  Since the bomber and whatever was aboard was never recovered, it was decided that it would be in the country's best interest not to let the story get out..  Since the F.B.I. never could piece together how much involvement Joe actually had, even though someone had foiled the take over of the radar station, they granted him immunity for his silence.  And that my son…  Uh, Frank.  Brings you up to our present situation.

        "This is incredible…  an unbelievable tail Mom."  Frank said.  No sure what to say next.  Had all this been 

fabricated by the women who raised me and loved me like her son.  He thought.  For crying-out-loud, this is my mother!   

        "How did Joe die Mom?"

        "A year after the conspiracy, a package came in the mail.  From a top floor window I watched Joe take it into his workshop that used to around the be around back.  The explosion shook the house, shattering most of the windows in the neighborhood.  At least I know he didn't suffer."  Helena frowned.  

        "Do they suspect the Nazi that got away?”

        "It looked that way.  Naturally, the post office didn't have a record where the package came from.  I know this all sounds crazy son.  But, we always wanted the best for you.  Even though we went about it the wrong way.  And poor Charles.  His name was dragged through the mud for years.  The government tried to put the blame on him but they also couldn't prove their case.  Besides, the man was dead and Joe was the only one that knew the truth about the conspiracy."

        "Charles?"  Frank asked.  Charles Paladino!  The chiefs father?"

        "The same."  Helena replied, knowing her son would lash-out in retaliation.

        "Which leads us to poor ol Tommy O'Connor lying on your floor I'll bet."

        "John Paladino had substantial evidence linking Joe with the conspiracy that would have sent him to prison.  He blackmailed your uncle into early retirement so he could become chief.  The job was all your Joe knew.  The explosion didn't kill him.  He died when he was forced off the force.  After Joe was gone, I met with John explaining what evidence I had in my possession.  He was petrified of going to prison.  It was so easy to blackmail the son of a bitch!  I imagine he thought I was bluffing, until I sent him a few photos showing him standing next to his father and Joe down at the docks alongside some numbered wooden cases."

        "Wooden cases?"  

        "Cases that held weapons that they were bringing upstate.  Wooden cases with German serial numbers burnt into their sides.  Wooden cases that could prove that son of a bitch was guilty of treason as well.  In the meantime, when this was all going on, after Joe had made his mind up to stop the invasion, I had devised a plan.  I don't know how he pulled it off but, Joe conned them Krauts out of two million dollars.  Never the less, he handed me quite a sum of money to make sure we we're comfortable in case things didn't go as planned.  He buried the remainder of the money on the property in the Catskills next to an oak tree.  By the time I went to look for it, vegetation had run over the area and I didn't have the resourcefulness to keep looking.  So you see my boy…   Somewhere behind the cabin,  buried next to anyone of a few hundred oak trees,  there’s two million bucks.  Which after all this time, may have rotted away!" 

        "Does John know about the money?"  

        "I'm almost sure. Why?"

        "I don't believe John's concerned about that journal, or some old photos."  Big Frank said.  “I think he wanted you to believe you had him by the balls.  I think he's waiting for the day until you lead him to the money.  After all this time, I think he got tired of waiting.  That's why he sent O'Connor.  Maybe he believes the journal holds a clue to the money's whereabouts’s.”   

        "Now that I think if it.  He never let on about the money. You may be right son.  But, I'm to old to be worry about any of this stuff anymore.  My main goal was to protect you.  I never wanted anyone to make the connection between us because of the past.  I realize this mess isn't over yet.  It's the reason I never changed your surname to Helinski.”

        "Well…  no matter what come out of this Mom.  I'll always be your son.”  Frank smiled.  “Now…   what's your pleasure madam?  Do I do my job and run you in?  Or shall I bury Mr O'Connor properly, so no one finds the poor bastard. I'm gonna need lots of practice looking for your money anyway."  On the way to the cabin, with Tom stuffed neatly in the trunk of the caddy, Frank felt some remorse for not admitting that he actually uncovered the World War II arsenal in the cabins cold cellar years ago, apprehensive over the day when someone might come looking for them.  At least the mystery of how the vintage weapons got there was cleared up.  And now he could rest easy knowing no one would be coming to claim them.  After making a copy of the journal and photos he handed the original over to John.  By doing this, he hoped no additional move would be made on Helena.  Plus, when the time was right, he intended to expose the chief.  Another problem that was going to have to be dealt with was Mike Diamond.  The kid had become a real pain in the ass snooping around Franks house and asking about the gun collection.  Unfortunately, he'd grown fond of the patrolman, becoming the officers watch dog.  Maybe it was intuition, or a gut feeling.  But, Frank knew Mike would never hurt him.  

Apparently Dexter Dew was easily intimidated by authority.  After I was finally able to retrieve my ID, his gun hand started to shake as he said,  “You the man?"  

        "Special Investigator.”  I replied.  “On special assignment for the government”  In my most authoritative voice,  I asked.  “Can you be trusted Mr. Dew?"  

        "Like a safety pin sir!  Yes sir…  like a safety pin!"  Dexter  replied, snapping to attention then saluting once he dropped the old Colt.

        "Good!  At ease soldier."  I snickered.  “Now…  let me have the details about the Carbone place on Hammond Ville.?" 

        "Who's Carbone?"

        "The fat I-Tie. Wise ass!"  I snapped.  “Playtime's over!  Don't fuck with me Dex.  I've got a hell of a headache from that kerosene you call 'sipping whiskey."

        "It's like I told ya already sonny.  There was an invasion not far from here back in 42'."  Dexter replied, coming to attention and saluting again.

        "Funny, but my history teachers never mentioned anything about an invasion in the Catskill mountains."

        "Dunno bout your history class."  Dexter said, scratching his head.  “But, on that night me and a couple of the boys were raising hell here at the Inn.  All of a sudden, the fourth o' July breaks out.  There were fireworks everywhere until a big explosion broke near every window in the place and cracked the foundation.  Well sir, me and the boys runs out to see what all the ruckus' 'bout.  Up yonder over them hills, we see the sky's orange with fire.  We head on up to the Army building to see if we kin help out." 

        "Army building?"

        "Ain't ya listening to what I'm telling ya sonny?  The building I jus' told ya bout!  It had a steel frame on top of a tower that use to spin around.  Strange look'n thing.   Anyways, we get up there and some Army truck is glow'n red as can be from the heat of the fire.  There was body pieces all over the place too!   Well sir, all of a sudden outta nowhere, this fella is screaming at us.  As he's a shout'n he's a shoot'n at us, for no apparent reason.  Well,  Rudy Barlow fetched his hog gun from his truck and puts two slugs in this fellas face before run' n off home to hide.  Army come down to the Inn soon enough.  Asked a trillion questions, then made us all swear to secrecy for ever!"

        "That's a hell of a fairy tail Dexter."  I said, knowing there was some truth in his yarn.  But, tell me Dexter.  What the does this have to do with Carbone?"

        "Well, rumor had it that them explosives original came from the fat mans place.  Long before he owned it I mean.  Was never none of my business then, ain't none of my business now!  But hey! I almost forgot bout the pretty lady that lived there." 

        "Lady?"

        "Yep.  I only seen her one time.  She was a sweetheart of a thing.  Don't know where she came from but she lived in them woods for many a year.  Hardly ever remember seeing her again.”

        “Would you remember when she arrived Dex?”

        "I don't rightly remember son.  But, it wasn't too long after all that fowl play went on."

        "Were there any children with the lady?  A boy perhaps?"

        "By golly, she did have a young'n!  A baby boy.  Ya know, for a fella that ain't from round these parts, ya sure knows a lot'  Hope this makes things right between you and me sonny.  My apologizes for aiming that six shooter at ya."

        "You done good and served your country proud today Mr. Dew." I replied, stepping out into the fresh country air inhaling as deep as I could to clear my head.  I was about the climb aboard the C-J when Dexter came running around the corner shouting.

        "Hold on a minute will ya young fella.  Some'tin just came to mind.  I plum forgot 'bout it.  Gett'n too old I imagine.  C'mon back in.  I'm buying.”  How could I refuse, reckoning a cure from the hair of the dog might alleviate the pounding in my head.  "Don't know how it didn't come to me before."  Dexter said, pouring a commercial brand of Special Reserve Bourbon this time.  "Couple days before the explosion, a stranger dropped in for a drink.  He was a jumpy fella, I could tell he was a'wait'n for somebody.  I figured I'd be neighborly so I started conversi'n.  He told me he had bought the property on Hammond Ville Road.  Like I said; I don't know how I could have forgot this.  Gett'n too old I reckon…  Anyways, he heads out a little while later.  Just as I was gett'n ready to lock up fer the night, I hear a to-do com'n from the park'n lot.  The fella that just left seem to be hav'n words with two other fellas.  The fella that bought the place on Hammond Ville Road picks a black case off the ground and one of the other fellas had his balls in a twist, telling me to shove off.   Now, I ain't afraid of this fella mind ya.  But, then he say's he's the tax collector.  Well sir, that was enough for me.  Back then, I couldn't have a govern't man snopp'n in my business with a cellar full a shine."

        "Uh huh.  Anything else you may have forgotten to tell me before I leave this time Dexter?"  I questioned, realizing  another day may go by before I was able to head home at this pace.  Did you mention any of this to the authorities back then?"



 
        "No Sir!  Like I said, didn't need nobody snooping round.  I hope I ain't in trouble now."

        "No trouble Dexter.  Just point the way to town hall will ya."

I spent the better part of ten minutes persuading Melinda Charmers, the town clerk, to give up her chicken salad sandwich and take me to the employee records room.   I have to go all the way down to the basement for those records.  Are you sure your uncle was a town employee back in 1940?  It's a long way down to the records room 'ya know.  And dirty!  After all, I am entitled to a lunch break sir!  Are you sure of the year again?  I really hate going down there.  Those stairs!" 

        "Mrs. Charmers, I do apologize for the inconvenience”   I smiled, flashing bedroom eyes at the portly middle-aged clerk.  All I can say is that my family and I thank you in advance."    

        "It's Melinda…   Miss Charmers.  You're welcome."  She replied blushingly.  A smile swept across her face, exposing a chunk of chicken salad that dangled from the corner of her bottom lip.  "Well…   I guess it'll be alright then.  I'm just concerned that you're not sure of the year and it is a long way down there…  Alone!  I'm not in the best of health either 'ya know."

         “Miss Melinda, I'd appreciate anything you can do.  You see, my family split up when I was ten and I ended up in an orphanage.  The only information the institution gave out; they believed a relative worked for this town.  My uncle, the fella that I'm almost sure was an employee here is the only person who might be able to point me in the right direction to locate my siblings.  Jessica the youngest, had Tuberculosis the last time we were together.  I prayed to the Almighty Father everyday that she's still alive.    

        "Hallelujah!"  I shout, wiping away an imaginary tear.

        "Amen!  Praise the Lord!"  Melinda rejoiced.

        "Melinda my dear, if you won't get into trouble,"  I smiled, "I'd be more then happy to escort you down stairs."

The records room was nothing more then an abandoned over-sized bathroom in the  basement, chock-a-block with dust covered cardboard boxes.  Each box had a year haphazardly printed on the front.  A box closest to the entrance dated 1959, enveloped by dozens of cob-webs coming from every orifice, indicated no one had stepped foot in this room for quite some time.

        "See mister.  What'd  I tell ya. This place is filthy!  I hate coming down here.  Next thing you know.  .  Yikes!  The clerk howled, as a field mouse ran across her left shoe, scurried across the floor then vanished behind a box marked 1955.   

        "'Scuse me mister.  But, I'm outta here!"  She snorted, sprinting the staircase faster then I would have imagined.

        "Shut the light off when you through!"  A voice from the top of the stairs rang out.  

An hour of digging, stacking dusty papers didn't produce anything.  I was about to call it a day when I suddenly turned up an old wooden filing cabinet buried under several boxes.  A neatly typed label TOWN EMPLOYEES 1919-1945 A-Z was taped to the face of the cabinets top drawer.  Shuffling through the files, I quickly came across a folder labeled: JAMES LONGWORTH,  COUNTY TAX APPRAISER.  1939-1942  Could this be him I wondered as I opened the musty folder.  Hold on a minute!  Dexter said this guy was the tax collector, not tax appraiser.  A folder labeled GERBER LANG, COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR 1940-1942 suddenly jumped out at me.  His employment record indicated that Gerber Lang had been born in Shipshewana, Indiana.  At the time, he was thirty one years old, born to Milder and Hans Lang both from Berlin, Germany.  According to the records, they immigrated to the United States in 1921 and purchased a farm in Indiana.  It suddenly dawned on me that all the other files I had gone through had photographs of the employee.  Gerber's folder didn't.  Shifting through another pile of papers, I came across an old Thomasville newspaper neatly stored out of site in the back of the cabinet.  The headline well-advised its readers that Germany had moved into Italy, mentioning aggressive outbreaks in retaliation in several countries around the world.  However, nothing was mentioned about any explosion that took place at an Army installation anywhere in the world.  Either Dexter was right about the Army keeping it under wraps, or the old man was a nut case and made up the whole story to begin with.  In the center of page five in the discolored newspaper, there was an short article accompanied with two black and white photos.  The article read:  County Tax Collector Gerber Lang, of Thomasville, N.Y. was officially declared missing this week.  Mr. Lang was employed one year ago to investigate a deficit in the tax structure of the village.  He was also head of the rezoning commission.  Mr. Lang was reported missing by his secretary after he failed to contact her for several days while on routine vacation.  On another note; Lieutenant Hans Hymnal, of the New York State Police who is assigned to the region is also reported missing by his barracks commander this morning.  Although there does not appear to be a connection between the missing men, at the time of this editorial  foul play has not being ruled out.

Beneath the article was a photograph of a young beady eyed pasty faced man, dressed in a state policeman's uniform.  The photograph of the other person was taken slightly out of focus.  Shoving the newspaper under my shirt, I switched off the light on the way out.  I was going to investigate who the albino state trouper was.  I also had a strong hunch that the two men did know each other.  I'd drop in on my old pal Dexter, one last time before heading down county tomorrow.  Perhaps the old man could identify the men in the news photo.  

After another unsuccessful attempt to contact Lesley from the pay phone in Thomasville, I decided to head back to the cabin for a final look.  It was just past five in the afternoon when I found myself looking down at a heavily padlocked cabin door. Unless someone locked themselves in, it was apparent that no one was home.  I remembered seeing an decrepit storage shed a few hundred feet behind the cabin.  As I lifted my foot intending to kick the shed door in, suddenly it fell off it's hinges on its own.  I found the tools I was hoping to find and was surprised to see a modern, four wheel drive vehicle that looked like it could travel on the surface of the moon.  

Figuring I could dig under the back wall of the cabin to gain entry without ripping the lock off the front door, twenty minutes later I struck a stone foundation.  From what I knew about old cabins, which apparently wasn't much, they were usually constructed directly on the ground.  Using the pick-ax I found, I got serious.  Forty five minutes later, after the evenings first blood sucking pest gnawed a hole in my neck, I was standing in a hole level with my shoulders and still hadn't gained access.  It was apparent that I really didn't know Jack about cabins since this one seemed to have a full basement.  I decided to change tactics and concentrate on chipping away at the stone wall.  Unfortunately, it wasn't long afterwords that the harder I chipped, the shorter my swing became as the ax got heavier with each strike.  My muscles ached and burned when loose shale slide into the hole.  Switching to a spaded shovel, I dug out much of the Catskill stone before attacking the foundation again.  Frustrated, I drew back striking the wall with everything I had, only to have it spring back sending a shock wave up the now split handle.  A minutes later, I started to laugh hysterically when thick mud bubbled into the hole and covered my ankles.  I was about to end this nightmare and call it a night when I grabbed the pick-ax and struck the center of the foundation with all the strength I could rally.  A muffled implosion filled the quite forest as friable river rock gave way.  I gagged for a second or more after inhaling the moldy air which escaped through a new outlet.  I managed to squeeze through the jagged hole feet first, loosing my footing then tumbling into the wet darkness, landing face down in four inches of cold acrid greasy water.  "Shit!  It's a fucking freezer down here!"  I trembled. Suddenly realizing I had misplaced the flashlight, I fumbled through my wet pockets for my cigarette lighter.  Exhausted, I climbed the creaky stairway leading to the trap door in the center of the single room cabin.  As my lighter started to flicker down, I managed to ignite enough kindling in the fireplace then drag over a weather beaten couch and

TEDDY…   HOME AGAIN

        During the month of June, the weather in Southern California may be the reason why many locals don't want to do anything more then watch sunrises, surf, drink, make love, and watch sunsets.  Not necessarily in that order either.  These were a few of the pleasure's Teddy Scarpelli's knew he would miss just after boarding his flight.  For reasons he couldn't explain, he felt it was time to rekindle family ties.  Bruce had been spending more and more time away from the states shooting photo sessions around Europe becoming was very popular across the pond.  Teddy, was content with staying home, shooting local talent.  Although the two men had drifted apart, they remained best of friends.  After consuming too many gin-tonics during the flight to New York, Ted dozed off  fantasizing about his family.  They were all gathered together praising Teddy on his successful carrier.  During the accolades, a gray mist slowly started to swirl between their legs, slowly rising as their smiling faces became emotionless and mouth-less.  Like melting wax, rotting flesh dripped from their bones, falling into the mist beneath their skeleton feet., as hundreds of maggot's erupted from hollowed black openings where eyes once lived. They were the 'walking dead' screaming, Teddy… Teddy…  Come home Teddy, over and over again as he felt the life being sucked out of his body.  He suddenly leaped from his seat gasping to catch his breath realizing it was just a nightmare.  More-then-likely brought on by too much drink.  “What the hell was that?  You all right buddy?”  The passenger to his left asked trying to distance himself.  

        During almost any day in the week, John F. Kennedy International Airport would be bustling with absorbed travelers. However, several hours earlier, flight 206 out of Texas crashed two miles from the terminal during its final approach.  Family members anxiously waiting in the terminal for the delayed flight became aggressive after they discovered the air carrier held back the information for over an hour.  While many of the relatives huddled in small groups mourning their loss, chanting for a God to help, others surrounded by news media were shoving one another inside the baggage area.  An hour and a half after his delayed landing, Ted retrieved his single bag, heading curbside where he was greeted with mass chaos.  There wasn't a taxi to be found that wasn't occupied, as several TV satellite news vans blocked many exit ramps.  Ted was at his boiling point when an empty taxi suddenly pulled up.  As he stepped towards the cab, a news hound forced his way in front of Ted, latching onto the rear door handle.  With a forceful swoop of his bag, Ted knocked the obnoxious taxi thief to the pavement, lunging into the passenger compartment shouting,  “Lets get me the fuck outta here!"  Looking trough dirty wire rimmed sunglasses at his hysterical passenger, the cigar chewing driver nonchalantly asked "Where to Mack?"  Receiving "Little Italy" as the instant reply.

        "Ya gotta be kid'n me Mack!"  The cabby chuckled.  “Can't ya see what's going?  Fuck'n road is backed up for miles in that direction.  

        "Then just drop me off anywhere in mid-town.  I'll take the subway from."  Ted replied, finally realizing why the roads he seen during the landing were bumper-to-bumper.  When the cabby pulled up to the first subway station he came across in mid-town, the congestion was just as bad as it was back at the airport.  Not up to fighting his way through a crowded subway, Ted told the driver to take him to an old haunt.  "Change of plans driver!  Do you know where Vic Victors Restaurant is on Madison Avenue?"  

        "Harlem!  Now 'ya want I should take ya to down to Spanish Harlem!"

        "What's the problem?  Ain't my money good enough for you?"

        "Guess ya been outta touch for awhile huh bub? Not the nicest of neighborhoods 'ya know." The cabby squawked as he sucked on an old stogie, disregarding the hot cinder that was burning another hole in his filthy T' shirt. Forty minutes later, Ted was standing on the sidewalk outside Victors, astonished at the neighborhoods decline.  

While waiting at the bar for table to become available, he managed to ingest three gin martinis until his stomach protested  that it was time to put something solid down in it.  Either that, or he was going to be sorry for the way he treated it real soon.  While wrestling the last cigarette from his pack, he thought he heard a familiar voice from behind.

        "And how is Juan this evening?"  The sultry voice asked.

        "Very well!  Ms. Scarpelli.  Thanks for asking" The maitre'd replied.  "As usual, you're looking extremely sensual.  Are you expected this evening?" 

        “ Naw …   No, not tonight Juan.  Doing my own thing, sorry to say."

        “Janet?”  Ted asked, as he turned to look at the familiar voice.  “Janet!”  He cried.  Loud enough to get the attention of every patron in the eatery.  

        "Scarpelli!"  Suddenly blared over the intercom.  "Scarpelli.  Table for one.”  Then. “Scarpelli.  Table for… one?”  Came over the intercom again.  “Are there two Scarpelli's in the house tonight?"  The confused voice asked.  Janet stood there gazing through the crowd trying to spot the familiar voice.  "Teddy?"  She suddenly screamed, not believing her eyes.  "Teddy!  Is it…   It is you!  Oh my God!"  Shoving several rubberneckers out of the way, they embraced in the crowded entryway for several seconds.  "Oh my God Teddy!  I can't believe you're here.  You look great!"  Janet gleamed, then frowned.  “So what brings you here.  After all this time?”  Teddy couldn't help notice that the years had not been kind to this sister.  "You're looking …  swell yourself.  I came back to visit you all.  Noting more."  

        "Oh?  Really?  Nothing more?"

        "To tell you the truth sis …   I don't know what the hell I'm doing here.  I'm not a spiritual person by any means, mind you.  But, I kept felling a sort of…  calling.  Christ! I don't know sis.  All I know is that I'm here, back in the old neighborhood and a bit fucked up!"  Ted snickered as his head swirled; effects from the booze.  The faceless voice blared over the speaker system once again.  Last call for the Scarpelli party.  Last call!" 

        "When's the last time you had something to eat mister?"  Janet chuckled.  “Come on, lets get something in you before you embarrass yourself.”  The food had changed for the worst, Teddy thought.  Just as the neighborhood had.  The only positive thing about his choice of Veil Scaloppini; it was eatable.  He didn't bother asking Janet how her rack of lamb turned out.  He could see, and smell the answer.

        "So tell me big brother.  What really brings you to New York.  Business?   After all; you being so famous and all."

        “Other then what I told you, there's nothing else to say.  Besides, who's famous?"  He smiled.  "I did a short gig with Vogue and Cosmopolitan but, Harlequins rejected my portfolio.  Not enough clout I imagine.  No matter.  Maybe someday.  When I'm really famous.   Let's see…  Where were we?"

        "You were explaining the real reason you came back."

        "Oh, right!  I'm back because I was …  compelled to come back by an outside force.”

        "Ah ha!  Well…   alright then.  That explains it all!  Maybe you'll remember the reason in the morning.  After your head clears.  In the meantime; gotta place to crash for tonight" 

        "Actually, no.  I came directly from the mess at the airport.  Me and my one bag that is."

        "What say you hang at my place for a few days?  We can chit-chat about old times?"  During the walk to Janet's apartment they brushed over the past, purposely keeping the conversation light.  He was glad she talked him into walking.  At least it gave the war going on inside his head some peace.  As they walked past the corner paper rack across from Janet's apartment, she suddenly let out a volley.  "Not famous huh!"  She said, picking up the current issue of Harlequins.  Eagerly thumbing through several pages she queried, "I thought you said they rejected your stuff?  Didn't you see this months issue?  That is your puss in the centerfold, ain't it?" 

        "Don't really look at that shit, sis.  I just hang around wait'n for them big checks to show's up in the morn'n  mail."  He grinned.  

        "Well brother.  After you see the spread they did about you and your work, fame and fortune will be coming your way real soon."  Ted was amusingly surprised to read all the positive things that the magazine had to say about his work.  Although he was puzzled over a personal item that only Bruce would have known about.  It suddenly all made sense.  Bruce had a helping hand in getting Teddy noticed.  Landing the Harlequins account was the highest rung on the ladder.  After all his years of hard work, he was a now worldwide player realizing he'd soon have more work then he could possibly handle.    

        "Well what do you know about that!"  He chuckled.  "Alright then…  Enough about me.  What's been going on in your life kid?  What have you been doing with yourself?  Have you kept in touch with the rest of the clan?"  Once inside her apartment, Janet explained how both sisters shared a similar experience that seemed to will him back to New York.

        "I …   I can't believe there gone!"  Ted wept, after Janet explained what had become of his brothers.  "I always felt a bit remorseful for not keeping in touch. But, I assumed the boys were old enough to take care of you two girls.  I did the best I could bringing you up.  But, the harder I tried, the harder it was to please the old man.  He knew I was different; calling me a fagot every time he had too much to drink."   

        "Teddy …   Honey.  It was a long time ago.  Let it go."  Janet whispered as she soothed the back of his hand. Pulling him close, she stroked the back of his neck until he eventually fell fast asleep in her arms. 

THE CONFRONTATION

        "Fuck'n A!"  Big Frank roared after discovering tire tracks behind the big house heading toward the firing range. Trouble mak'n mudder fuck'r just can't leave well enough alone."  Stumbling up the berm, he switched on the flashlight he had removed from the glove box.  "Son of a bitch!  Cheap ass batteries ain't two weeks old and dead already."  He wheezed, after reaching the top.  Feeling his way towards the cabin, Frank cried out.  "I'm gonna get you for this you little shit!  Just you wait.”  It wasn't long before Frank noticed the scent of burning firewood.  Although the front door lock was still in place, an orange glow was visible under the front door.  With weapon drawn, he quietly fondled the pad lock on the front door, then decided to go around back.  Suddenly, he dropped into the black abyss, scrambling about, trying to figure out what just happened.  Stunned, Incensed, covered in mud, he crawled out of the pit, limping back to the front.  Rocket gun at the ready, unlocking the padlock, Frank lunged inside grabbing hold of the of the open trap door, just in time; thus preventing his fall into the cold cellar below.  Searching for the Hurricane lamp, he discovered it was empty.  "Shit!"  Frank blasted, recalling he ran it dry while burying dear ol' Tom's remains in the woods a few weeks before just after pumping a twelve gauge slug into the dead officers face.  Just in case the body was discovered before it decomposed, he figured that would satisfy any medical examiner's curiosity determining what the cause of death might be.  

Frank started thinking, maybe his relationship with the young officer should end.  Snooping around the summer house looking for an arsenal was one thing.  Snooping around the field behind the cabin was 'off limits'.  And by chance, if the fucker discovered the grave, that would have an negative impact on Mike's chances of survival.  Speculating over how much Mike found out so far, he doubt he uncovered anything to do with the old 'death squad'. If he had; well…  that might be the end for someone he came to admire.  As much as he wanted to believe the kid wouldn't do anything to hurt him, he chuckled sarcastically.  "I'm gonna end up get'n screwed.  I can just feel it!" 

        As an approaching storm grew near, the forest became filled with unidentifiable sounds.  A cold wind wiped through the big pines branches, emanating an eerie sound.  Minutes later, the clap of thunder grew louder by the second.  Then it started to rain.  Before long, a heavy downpour made it difficult for me to continue after uncovering the first grave.  Acting on a hunch, I started to dig on the opposite side of the clearing where several heavy branches offered some protection from the cloudburst.  Several minutes later, my spade struck something in the muddy pit.  Tugging at what appeared to be a piece of old clothing, a shirt sleeve suddenly tore loose flinging fragments of  bone everywhere.  I climbed out of the grave-site fanatically brushing body parts out of my hair, losing my balance, then falling face first into the soupy mess of decomposed body parts.  After reciting and encyclopedia of profanity, I literally dove into my work uncovering more remains with my bare hands.  Before long, I realized time and chemicals may have dissolved this cadaver beyond recognition until I thought of my trusty aid; Jane Meadows. Figuring she might still be upset over the last body part I dropped off,  this time she would only have to contend with a partial skeleton.  As I searched the area for something that might be able to hold a skeleton intact, I noticed a shinny object near my left foot.  Except for its weight, the five star badge looked like a Cracker Jack surprise treat.  Engraved on the back of the badge were the words THOMPSON.  On the face of the badge, just below a village seal were the words CONSTABLE/ THOMASVILLE, N.Y  1939. I was patting the badge clean with my shirt when I suddenly felt someone standing behind me.  

        "Hello big guy!"  I shout over the sound of the rainfall, tossing the shinny badge into the open grave as I turned to face Frank.

        "Fuck you wise ass!  He grumbled.  "I figured it was just a matter of time before you got your ass in a jam.  Now…  go and fetch whatever the fuck it was that you tossed down!  And don't do anything stupid Michael.  You've seen what this baby can do!"  Frank threatened, exposing the rocket pistol.  I reached into the grave, purposely stumbling into the goop giving me enough time to draw my .38 from my ankle holster.  Firing as fast as I could pull the trigger on the revolver, I emptied the cylinder in Franks directing as I vaulted into the woods.  As the big guy lunged into the underbrush, he unintentionally tugged the trigger discharging several missiles simultaneously.  Brush fires ignited around me instantly, quickly extinguished by the steady down pour.  

        "For fuck's sake, knock it off Mike!"  Frank demanded, as I reloaded.  I'm hit you shit.  I'm hit!"

        "Then throw that fuck'n space gun towards me and show yourself!  Just be sure to keep your hands where I can see them.  Up high, fat man!"

        "Easy Michael.  Easy.  I'm  hurt'n!  Where are you?"



 
        "Just keep walking fatso.  I'll tell you when to stop"  I trembled.  Knowing it was sheer luck hitting anything under these conditions.  As I hid behind the base of a giant pine, I could just make out the silhouette of the big guy walking my way.  If he was hit, he wasn't showing it.  Suddenly a blinding bolt of lightening flashed close by as Frank disappeared into the underbrush once again.  Fearful he was now close enough to do some real harm, I waited.  Thirty seconds turned into five minutes, then ten.  The only sound I could hear was from the ragging storm.  Then; a cry.  A whimper perhaps. As I listened to the faint cry for help.  Franks wailing grew louder as I slowly approached.  For a few seconds it was morbidly fascinating.  Watching this hulk of a man attempting to climb out one of the graves I uncovered using one arm.   

        "Come on scumbag!"  Frank cried.  Give me a fuck'n hand will ya.  I don't wanna drown in this fuck'n pit.”

        "Eat shit Frank!  You tried to vaporize me with that ray gun!  Climb outta there on your own fat-ass."

        "C'mon Mike!” Give me a hand before I bleed to death!"  The big guy pleaded.  

        "First; your gonna tell me what's the fucks been going on; or drop-dead where you sit.  So how about it Sarge,  Ready to talk?"

        "Okay…  okay!  Ya beat me kid!  Get us back to the cabin and you got my word I’ll tell ya everything ya wanna know."  Thirty minutes later we collapsed alongside each other on the cabin floor.  I dozed off from exhaustion after carrying the heavy bastard most of the way.  When I awoke an hour later, Frank was out cold, presumably passing out from a loss of blood.  After numerous facial slaps shouting. “Wake up moron!”  The big guy started to come around.  

        "Oh Lord.  I'm dying…   dying!"  Frank cried, attempting to see the wound on his arm. 

        "Ah, stop your bitch'n."  I replied in a horse voice, plucking mud out of my eyes.  "Your not gonna die.  Unless…  you've changed your mind about letting me in on your little secret." 

        "How much do you think know already?"  Frank asked, crawling over to the filthy blood stained mattress.

        "Well I know that  Tom O'Connor is buried in a hole out back alongside some guy from the past and I know I'm coming down with a fucking head cold.  What I don't know is who's calling the shots, and who the players are.  That's about all I know Frank.  Plenty of nothing!"

        "Ah, you found old Tom then. What'd ya think?".

        "Think?  I think you whacked Tom then buried him in that hole not to far from that other stiff.  What I want to know; beside dear 'ol Tom losing his head, how and why he ended up there, and who the other stiff is."  I asked, as I mended the fat guys flesh-wound with a couple of filthy rags I found in the corner. 

        "Headless!  You mean faceless."

        "No…  headless Frank.  At the time I made my discovery, I needed to find out who he was without dragging a muddy decomposing corpse down the highway on the back of my bike."

        "So you chopped off his head! " Frank heaved.  "You're one gruesome mother fucker!"

        "That's a laugh!  You blow his face off and you call me gruesome!"   

        "Listen and learn.”  The big guy said.  I did what I did to hide his identity and protect…  just in case he was discovered too soon.  Then low and behold.  You come along.  Except, I didn't whack him.  And what's this shit about some corpse you found on the opposite side."  

        "Someone named Thompson.”  I replied.  “At least that's what was engraved on a tin star alongside him.  Looks like he may have been the local law up here in the 40's.  So what can you tell me about him?"

        "Jack-shit son!  I don't know a thing about your Mr. Thompson.  You seem to be pretty good at uncovering buried stiffs.  How do you suppose he got there?"      

        "Haven't worked that one out yet Frank.  But, with your help, I'm certain it will all make sense soon.  Matter of fact; how many more bodies might be out their Frank?

        "Fuck off kid!  I'm not gonna stand for this shit.  I already told you.   I didn't kill them guys." 

        "Uh huh.  Well Frank, it's apparent you ain't gonna give me the info I'm looking for, nor are you a man of his word.  So, I guess I'll have to find out whatever else I can on my own.  In the mean time, I'm afraid I'm gonna have to lock you in the cellar."

        "I wouldn't try that Michael.  You're really starting to piss me off!"

        "Really?  Okay then think of it this way.  You got two choices.  You either stagger down those stairs under you own power, or I'll knock you out, then toss you down those stairs.  Which won't do that arm of yours any good I imagine."

        "Goddamn it Mike.  I don't deserve this!  I really liked you."  Frank whimpered.   Dragging Frank by the back of his collar towards the trap door, I shout. "You don't deserve this?  You knew Lesley and I would be followed after the party.  By your invitation, I bring my old lady to a place I think is safe and you put us both in jeopardy by inviting that maniac Arty. And now she's gone.  Disappeared!  And you're telling me you don't deserve this?"

        “Mike, I ain't got the foggiest idea what the hell you're talking about!  Lesley disappeared?  She seemed okay when she phoned HQ, looking for you." 

        "And when was that Frank?  When!"  I shout.

        "Take it easy will ya!  I didn't talk to her, John did.  He wished her well, then she hung up on him.  I don't believe there was anything else to it.  She called just before I came out here looking for you."  

        "Okay Frank, conversations over.  Gotta go.  Thanks for nothing."  I said,  as I dragged the big guy towards the open trap door.

        "Okay. . Okay.  Just hold on one Goddamn minute will ya!  I'll go down on my own."  Frank cursed, shaking his head in disbelief as he stepped down into the darkness.  “Did anyone ever tell you just how much of a heartless prick you are?"

        "Yeah, matter of fact!  Lesley tells me that all the time.  Oh, and just in case you're afraid of the dark, I shouldn't be too too  long.  In the meantime, I'd think up something real good to tell me when I get back. Something that'll convince me not to hand you over to the Feds.”  My investigation didn't last long at the clearing.  Apparently, one of Franks stray missiles exploded inside a grave, vaporizing whatever was left of Constable Thompson.

THE MARINA

        Lesley decided to return to the marina hoping to catch up with her husband.  She wanted to admit that she may have been a little paranoid thinking they were being followed the other night.  Since she left the marina, she never felt threatened by anyone.  Perhaps he left me a note on-board, she thought.  She would also have to return to the hospital soon, to see if she could clear up 'the mess' she started with her supervisor.

        "He left 'bout an hour ago Missy”  The bartender replied after Lesley didn't uncover anything new on the boat.  “Looked kinda troubled”  if ya ask me.

        "Hey honey!  After ya catch up with him, tell that ol man of yours to stop by will ya."  Captain Jim Hurt of the motor yacht  HALF-A-DECK shout as Lesley was leaving.

        "I'll do that Jimmy."  She replied, waving goodbye without looking back.  The house was dark when Lesley entered.  "Phew!  It stinks in here."  She said, opening several windows for circulation.  Confident she would hear a message from Mike on the answering machine, she cursed after discovering the tape was filled up by the rummy.    "Well then…  I guess he never heard the message I left for him either"  She huffed.

Startled by a faint knock at the front door, thinking it was Mike, she ran to greet him only to discover her neighbor Jim Perkins, peering through the arched glass window on the front door.  "May I help you James?"  Lesley snorted, swinging the door open.

        "Oh…   Your home.  Hi Lesley."  The startled Perkins announced.  

        "It's Mrs. Diamond!"

        "Oh…  Yes.  My apologies.  I…  I…  just wanted to tell you that your husband has been frantic, trying to reach you.  He was quite concerned over your whereabouts'.  Although,  I guess he got in touch with you by now and everything's alright."

        "Pardon me?  Would you care to start over again."  Lesley huffed.  " Did he leave any message James?"

        "Uh, nope!  No message.  He phoned asking me to check out the place and to see if you had been here.  But of course you hadn't.  He told me about the front door key and the black rock and all.   For the record, I want to make it clear that I didn't break in.  I was just being neighborly, that's all.  And in return, he was going to sell me his motorbike, so I could burn it." 

        "Uh huh!" …   Well then…  Must be going."  Lesley replied, shutting the door in Perkins face.  Mike sell the love of his life?  she thought.  No way!  For now, at least she knew Mike was out of harms way.  It was close to midnight as Lesley tripped over her feet running to answer the phone.

        "Lesley…  are you there?"

        "Mike honey!  Where are you?"  

        "I'm right here!  Investigating! Where I've always been…   But, where the hell have you been?  I've been crazy worried about you!"  

        "That's what I love about you Michael.  You're such a romantic.  I'm fine since you asked.  Where are you?"  

        "In Thomasville.  Now…  would you please listen to me this time and go back to the boat and stay there.  Things may get nasty soon and you'll be safe there."

        "I see you're making yourself nuts again.  No one's been around or bothered me.  I wanted to tell you; You were right the other night when you said I was paranoid about being followed.  I think I may have overreacted over nothing."

        "Uh huh.  So what the hell's it gonna take for you to believe me when I say your life's in jeopardy?  Do what I ask  Lesley and go back to the fucking boat.  Now!”  I screamed, slamming the receiver into the pay phone window several times.  

        "Listen to me!  You forget I got a career too?"  Lesley screamed.  "With what you earn, if I lose my job, how do we eat?"  I bit my lip to suppress my anger.  "Les…  honey.”  I whispered.  “You won't have to worry about eating when you're dead.  Now…  would you please go back to the boat?"   The Dew Drop Inn was still open after my phone conversation. Lesley promised that she would go back to the marina as soon as she freshened up.  Peering through a side window, Dexter was tending bar as usual.  Except for two drunken farm workers huddled over the center of the bar, the joint was empty.  As much as I could use a drink or two, I decided not to go inside stinking like death.  Dexter suddenly caught a glimpse of someone sneaking around the building and came rushing out, toting the vintage 38.   "Who's out here? I gotta gun.”  He warned.  “Y'all better show yer'self."

        "Psst! . .  Dex!"  I whispered from the darkness.  "Put that cannon down will you.  It's me…  Mike!"

        "Gadzukes!"  Dexter replied, holding his breath.  Gads, ya stink some-tin awful son!  Did y'all know you got some' kind'a garbage plastered all over your mug?  Everything alright witcha sonny?"

        "Yea…  just peachy Dexter.  Thanks for asking."  I frowned, picking dried mud from my hair.   "How about doing your country another great service and fetch me some of your finest Bourbon?"  Dexter appeared a half-minute later with a fifth of Tennessee's finest. 

        "Compliments from Mr. Dexter Dew of the Dew Drop Inn sonny.  I know I shouldn't be ask'n bout your business son.  But, I got a feeling that I ain't gonna be seeing y'all round these parts again.  All-the-same, I wish ya the best sonny. Y'all take care now.  Ya hear." The old Inn keeper said as we shook hands good-bye.  

The glow of the lantern was still bright enough to temporarily blind Frank as he climbed out of the basement.  "Ain’t fuck'n right Mike!  Ain't fuck'n right to leave a man in the dark to freeze to death.  Just ain’t right!"  Frank moaned standing in front of what was left burning in the fireplace.  



 
        “Ah stop your bitch'n!  I see you're still alive.”  I said, handing over Dexter's contribution.

         "It'll warm you up and help cool down your disposition."

         "I see you ruined my fuck'n foundation."  Frank gestured, pointing to the cellar after  taking a long pull on the bottle.  "I guess it never occurred to you that I could have crawled outta there anytime."  He coughed, taking another long pull of liquid heat. "Yeah, right!”  I chuckled.  “You couldn't fit one of your fat ass legs through that opening, let alone crawl out of it.”

          "What'd 'ya say we knock off the bullshit Mike.  Are you gonna turn me in or what?"  He asked, feeling the soothing affect of the sour mash.

        "Convince me not to." 

        "You know kiddo…   I could have taken you out at the clearing if I didn't like you."

        "Right!"  I smirked.  "Now your gonna tell me you missed on purpose."

        "You got that right pal!  I could have set them projectiles to your body heat.  But, I didn't.  Look; As soon as I realized you were uncovering more then you should, I could of whacked you in Lanchester.  But, I had already made up my mind to put an end to this craziness once and for all.  It got outta hand along time ago.  In the meantime, I gave you plenty of space on purpose."  I retrieved the bottle taking a long pull.  By the time the rain and Franks confession ended, it was just past three in the morning.  Except for the reason over why O'Connor was whacked.  His story seemed plausible.  "So your admitting the chief is the mastermind of this band of merry men?"  I asked.

        "You're assuming that Mike.  John reports to someone.  That much I know.  Who they or he is; I don't have a clue.  And up till now, I didn't give two shits who I worked for.  Just as long as they paid me a lot of cash.  As for John being the mastermind…  If ya ask me, the asshole couldn't lead himself to water if he were dying of thirst ten feet from an oasis in the middle of the desert."

         "Let's go back to the part about O'Connor."  I asked.  "You said you took care of him because he tried to kill Helena?  Why would he do that and how were you going to explain that to John?"  It was apparent that Frank had run out of words.  "What's wrong big guy?  Cat got your tongue?  I'll let you in on something”  I said.  “I know you didn't kill O'Connor.  I was blowing smoke when you asked me how much I really knew.  So here's my take on the situation.  First;  I'm nearly certain that Helena did Tommy.  I don't know why or what she used.  Since there was an excessive amount of blood spatter on Tommy's clothing and the grave site.  This leaves me to believe that he was killed somewhere else when you made chop liver out of his face.  Second…  smile!  Smile if I'm right, big boy!"  Confused, then amused, Frank started to laugh uncontrollably.

        "You're to fuck'n much kid!  To fuck'n much.  Got any more ideas up your sleeve?"

        "Outta ideas Frank. But, I'm going to give you a couple of choices to pick from.  I'll call them…  Doors.   Behind door number one; I take you in for being a gun runner and swear not to mention anything about Tom, Helena, or any other killing you may be involved in.  Which of course leaves you holding the bag in case someone else knows the whereabouts of Tommy, the constable plus any other folks that may be missing.  Or door number two.  We form an allegiance and go after John and the whoever he's working for.  If we combine forces, I won't hand you over to the authorities, there won't be any court proceedings, jail time, or any other embarrassing moments, like being executed.  As a team, we get the kingpin and reap the reward.  Your choice big guy.  What's it gonna be?  Door number one, or door number two.  Unfortunately, there isn't a door number three."  

        Instead of enlisting outside help to find O'Connor, John Paladino decided to do it alone.  He couldn't put his finger on it, but he sensed something wasn't right with Frank either.  And, what was that trouble making son-of-a bitch Diamond up to?  He mused.  Sliding behind the wheel of the late model Chevy, paid for by local tax dollars, thinking how much he detested the long drive to Thomasville, he reached for a bottle of ant-acids in the glove box. He expected Frank to be at the big house since it seemed to be his hideaway whenever he was troubled.  While approaching a toll plaza sometime later, John suddenly felt a twinge just below his rib cage.  A rumbling deep within his gut unleashed his dormant ulcer into a full blown case of the trots. Racing into the toll attendants bathroom after flashing his badge, he washed the stream of crap off his clothing, legs, and shoe tops.  It was apparent today's outing was postponed.  

Lesley was rarely coerced into doing anything against her will.  In this case however, her woman's intuition told her to take her husbands advise.  She wanted to wait for the last load of laundry to dry before heading back to the boring 'safe house'.  Balancing a small pile of clothing under one arm while fumbling for the front door key, Jim Perkins stopped raking leaves off his front lawn to see what Lesley was up to.  Knowing there were neighbors watching from behind closed curtains, he shouted.  "I see ya leaving again, Mrs. Diamond!"  Realizing some neighbors were listening, Lesley replied.  "Jimmy, be a darling and mind your own fucking business!  And would ya do me a favor darling?  Keep an eye on the place."

        "Will do sweetie."  The neighbor replied sardonically.  "By the bye.  Do you think you'll be running into your husband any time soon?"  

        "Listen up, Jim!  There's nothing wrong going on here, okay!  Mikes on special assignment.  Where just having a little difficulty catching up with one another.  That's all there's to it!"  

        "Ah…   Well…  When you do catch up with mister wonderful, find out when he's going to sell me that motorbike, like he promised."  Trying to rationalize what she did to deserve such a dimwit for a neighbor, she smiled replying.  “Right on James! It'll be the very first thing I ask him.  I promise." 

John was in his office earlier then usual the next day and the missing men's whereabouts were still unknown.  Banging the top of the great desk, he screamed.  “I'll kill them when they show up. Goddamn them!—— Desk Sergeant!  Call an ambulance.  Then get your ass in here.  I think I just busted my fuck'n hand!"  Later that day after several scotch-milks and a hand cast, John figured it was time to drive to Mike Diamonds place.  He'd never received an invite to any of the Diamonds parties but heard how some of the men acted like school kids after getting 'liquored up'.  One party in particular took place over the Fourth of July weekend.  John had received a complaint from the Police department in Mikes county.  But, since it was out of Lancaster's jurisdiction, he decided to let that police chief deal with it.   Apparently, after firing several three pound rockets helter skelter into the air, the last one struck a bulldozer on a construction site a quarter mile away.  The festive rocket ignited the dozers fuel supply, costing the insurance company some  sixty five thousand dollars.  A brief investigation by Mike Diamonds cousin Verdi, head of the fireman’s arson squad, never revealed who the guilty part was.  Although, the towns police chief had a suspicion who was behind the incident.  By the time John tracked down Mikes address, the forty five minute took ninety minutes.  Pulling into the driveway, he observed a strange looking fellow peering over the fence next door.  “Howdy!”  Parker smiled.  “Looking for the Diamonds?  Their not home "ya know."  Trying to avoid the neighbors stare.  John replied.  "I'm Mikes boss.  Do you know Mike well?”

        "Know him?  Shit…  we're practically brothers.  Bikers we are.  Pretty big case you fellas are working on, huh?" 

        "Uh … I'm sorry,  but I don't quite understand."  Realizing he may have said too much to a stranger, he cleared his throat asking.  “Ah…  Mind if I see some ID?” 

        "Tell me Mr…  ?"  John asked, ignoring the question.  

        "Jim Parka's the name."  

        "Tell me Mr. uh . .  Perkins, did either one of the Diamonds tell you were they where going?”

        "Parka!  The names Parka!  The marina I believe.  That what she said."

        "She meaning Mrs. Diamond?  How about Mike.  Have you seen him lately?

        "Well, lets see.  Mike was here.  Then left.  Then he phoned and a short time later he was here again.  Then he left just after he promised to sell me his motor bike.  Then Mrs. D. shows up.  Does some laundry, then leaves saying she's going on a boat trip with Mike and would I mind keeping an eye on the place."

        "The Diamonds are going on a cruise?  Would you know what ship?"

Parka chuckled replying in a dry tone.  "No…   no cruise line.  They got a boat parked down at the marina.  Took me fishing just after they moved in.  Real neighborly.  Although, that was some time ago." 

This guys a raving lunatic! John thought.  "Mr. Park———Perkins.  Would you be so kind as to point me in the direction of the marina?"

        "No problem.  Uh …  By the way Governor.  I never got your name."  

        "It's O'Connor.  Chief Thomas O' Conner."  Less then an hour later, John was nurturing a scotch-milk on the Pelican and Brews open air deck.  He had observed Lesley going about some chores on a boat he never knew they owned. An hour later, Mike was still a no show.  John grew anxious wondering how much Mike had told his wife over the years. Not that it mattered anymore.  They'd both be dead soon.  Mike was a thorn in his side.  A loose-end that was finally going to be dealt with.  

The day's headline flashed across the small on-board TV as Lesley sat back to enjoy a Vodka lemonade when she suddenly felt a familiar warmth between her legs.  Whispering as though there were someone listening, she grumbled.  "Damn period's a week early!"  Fumbling through her purse she discovered she was out of tampons.  Her only choice was to make a trip to the local market, just after she had a shower.  She always felt 'soiled' when that time of the month brought her unwelcome friend around.  Paladino eventually waddled back to his vehicle after several scotch-milk's.  Crouching in the rear seat, he carefully set the timer on a small explosive devise housed in a shoe box.  Preoccupied, he was unaware that Lesley was no longer aboard the boat.  This was the second time he would be using this type of device.  The first one ended Joe Helinski's life some years before.  After skimming ten pounds of TNT off a two hundred pound order heading for Phoenix,  John told Frank.  "I doubt he'll miss a measly ten pounds.”  Offering an opinion, Frank replied,  “It wouldn't be good for our health to keep short-changing a certain individual.  It's not the measly five pounds I'm concerned with John. It's them weapons you've skimmed from those overseas orders.  That's what worries me.  After all, you're the one that's drilled it into my head; Mr. Lang is no one to fuck with!"

THE DEATH OF MATERIAL THINGS

        After picking up a few privy supplies at the local pharmacy, Lesley decided to feed her boredom and see what was playing at the village movie theater.  With a population of eleven hundred, the Village of Verplank-on-the-Hudson had become a distressed waterfront hamlet.  The village gained notoriety years before when Entergy Nuclear Northeast and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission decided to construct the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant on the rivers edge.  Against protests from village officials and a partition signed by thousands between two adjoining counties, New York State still gave it's blessing's for the construction.  Green Peace intervened after contacting the EPA, informing them that they had categorical proof that the construction site was less then a  mile form the Ramapo Fault.  They also presented documented proof, wherever a nuclear plant operated in a populated area, many children were diagnosed with identical types of thyroid cancer.  There efforts  fell on deaf ears and the power company prevailed.  When the plant was complete, a single red and white striped exhaust stack stood some thirty stories above the water, adorned with two round enormous concrete gray domes.  From a distance, the plant appeared as a giant penis and testicles.  Lesley never gave the reactor much thought. She didn't understand how it worked but felt safe knowing her home in Peekskill was six miles away and their power bill had drop significantly since the plant was put on line.  Beside, she was convinced that she never stayed at the marina long enough to catch anything strange.

A re-run of ' From Russia with love' was nearing its end when the explosion rocked the theater showering Lesley's buttered popcorn over a patrons bald head sitting directly in front.  After setting the two hour timer, John had managed to slither down the dock unnoticed, attaching the devise just below the water line on Material Things.  By the time of the explosion, he would be absorbed in his favorite game show back in Lanchester.  The force of the explosion was so devastating it  pulverized Material Things, shattered Half A Deck, a twenty eight foot wooden sloop, sinking the Why Knot, a thirty five foot fiberglass catamaran and killing William Billy Boy Howell, and Roger Sugarman Cane, two yard workers, instantly.  Billy Boy was on C. dock,  two hundred feet away repairing a shorted electrical connection when a cleat from Material Things tore part of his head off.  Sugarman, who had the hots for Lesley was just about the knock on the hull anticipating the best.  His tattooed left leg was the only identifiable body part that was spared.  When the Why Knot exploded, pressure from the explosion propelled her thirty nine foot aluminum mast toward the Pelican and Brew.  The tip of the mast pierced the outer west wall of the floating tavern splitting the antique jute box and severing several plastics crustacean on display.  

Convinced that the nuclear plant was having a melt down, a stampede ensued as ten of the eleven theaters occupants poured out onto Main Street merging with other hysterical residents.  Lesley, slowly wormed her way around the congested streets heading towards the marina as the stench of burning creosote clogged the air.  As hundred of terrified residents jumped in their cars blocking the only exit out of town, others head for the river looking to escape on anything that would float.  Lesley arrived at the marina, scanning the docks for anyone suspicious as the paramedics did their job tending to the survivors.  Black smoke bellowed from one area in particular as the surrealistic scene became reality.  Dock 'C' had vanished along with her boat.  Suddenly overcome by fear, her hands trembled realizing that the explosion couldn't have been an accident.  Eventually locating a working pay phone several streets away, phoning several numbers Mike had given her, she was unable to track him down.  Hysterical by the time she phoned Jan crying; “Mike was right sis.  Someone tried to kill me!"  Lesley was still trembling when she arrived at her sisters apartment an hour later.  When Teddy unexpectedly walked out of the kitchen with a broad grin on his face; she fainted.  Catching his younger sister before hitting the floor he turned towards Janet with a puzzled look.   "Wow!  I didn't realize I was missed this much."  He said amusingly as Lesley started to come around.  "C'mon kid,  tell Teddy all about it.  Those are definitely not tears of joy I see." 

By the time she explained what had been going on in her life, her fear turned to anger.  Yanking her hair in desperation, she bit her lip.  "Ouch …   Goddamn it!  I've had it with that son of a bitch!  The bastard got us involved in who knows what!Every time I think of what I've just been through I get the fucking shakes!  I mean bombs!  We're talking fucking bombs here!  And God Almighty;  someone tried to blow me up!"

        "Calm down Lesley.  Calm down!"  Janet said not knowing what else to say.  Hoping their big brother would come up with a comforting line or two she asked.   "How can you be so certain it was a bomb?  Maybe it was some kind'a gas leak or something.  Maybe you forgot to shut something off or something.  I hear about that sort of shit happening all the time." 

        "For Christ sake Jan, please!  Don't patronize me.  Boats just don't blow up!  And there wasn't any fuel leak.  I'd of smelled it.  It was a bomb alright!  And I've got a hunch who's behind this.  All I know is that I don't want anything more to do with cops, Lanchester Commons, Mike, or.———” she started crying hysterically again.  Sometime later, after regaining some calmness she said.  " I'm leaving in the morning.  I've had it!"  Holding her sisters quivering hand Janet replied. "C'mon honey.  You go and freshen up.  Then after you shower,  I'll conjure up the best hot toddy you ever had and tuck you into a clean warm bed.  You'll feel better after a good sleep.  You'll see.  Beside, Teddy's back!  We've got a hell of a lot of catching up to do.”  Taking a deep breath, Lesley replied. "Will see."  They hugged for a few seconds lost in their own thoughts.  As Lesley walked into the bathroom she turned and asked.  "Teddy darling …   Is California as beautiful as they say?"

John was watching TV in his easy chair grinning like a Cheshire cat, listening to the news reader describe the incident at the Yacht Club.  The marina explosion was 'breaking news' as news hounds conducted live interviews with apparent witness's.  Terrified faces told stories of what they presumed took place.  An audio glitch interrupted a female reporter just after asking her inaudible question.  "For sure!" Came the reply from a local dressed in red plaid.  Yanking the microphone out of her hand he reported.  "That's the first thing that came to mind round here.  I managed to keep calm through it all.  But I'll betcha' it scared the soup outta most everyone else.  I worked there myself for awhile.  Place is safer then seat belts, ya know.  At least that's what they told us.  So's, to answer your question;  Nope!  I don't worries 'bout that plant for one minute Missy."  Retrieving the microphone the reporter asked, "You said you were no longer employed by the plant.  Is that correct sir? "  

        "Uh huh…  Yes ma'am.  That's right.  The doc tells me I got this condition.  Something to do with my thyroid.  Be fine he says.  Just need to rest and take 'er easy for awhile awhile.  Ain't worried none.  Everything will be taken care of they says down at the plant."  

        "Can you tell me who they are sir?"  Young Missy asked.

        "My old boss. Burt…  Burt Jenkins.  He says I'll be good as new after a couple of treatments and it won't cost me one red cent."  

        "Sir, May I ask.  What facility or doctor diagnosed your condition?"   The reporter asked.  Leaning back in his easy chair, John screamed at the TV.   "For fuck sake.  Get on with it already lady!  Who cares about this jerk offs health.  He's gonna die anyway you bitch!  He knows that!  Its as plain as the stupid look on the idiots mug."  John paced the living room anxious to hear, shouting.  "What about the bodies!  What's the fucking body count bitch?"  Apparently the reporter sensed John's obscenities.  In defiance she looked into to the camera and said.  "This is Ann Benson reporting live at the Verplank Yacht Club in Verplank, New York.  And now…  back to our studio."  The anchors unsmiling face chimed in.  Thank you Annie.  Will keep our viewers informed as we get further updates.  And now.  Turning to sports… "

Clicking-Click… Clicking-Click…  Frustrated, John channeled surfed for additional information stopping on an unknown field reporter asking, "In your opinion chief, what does the Verplank fire chief believed happened here?"  

        "Well Tom, at this time there is little speculation as to what actually happened.  A large fuel spill of some kind may be to blame."  The unknown reporter looked into the camera ordering;  "Jake, pan left so the folks at home can get a look at the destruction here.  Folks, this was the location of the Yacht Clubs Pub.  Just look at the force that took place.  Chief…   would you mind telling our viewers what were looking?"         

        "No problem Tom.  That was the location of the marina pub."

 Clicking-Click…  Clicking-Click…  “And that concludes tonight's broadcast of  Eye on New York.  Now stay tuned to… " "Goddamn it!"  John screamed, slamming his fist down on top of the TV set.  Breaking the TV cabinet, his cast, and his hand for a second time.

FRIENDS AGAIN

        Over the last few hours, Big Frank and I consumed the contents of the Bourbon, arguing steadily.  I eventually re-dressed the big guys bandage assuring him it was nothing more then a flesh wound.  By two in the morning, a shaky allegiance was formed.  Licking the last drop of booze off the tip of the bottle Frank slurred,  "We need a plan.  Man."  

        "Then I need to see the journal Frank."  I replied burping up acidic liquid.  "Gads, that taste like shit!  I'm fuck'n starving.  You got any chow down at the big house?"

        "Only a couple of frozen TV dinners.  But, I need some home cook'n sonny. Wonder if that gin mill down the roads  open?"  Open later then usual, Dexter was playing catch up on his neglected account ledger when he heard footsteps behind him.  Addressing Mike, he said, "Hells teeth boy!  Y'all still hang'n round these parts?”   When Big Frank walked in taking up the rear, Dexter's smile immediately disappeared as he reached under the bar for his antique weapon.  "Whoa Dexter!"  I shout, putting my hand up.   "No need for that!" 

        "That there's the fella I been telling ya 'bout sonny.  The one that likes to shoot down airplanes."

        "Hey!  Fuck off old man!"  Frank grumbled, pushing me aside as he walked towards the Innkeeper.   "Go ahead, you old coot; shoot!  Better not miss, cause I'm gonna stick that fuck'n pistol up your——"  Grabbing onto the back of the big guys shirt I barked.  "Come on fellas, simmer down!  Dexter!  Put that fucking canon down.  Now!"

        "What gives Mike?"  Frank asked.  "You guy's ass-hole buddies or what?"  Long story Frank.  But I'll bet you didn't know you were a celebrity around these parts.  Did you?"



 
        "Celebrity huh?  Well screw that celebrity crap.”  Frank scoffed.  “Celebrities get their ass's blown off.”

After most was explained to Dexter about his neighbor down the road not the monster as rumors had it, he scrambled up a couple dozen eggs along with three side's of corn beef hash and watched in disbelief as we devoured the meal in under five minutes.  “Golly, you boys were famished I reckon!"  Dexter smiled.  Pulling out a fifty I said, "Thanks again Dexter, you're a real pal."  

        "Put that money away sonny.   T'aint no good in here.  It's been an experience meeting the both of y'all.  Haven't had this much fun round here since… since the day this big fella tried shooting down that air-o-plane.  Oops!  Forget I said that big fella.  I can tell ya feel uneasy bout that."

        "Relax Frank.”  I said before Frank had a chance to reply.  “We're leaving."    

        "Stay well sonny.  By the way…  whereabouts did ya say you were from down county?" 

        "Lanchester Commons.  Why?"  

        "Ah, pay me no mind then.  There was some commotion on the TV 'bout a big fire down county.  Some boat yard in Verplank or Verplunk.  Some'n like that.  But it weren't Lanchester whatever.  Anyways, stay well young man."

        "Hold on a minute Dexter.  What about Verplank?"

        "Uh…  some boat yard blew up or caught fire.  Couple folks got themselves killed.  Nasty pictures on the TV.  Shouldn't be allowed ya know.  Kids watch'n and all."  I bolted towards the pick up shouting.  “Come on Frank!  Move your fat ass!  Lesley may be in trouble!"  Grabbing hold of the door handle on the passenger side to keep from sliding across the seat as I slid into Coppermans turn, where a family of five were torched to death after losing control of their vehicle a year ago, snapping the door handle off Frank shrieked. “Slow the fuck down will ya!  What's your rush?"  Shouting over the roar of wind I replied.  “I've got a bad feeling about this Frank."  Trying to pull his stomach in to extend his seat belt Frank puffed, “What about?  A fire at some marina?  What's your ol' lady got to do with that?"  

        "I wasn't completely honest with you at the cabin Frank.  I didn't think it was necessary to tell you that I keep a boat there."  Frank chuckled, still struggling with his seat belt.  “I couldn't give two shits about what you have or don't have bud.  Just don't preach to me about you being an honest cop.  Okay?  Naturally you could tell me you got it from some spare  change your old lady squirreled away in a cookie jar.  Then of course I'd  tell your lying ass to go fuck yourself."

        "Keep flapp'n your gums big guy.  Keep flapping them gums and I promise I'll toss your fat ass outta this truck around the next bend.  How I acquire my shit is my business." I said as I approached the next turn at seventy five.  

        “ Ever since I realized we were being watched, Lesley had been living on-board.  At least she was as far as I know.  I hope by God the boat's okay."

         Boat?  Frank coiled.  Hows about your ol lady?  Ain't you concerned about her?”

        "Go fuck yourself!"   I growled, sliding into the next curve at eighty.

        "Aghh… You crazy bastard!"  Frank coughed as Dexter's breakfast churned in his stomach.  I'm gonna waste all this good food  if you don't slow this fucker down!"

        "Better swallow it Frank, 'cause I ain't slowing down."  Except for the lone figure standing on what was left of 'C' dock, the marina was deserted.  The Pub had been boarded up with plywood as plastic crustaceans once clung to the netting draped across the Pubs window floated in the basin below.  The stench of burning rope, creosote, and fuel hung heavy in the air.  Oil glazed puddles caused by fire hoses, left a rainbow of colors throughout the war zone.  Apparently someone attempted to secure the marina stores metal roof, now fluttering in a stiff easterly breeze, about to fly off.  The tall stranger approached us without offering a 'good-day' or handshake which automatically put him on my 'shit-list'.  His solid figure was draped in a dark blue suit with spit polished black shoes.  His silver gray crew-cut and deep set blue eyes, gave the unfriendly stranger an overall, Aryan appearance.  “My name is Rothschild gentleman, David Rothschild.  I'm with the agency of national intelligence."  Apprehensively Frank asked, What's an impressive sounding agency have to do with this  place Mr. Rothman?" 

        "Rothschild sir,  not Rothman.  I am not a Jew!  And since you both ignored the police barricade at the entrance, I believe you are the ones that may have to answer a few questions.  What is your business here, may I ask?”  Reaching for  his wallet Frank smiled, “Hey by God, your one hundred percent right about the barricade Mack!  By the way, here's my credentials.  We're the police.  Now…   what did you say you were doing here?  Your ID please.  Mr. Rothfield?"  Rothschild sneered.  Your are quite rude officer!"  

        "Rude?  Moi?  And you sir, look very familiar!"  Frank replied, rubbing his chin.  German right?"  

        "Swiss actually, if it's any of your concern."

        "And you call me rude?”  Frank replied.  Reaching for his his credentials,  Rothschild suddenly changed his attitude.  “Perhaps I was a bit harsh when I introduced myself.  We are trained to intimidate.  Are we not?”  Still searching for an ID.  I mumbled,  “I had a boat once."  Frank ignored my comment, trying to remember where he had seen Rothschild before.  Why are you here Mr. Rothschild?"

        "I received a phone call from the local fire chief this morning.  Contrary to what that fool said on television last night, he believes a bomb may be responsible and needs a professional opinion.  I believe he was correct when he said petrol was to blame.  What do you gentleman think?"

        "Shit, what would two beat cops know about stuff like that?"  Frank said.   

        “Bombs?"  I said.  “Forget about it!  Wouldn't know one end of a fuse from the other.  I just kept my boat here.  Didn't even have insurance on it."   Soon after we entered the marina, I felt Lesley's presence and knew she was safe.  I also knew that any fool who served in the military would know gasoline couldn't cause this type of destruction.  At a loss, Frank insisted this time.  “Where have we met sir!"  Ignoring the question, Rothschild replied nervously.  “Gentlemen, please excuse me but, I have a report to file.  I am sure you both know what that's like.  My report will coincide with the fire chiefs first assessment.  I am sure the marinas insurance company will be responsible in providing restitution for everyone's loss.  Enjoy the day gentlemen."  After Rothschild was gone I looked over at Frank and said.  “If that guy files that kind of report,  its like he's making sure I get paid off on the boat.  Now why would that Aryan bastard do something like that?” 

        “Sounded more like a bribe to me bud.”   Amazingly, not only was the cooked pay phone at the entrance still in place, apparently service had been restored to it.  I phoned home and the answering machine picked up after three rings.  Damn!  Where the fuck is she?  I thought, then hung up and dialed my neighbor.  After a dozen or more rings, a groggy Helloooo? answered. 

        "Uh, did I wake you Jimmy?"  Not waiting for a reply I asked,  “I was wondering if you've seen Lesley lately?"

        "Huh, that you Mike?"  The sleepy neighbor asked.  “Hold on a minute will ya?” Several minutes past as I listened to the asshole relieve himself in a nearby toilet, then cough up part of a lung then farting as he picked up the receiver.        “Whew!  That's better!  What's up Mike?  Misplace your wife again?"

        "Go easy Jimbo!  You ain't seen my bad side yet.  I'd advise against being a smart ass right about now."

        "Okay. Mike okay.  I don't want to piss you off.  The bike remember?"

        "Goddamn you Jimmy!"

        "Alright… alright.  Last I knew, she said you two were going off on a much needed voyage together.  Needed to get away from the big case you're working on for awhile."

        "What big case?"  

        "I know.  I know.  I'm not supposed to know about it.  Just like I told your boss.  Guess I slipped up.”

        "My boss?  What the hell are you talking about?   How the fuck would you know my boss?  Did someone come around?  What'd he look like?"

        "Didn't show me any ID if that's what you mean.  Said he was your boss and was looking for you and Lesley.  Guess he was about fifty.  Not very tall, nor good look'n.  It struck me that he looked a bit like Hitler."

        "Uh huh, that sounds like him alright." I replied.  Wondering why he tracked me to my home.

        "Funny thing though, he didn't seem to know what big case you where working on."  Calming myself before I rushed home to put a bullet in this idiots brain,  I asked how much information he gave up.

        "Didn't tell him much.  He just wanted to know where the marina was, that's all.  Didn't get you into any trouble did I?"

        "Trouble?  Will talk soon Jimmy.  I owe you.  And uh… sorry about disturbing your sleep.  You have a pleasant day and stay safe.  Goddamn jerk!”  I said aloud, jogging over to 'C' dock where Frank was still wondering where he had met Rothschild,  I shout, It's started!"  

        "What started?"  Frank asked.

        "Frank, I really need to see that journal.  I just found out that the chief's been snooping around my place quizzing the neighbors.  The pathetic ass-hole next door told the chief about the boat and the marina."

        "What about your ol lady?  I mean, you don't seem to upset about her.  You alright kid?"  

        "I'm not upset Frank.  I believe …   let's just say I can feel that she's safe.  She has to be!  I just don't know where she's at!  That's all."  I frowned

        "What makes you so confidant about this feeling you've got?"

        "Lesley’s car isn't anywhere around.   Come on, let's get going!  This place is starting to give me the fucking creeps.  I've got a few calls to make.  The first one is to the NIA regarding Rothman." 

        "It's Rothschild Mike."  Frank chuckled.  And the prick knows I'm onto him.  I just wish I could remember who the hell he reminds me of.  A terrible thought  entered my mind when I asked.  "You and the chief …  you both had access to TNT didn't you?"

        "Yea, we sold the shit.  But, I never cared to have it around.  Reminded me too much of what happened to my step dad.  Never did find the poor bastards body.  When I was older she mentioned the name of a guy that was involved with Joe.  She had a strong suspension that he may have been the person who was behind the execution.  It was around the same time as…   Holy shit!"  Frank suddenly remembered.  Joe was also in cahoots with the chief's father and may have had something to do with his death.  If John thought that my dad was responsible for his fathers death, maybe he…  I don't believe it!  “My God.  John's the one!  He sent the bomb, I'm sure of it."  Frank said, wondering if Helena knew the truth all along.  Still with me kid?"

        "Keep talk'n Frank, makes perfect sense to me."  

        "Man.  After all this time to find out… ”

        "Pure conjecture big boy.  You know you can't prove any of it."

        "Speculating?  You think I'm guessing about this?  You got any doubt about what happened here?"

        "You lost me."

        "Do you believe Paladino is out to kill you and your wife?"

        "Yes.  I guess so.”

        "And I'm convinced that he's the killer of the father I never knew.  I don't need any more proof then that.  John's going to disappear for sure.  Although,  I want you to stay out of it this time.   I'll handle this on my own."

        "Will see about that big guy.  Right now I've got some calls to make. Right after I get you to a doctor."

        "Doctor?"  

        "Your bleeding again.”   



 
Doctor Jane Meadows was furious at me for more then a couple of reasons.  I tracked her down at home on her day off expecting her to dress a gun shot wound on a perfect stranger.  She hadn't heard a peep from me ever since I dropped off Tom O'Connor's skull at her office and I asked her to keep it all to herself.  

        "What have you gotten me involved in Michael?  Good God!  If my boss finds out about the evidence I'm concealing, will all be searching for new careers.  And now…  now you bring your friend to my residence expecting me to patch him up without reporting the incident.  I must say Michael, you got a set of balls.

        "Hey lady!"  Frank shout.  Go easy on the lad will ya.  We're working a case together.  Ain't that right kiddo."

        "Right Sarge.  We're working a case together."

        "Michael, I think you've stretched our friendship as far as it will go."  Doctor Jane said bitterly.  “I insist!  No, I demand you tell me what the fuck is going on!  Oh…  crap! See that!  Now you've made me say the F word!  I can get tough too you know.  You tell me what's going on right now Michael, or you and your rouge friend…  sergeant must leave  to immediately.”  After some time, I explained what I figured Jane wanted to hear just to satisfy her curiosity, promising to leave as soon as Frank was able, then I'd be out of her life forever.  On another note; Kathy O'Rilley wasn't thrilled to hear from me when I phoned.  Turning on the charm, I pleaded for forgiveness, apologizing for being a shit.  “Do this one favor for me tonight Kathy and I promise I'll make it up to you this time."   

        "Tonight!  Are you out of your frigging head?  You show up whenever you want expecting me to track down some guy that disappeared thirty years ago?  You've got a set of balls kiddo."

        "Ah Kathy baby …   Come on hon.  It ain't that difficult.  You've got access to all that info on your computer.  It shouldn't take that long to find one ex -employee named Gerber Lang.  Besides, my immediate supervisor is certain they met somewhere.  He just can't remember where or when.  I just want to be sure it's the same guy.  It may be a matter of life or death Kathy."

        "Ah ha…  Tell me again.  What's in it for me?"  

        "I'll buy you the biggest steak dinner in New York!" 

        “Dinner!  Big deal.  Sweety, if I do this for you, I'll let you know what pleases me.  Agreed?"

        "And your pleasure?"    

        "Oh, I think you know what will please me Michael.  I want you my dear knight.  My white knight.  But, only for one night.  Lets call it;  a matter of life or death!"

        "Let's call it what it really is then.  Blackmail!  I'll sleep on it alright?"

        "Nope!  Not  this time sweety!  We're done talking.  That's the deal honey."

        "Will talk about it, I promise!  Okay?  I promise!"  Gritting her teeth, Kathy asked.  "Do you always get your way Michael?” 

        "I promise we'll discuss your uh…  compensation.  Okay?  Phone 'ya later…  sweety."  By the time I ended my conversation playing phone Romeo,  Doctor Jane had g

        "Don't know how this will end up Jane honey.”  I replied.  “But, if I do show up on your table, well…  that'll be your chance to jump my bones."  

        "Anyone ever tell you that you're one sick puppy?"  She frowned.

        "Oh …  many many times my dear doctor."  We shared some small talk for a minute or two when I asked. “May I trouble you for a medical libation doc?"

        "Coming right up sir."  she smiled.  “But, don't get to comfortable.  You and your friend are out of here as soon as he wakes up."  I waited for the tinkle of ice cubes filling a glass then ran to her medical diary removing the last two pages.  

        No one seemed to mind Kathy working overtime.  Ever since several department personnel were laid off  due to budget cuts, she didn't mind helping others catch up on their workload.   It also gave her the opportunity to be alone while gaining access to the national computer system.  She hoped the information Mike had given her would be enough to find what she was looking for quickly.  Otherwise, she would be stuck down in this dungeon most of the night.  Surprisingly, the name Gerber Long's appeared within ten minutes.  His file indicated that he was hired in 1939 and ended with his mysterious disappearance three years later.  She crossed filed and re-entered his name forward, backward, changed hair color, eye color, and weight but drew a blank.  Seemingly, the man just seemed to have disappeared.  As a last resort, she entered Germany as a birthplace.  Suddenly the black screen whirled to life, spitting out eighty men fitting Gerber Longs description.  An hour later, the printer coughed out the last photo of seventy nine German employees.  Although, one photo was missing.  And Kathy had a hunch it was the one she was looking for.  Meanwhile,  I had just concluded my conversation with agent Roger's of the FBI confirming the agency didn't have anyone named Rothschild, Rothman, or Rothfield in their employ.   

Kathy persisted on her quest searching the system for any photo of the mystery man.  Cross referencing additional information drew a blank as she thought, this was going no where.  “Agghhh… I'll try one last time!"  She screeched. “Steak dinner!  Big frigging deal."  Typing; German nationals relocating to other countries before World War II brought success.  What appeared was a list of dated surnames .  Although, Lang or Gerber wasn't on it. As Kathy's scrolled across the screen, another name appeared.  It was so apparent, it jumped out of the monitor.  The information included a photo of a young man born in Switzerland in 1916.  Clicking print, the machine slid out a photo of a young businessman supporting a short crew-cut, dressed in a dark pin striped suit.  Under the photograph, was the name David Lang Rothschild.  Smug over her investigative abilities, Kathy smiled.  “Gotcha!”  Hidden within a bureaucracy, David Lang Rothschild had apparently infiltrated the borders of the United States and for the past nineteen years was operations manager at the Port of New York.  Steak dinner my ass! Kathy thought.  I'm going to fuck your brains out, my white knight."

A PARTNERSHIP

        It was a unorthodox relationship, feeding off one another to gain power and wealth as Lanchester  Commons became a major distributor of munitions around the country.  In turn, Gerber Lang used the present police chief to rid the person responsible for foiling his invasion.  Lang had followed young John's career over the years, discovering that John and Frank Carbone were responsible for initiating the death squad after locating Joe Helinski's cabin.  Peering through a small hole in the back window after following both men one evening, he witnessed the shooting of two men after they were tortured, revealing the location of drug money.  A few weeks later, Gerber approached John admitting he was his fathers connection during the 'old' days.  After several meetings, he convinced John that his father had been murdered by Joseph Helinski, who made Charles a scapegoat.  After a two day course in demolitions given by the aging Lang, John had the knowledge to construct the shoe-box bomb that took Joe Helinski's life a month later.  Gerber knew John was weak minded, carrying out orders without hesitation.  On the other hand, he knew Carbone was a forced to be reckoned with never discovering the link between Frank, Helena, and Joseph Helinski.  

The door bell rang just as Arty Paladino was coming out of the shower.  Wrapped in a loose bath towel, partially hidden behind the screen door, he purposely let it fall in front of the female mail carrier as he signed for the registered letter.    "Oops!"  He grinned as the carrier instinctively gazed down to look at his rock hard organ.  "Let me introduce you to Arty junior?"  He smiled.  Unexpectedly, the mail carrier swung the screen door open latching onto junior's helmet.  She gripped it like one would squeeze a tube of almost empty toothpaste.  "Nice to meet you Arty Junior,”  she beamed, flicking the tip with her index finger.  Junior immediately shrunk into pee pee mode, as Arty Senior hunched over banging his forehead on the screens door-door knob.  Flabbergasted, Arty screamed.  “You bitch!   Get away from me before I give you something you really need.  Fucking Dike!"  Chuckling as the mail carrier head for her vehicle, she flipped Arty the bird.  

Arthur Paladino was convinced that he was Gods gift to women and men alike.  Unlike Janet Scarpelli who earned her living turning tricks with either sex, and an occasional mammal.  Her performances were always carried out with class.  For the right price when Arty turned a trick, he would shove his massive member into anything with a hole.  Dead or alive.  His only satisfaction was to inflict pain on others, as well as himself.  Still feeling the affect from the letter carrier's assault, he finished dressing, ripping open the registered letter from his uncle.  In full detail, John described how he went about getting rid of Lesley Diamond at the marina.  The purpose of the letter was to warn his nephew to be vigilant.  Mike was no where to be found before the hit, nor had he surfaced.  He figured the crazy bastard had the balls to attack anyone on John's side of the family now.  "Phew!"  Arty groaned, stroking the shaft on his swollen penis.  “Fucking Dike bitch! …   And fuck you Mike Diamond." He growled tossing his uncles letter to the floor.  "Fuck your ol' lady and fuck your girlfriend too!  I hope you find the balls to show up.  He shout.  "Might as well make it a double play and take care of that bitch Kathy too.  Yeah, I'll do her just like I did that junky two years ago."  One of John's informants advised him that there was a new drug house in the area.  John gave his nephew the location with orders to rip off the dealers inside.  The night of the hit, Terry, a fourteen year old druggie was in the house babysitting, unaware there was twenty five grand stashed in the next room.  After breaking into the house, Andy forced the young girl to strip at knife point.  Pushing her face down over the back of the living room couch, he forced himself inside her from the rear.  He entered her with such force that the teenager started to scream.  The louder she screamed, the harder junior's staff got.  Frivolously, Arty grabbed her by the hair, yanking her head back until her terror filled eyes met his.  At the moment of climax, he slid the razor sharp blade across Terry's throat, severing her head from the rest of her body.  Arty moaned in ecstasy as the young girls bodily fluids spilled onto his erection.  Outstanding!"  he screamed, limp dick in hand.  Yeah!  I'll do that bitch Kathy the same way. He thought.  “Got your letter, uncle.  Been thinking about what you wrote.”  Arty said during a phone conversation the next morning.  “Think I'd rather just get on with it and do the mother fucker and his girlfriend now."  

        "Not over the phone nephew.  And not yet!"  John snapped.  “I need to know if he has anything that can hurt us.  I also want to make certain he's been working alone."  

        "This is bullshit!  Uncle John…  Besides, why am I asking your permission?"

        "Get a grip Arthur!  Hasn't life been good to you so far?  Come on.  We don't need to draw any attention to this department.  But you will if you start killing everybody in sight.  It'll all work out you'll see."  

        "Yeah, right!  Like the boat yard huh?"

        "At least I warned you nephew.  I don't know where the bastard is.  Hopefully he's hiding in some hole far away from here.  But like I said.  Just in case …  "

        "Yeah, yeah.  Have it your way uncle!  By the way; when am I going to meet this guy who's running the show?  Assholes been hiding behind you for years."  

        "Listen shit for brains, that's the way he wants it!  And I'd watch my mouth if I were you.  I've known him long enough to tell you he's no one to fuck with.  Just because your a little crazy,  well…  you ain't seen crazy until you've fucked with him. Now…  No more talk about killing this anyone, or meeting the boss.  Okay?"

        "Yeah, yeah, uncle!  Have it your way."  He barked, slamming the phone down and cracking the glass table top it was resting on.  “I ain't just gonna sit here quiet uncle.  That ain't gonna happen.” He screamed, tearing a fistful of hair from his head.  Racing out of the house, he head for a weapons vault he kept in a warehouse close by.  

        I was surprised when Kathy said she wasn't upset with me after I missed phoning her the next night.  Apparently, she was nursing a migraine brought on from staring at the monitor in 'the dungeon' and was relieved that I didn't call.  But tonight was her night, as she called it.  She expected me within the hour and no excuses this time or else! Unfortunately,  I wasn't in the mood for playing games tonight.  Nor would I tell her about my connection with the marina.   I realized the less she knew up till now, the better.  Kathy never wanted to be known as a home wrecker, sensing Mike had wanted her as much as she wanted him.  She was in lust with him and all she wanted was to feel him inside of her.  Just once.  

The file and dated photo of the mysterious Gerber Lang was stashed under her bedroom pillow.  The only way she was going to turn it over, was after they made love.  Blackmail or bribe, she didn't care what he called it.  He was going to have to fuck her brains out to get the info and screw that steak dinner.  Kathy was setting the stage for a romantic evening making hors d'oeuvres and chilling a bottle of Chablis when the knock at the door startled her.  Elated that he was early, she tripped over herself, then slowed to a cool walk, head back as she opened the door.  Hi Mike… oh!" she said surprised.  Half-smiling, frowning, greeted by a face she didn't recognize at first.  Suddenly, horrified, she knew who the stranger at her door was.  

I felt guilty about deceiving Kathy.  The only purpose for my visit tonight was to retrieve any information she had found.  And to chat, like I promised.  If I were going to have an affair and jeopardize my marriage, it would be on my grounds. I knew something was wrong as I neared her place.  A half dozen squad cars with gum balls ablaze where blocking the entrance to her apartment building.  I bolted past the watch officer flashing my police shield over head.  Once inside, the crime scene was unmistakable.  A few detectives milled around smoking, telling jokes, picking their noses, taking notes, and going through the refrigerator to see what was edible.  A police photographer was clicking away in her bedroom as the flash illuminated the hallway like a lightening storm at night.  Bolting towards her bedroom, I witnessed Kathy's twisted bloody body sprawled across the bed.  The last thing I remembered was grabbing my chest and falling to the floor sobbing.  I woke to a room full of cops and Big Frank staring down at me two days later in Phillips Memorial Hospital.  The big guy frowned when he asked how I was feeling.  Trying to sit up I cried,  “She's dead Frank!  Who did this?  Does anyone have any leads?"  Pushing me back down, the big guy said,  “Whoa there sonny!  Where da ya think your go'n?  Ya had a heart attack don't ya know.  Do you remember anything?"

        "I… I remember… oh my God Frank,  Kathy's dead!"  The sight of her bloodied naked body stretched across the bed flashed across my mind.  Her stomach appeared to be blown open, her intestines splattered across the room.  Her head was twisted to the side, to the point of decapitation.  Kathy's staring dead eyes met mine, silently screaming for help.    

During my recovery over the next few days I met with Doctor Jane down at the morgue.  She assured me that even though it wouldn't change the anguish I was going through, Kathy was already dead from her throat wound, seconds before the maniac pulled the trigger on a  9 MM. pistol he shoved up her vagina.  Janet's report was too much to bare.  For the next two days I drifted in and out of sleep falling into a deep depression.  On day three a burly voice woke me from a deep sleep.      “Welcome back kid."  Squinting to see who was standing over me I said, “Tell me something Frank.  Why is it that the only two times I've ever been unconscious in my life, I wake to see your fat face staring down at me?  Why is that?"  Frank grinned.   “Cause I love ya kid.  That's why!”  Handing me a bed pan he said, “C'mon, you're being discharged.  So long as you're able to piss in this chrome thing.  And not to worry kid.  We'll get the fucker who done this to Kathy.  You can count on it!"  Before being discharged later that day, I first had to be cleared by the police department shrink.  As I climbed into Big Franks Cadillac, I vowed to chicken choke the next mother-fucker who quoted the clique:  Time heals all wounds.  “Time ain't gonna heal a fucking thing!”  I shout as Frank ran around to the drivers side.  "That is; not until the sick scumbag who executed Kathy is eliminated."   

        "Executed?  What makes you think it was an execution?"

        "Remember when I said, it started back at the marina?  Kathy had been working on something for me and apparently uncovered something.  That's why I believe she was executed.  I also have a strong suspicion who did it.”  I slumped into a another depression when I discovered I had missed Kathy's funeral by a day.  By mid-week, the local news media announced that the sheriffs department, along with the Westchester County PBA joined forces offering a $20,000.00 reward for any information leading to the arrest and conviction of Kathy's murderer.  What the news media and the public didn't know was an additional $40,000.00 was put up by several Italian friends of mine who didn't give a 'hoot' about an arrest or a conviction.  To collect the cash, the killer had to turn up dead.  Two weeks later, I finally got my shit together and reported for  work.  The chief threatened me with disciplinary action at first, just to prove he was still in charge.  But, it was obvious that I was still a basket case, so for his own best interest, the prick decided to get off my ass for the time being.  A few days later I heard he ordered certain desk officers to keep notes on my condition.  I guess the shit-head figured it was a just a matter of time before I fucked up so he could bring charges against me.  At the time, I didn't give two-shits either.  All that mattered was to find Kathy's killer.  I also wasn't aware that the chief had made arrangements to have his nutty nephew take me out.  “His death gotta look like a suicide, nephew."  He explained.   “Its common knowledge that the mans distraught over his wife's and girl friends death.  I also heard he's been 'on the sauce' as well. So bide your time nephew. Like I told you.  It'll all come together very soon.  You'll see.”  

I was overjoyed at first when Lesley finally made contact, explaining how she was watching a flick at the local movie house when the explosion occurred.  Then she told me of her decision.  Unless I put my papers in and pull the plug, she was relocating to California until the divorce was finalized.  Naturally, I didn't want our marriage to end.  But, I couldn't agree to her ultimatum.  As my depression grew, I started having nightmares.  Even though I had decided to dismiss those past warnings, I now realized I opened a Pandora's box which endangered Lesley's life, destroying our boat, which killed two innocent yard workers, plus my good friend was horribly murdered, which led to my having a heart attack.  It was at this moment when I decided to stick around and finish what I unfortunately had started.   During the oncoming days, I started to hit the sauce heavy, hiding mini-liquor bottles along various parts of my beat.  Three weeks later, I stopped reporting to work ignoring several requests from my old pal Pearlman, ordering me to appear before the board of commissioners.  After disconnecting my kitchen phone by ripping it off the wall, it was the last thing I remembered.  Fed up after pounding on my front door for fifteen minutes the next afternoon, Frank kicked it in as someone from the next driveway shrieked. “Hey you!  I'm calling the cops!”  Frank couldn't decipher if it were a man or a woman's voice as he turned.  Pulling out his gold shield so Jim Perkins could get a good look at it, he growled.  “Don't waste your time good neighbor, the police are already here."  Frank found me unconscious at the bottom of the basement stairs.  Apparently, after ripping the kitchen phone off the wall, I lost my balance, falling backward through the open basement door, hitting my head on the concrete floor. 

        "Man. You stink!"  Frank said, pulling me up the stairway towards the bathroom.  Shoving me fully dressed under a cold water shower he barked, “Snap out of it kid!  It's time you got your shit together. You're jeopardizing whatever's left of your career son!"  Frank spent the next day and a half cleaning the mess I made of the house and getting me sober.  

        "Are we feeling better now sonny?"  Frank chuckled, insisting I finish my sixth cup of black coffee.  Digging my thumbs into my temples to ease the rock band that was playing in my head, I coughed.  “Fuck you Sarge!  Get out and let me be."  

        "Ah good then…  You're feeling better.  That great!  Now, feast your blood shot eyes on this my fine drunken friend!"  Frank said, tossing a brown manila envelope onto the kitchen table. On the front of the envelope was a cartoon of a cop holding up what appeared to be an old fashioned villain by the back of his shirt collar.  Dangling from the villains ankle was a black ball and chain with a Nazi insignia sketched in the center of the ball.  The caption below read, FOR MY WHITE KNIGHT.  Trying to clear my thoughts, I asked. “What's this about Frank?”  When I realized.  “Good God! It's…  it's from Kathy!"  

        "Yep.  It's from Kathy alright.  It's interesting evidence but I hardly believe she was killed over what's in it."  Frank replied sadly.  Brushing through the papers I said, “You sound as if you know who killed her Frank."  Suddenly, I came across a news clipping and a photo of that Aryan prick from the marina, standing alongside a prick I knew. 

        "I knew he was no cop!"  Frank said, sitting silently for a few minutes. "Although we were never introduced, I met him some years before during a brief encounter.  The chief had one of his private meets at the Lanchester Diner asking me to drop him off.  Lang was standing outside waiting.  Apparently impatient.  Wish I would have recognized him at the marina. And to answer your question.  Yes, I believe I do know who murdered your friend.  He's the prick standing next to Lang.  Kathy's first pinch and someone you're not too fond of."

        "That fucking screwball Arty Paladino!”

        “Non other.”   Frank replied.  

        “Are you involved in any of this Frank!" I questioned.

        "Don't be an jerk!  The guys nuts.  I should've recognized the M.O. after your friend was murdered.  He did it before.  There was a time when the three of us, John, me and his nephew were involved in ripping off drug dealers.  I'm not sure what took place one night.  All the crazy fucker was supposed to do was rip a couple of dealers off, then make a phone call to HQ screaming for help.  John and I responded to the phony call to make it look good.  When we arrived Arty was no where to be found but a young female was sprawled across a living room couch about the same way your friend …  uh, lets just say; when I seen the photo's of Kathy something clicked.  I wasn't sure until I started reviewing some old crime scene photo's.  There's no doubt in my mind that the crazy bastard took care of your friend because of the arrest you gave her.  My guess; Your on his wish list too."

        "And I thought I was doing her a favor”  I said bowing my head.  “By the way; How did the crime scene boys miss the envelope?"

        "They didn't.  You've got a few friends on the force that believe in you kid.  Fred Plotkin for one, the crime scene photographer.  He gave me the envelope after he read the caption.  Since he knew you were both close, I don't imagine he had a hard time deciphering who the white knight is.  He knows you're in some sort of jam.  Guess it's his way of helping out.”  Handing over a heavier second envelope Frank said.  “Here's my way of helping out.  But before you open that, I wanna square things with you.  Back at the cabin, I kind'a bullshit you about cleaning up the department and all.  

But now…  after the boat yard blast and Kathy…  Well…   you've got my word I'll do whatever it takes.  Besides, I'm done for.  I know I'm washed up.  And screw the money!  It's a Goddamn curse!  But ya gotta promise me that I can take care of John on my own.  If I'm still breathing when this is over,  I'll turn myself into the DA.  Deal?"  

        "I…   Deal if that's the way you want to play it!"  I replied holding out my hand.  “Who else Frank?  Who else is involved?"

        "Well, there was Tom O' Conner.  But he lost his head over it."  Frank chuckled.  Tom's partner, the idiot .Bob,  John, and your buddy Andy.  Oh yeah!  How could I forget?  There's that fella from the marina.  Like they say in the movies.  The man behind the scene.  Mr. big."



 
Besides the journal and several old photographs showing numbered wooden crates, the envelope contained several documents exposing Gerber Lang as a Nazi spy.  Another document, more like an old news clipping printed a year and a half after the war described both his parents, including his wife and son executed in Berlin.  No explanation followed. Another photo showed Gerber dressed in a dark pin stripe suit.  At that time he was a town official within Thomasville, New York.  Another news clipping mentioned how a large radar installation survived a massive explosion that killed a dozen  townspeople.  After an investigation by the military along with the state police the report filed claimed the explosion was accidental.  A separate editorial several days later mentioned something about a missing Thomasville tax collector.  Although, nothing tied Lang to the explosion at the radar station.  “I guess Joe presumed Lang was killed along with everyone else."  Frank said, instructing me to have another look in Kathy's envelope this time.  At the bottom of a document with an official letterhead the name Rothschild appeared.  A letter of recommendation signed by John Paladino, Chief of Police of Lanchester Commons, New York was addressed to a Mr. Robert Palumbo.  Now deceased, Palumbo was a high ranking New York City official at the time, in charge of Human Resources.  According to Kathy's paperwork, he was also John Paladino's brother in law.  "Well well."  Frank sighed.  “Looks like your friend did a good job for you son.  You'll get an indictment with this stuff."

        "Indictment?"  I replied.  “Not if I can help it."

 GOOD NEWS TRAVELS SLOW

        The door buzzer woke the three siblings simultaneously.  Peering though the peep-hole Janet Scarpelli mumbled. “Who is it?  Who ever it is, do you realize it's 5:15 in the frigging morning!"

        "Ah…  yes ma'am.  I do know what time it is.  For that, I do apologize"  The southern drawl answered from the other side.  “My names Lieutenant John Danzy ma'am.  I'm with the Navy Department.  Would y'all please open the door ma'am.  I believe I have something of vital importance to discuss with y'all"  

Janet opened the front door gazing at a man who she immediately knew she would like to spend the rest of her life with.  She didn't know if it was his deep blue eyes, or his gentlemanly mannerism that did it for her.  But, Wow!  She thought.  This guy's hot!   The lieutenant thanked her for opening the door, apologizing again.  "Ma'am, I am truly sorry for any inconvenience you may be suffering for arising so early this fine morning."  Mesmerized with the six foot two hunk she stuttered,   “Uh…  Please…  please come in sergeant and grab a…  take a seat.”   He chuckled, explaining the difference between Navy and Army ratings.  It's Lieutenant ma'am.  Is there anyone else at home just now ma'am?  I believe they would like to hear the news I bring."  After a quick introduction, Janet put on a pot of coffee and the three siblings were directed to a corner sofa by the officer.

        "My my. I do like a man that takes charge."  Janet said blushing.

Red-faced he replied, “If y'all aren't familiar with the Navy Departments procedure, MIA doesn't mean that those servicemen are presumed dead.  I am aware that y'all lost family in Vietnam Nam.  I myself grieve for a brother. With the governments blessing, a covert team went back and searched for MIA's several weeks ago.  After a short firefight, they brought home a dozen American officers.  I am delighted to tell y'all that your brother, Lieutenant Phil Scarpelli, was one of the survivors.  After his recovery at the base hospital and a short interrogation… uh, debriefing, he will be joining y'all very soon."  

        "I can't believe it!"  Janet cried, hugging the bearer of good news.  

        "Unbelievable!"  Teddy gleamed pulling Lesley to her feet.  Be happy sis.  Philips coming home!"  Overwhelmed with what has been happening in her life, she broke down and collapsed.  Simultaneously, Janet, Ted, and the bashful good-looking lieutenant caught Lesley before she hit the floor.  As soon as Lesley regained her composure, the four of them rejoiced in a huddle, shouting and praising God for the miracle, while the rest of the sleep deprived residents shouted obscenities out into the hall.  

        "I'm gonna fix us some drinks.  Join us Lieutenant?  Please."  Ted beamed, sprinting towards the liquor cabinet.

        "Well, it's a tad early for me y'all.  But, hey!  Don't let me stop y'all from celebrating." 

        “Oh please John.  Just one itsy bitsy drinky poo?"  Janet purred,

        "Well then…  why not!  I'd be honored to share in your joy."  

        "Great!"  Janet beamed, suddenly kissing the Lieutenant firmly on the lips as that warm fuzzy feeling came over them.  It was a cozy and good feeling.  One that she never experienced before.  At that moment, the bashful officer from the Navy Department fell in love.  

        "God Bless America and its outstanding servicemen!"  The lieutenant shout, holding up his fourth glass of Campaign. 

        "God Bless Family!" Lesley cried, patting tears of joy with the back of her hand.

        "If I can make the proper arrangements.  And I'm sure I can.  How do you folks feel about flying out to Edwards Air Force Base and catching up with your brother?  As long as I accompany y'all, Uncle Sam will pick up the tab. 

        "No kidding?  Wow, for sure."  All three beamed.  "And I end up with a free ride back to California!"  Ted grinned. 

        "Outstanding!"  The lieutenant said, directing a separate smile towards Janet.  Frowning for an instance he added.      "I must warn y'all.  You must be prepared to greet a different brother.  He's not the same young man y'all knew before.  He's much older in more ways then one.  To be quite honest, it will be a long road to recovery."

        "Recovery?  Has he been wounded?"  Janet asked.  

        "He recovered from his crash in the jungle sometime ago ma'am.  Then tortured for some time but, his current wounds aren't physical.  The trauma he experienced may have pushed him over the edge.  In fact, no one's certain if he can still understand or speak English anymore.  At least he wasn't a married man when his jet went down.  Some of the other men's wives have remarried and have new families.  Embarrassing mess, I'm sorry to say.  Well… I must take my leave.  I thank y'all for your hospitality and do apologize once again for relieving y'all of your sleep.  I'll be contacting y'all in a few days."  Ted came over, put his arm around the officer kissing him on the cheek.  “Thank you sir.  Thank you for bringing cheer into our lives today.  Will be waiting to hear from you."  Running into the bedroom to put on a quick change of clothing, Janet huffed,  "Let me walk you downstairs Lieutenant."  Once in the lobby she smiled.  “May I thank you once again for the good news?"

        "Isn't that ironic ma'am."  He smiled, pulling her towards him.  “I was just about to ask you to do just that.”     

Frank knew Helena was stubborn.  It wouldn't be an easy task convincing her to stay put at the big house until this business was all over.  He explained, for the time being, he had drawn the chiefs focus away from her admitting he was now in possession of the journal.  He went on to explain that a meeting would be set up, hoping to resolve the matter once and for all.      

        "Listen you stubborn …  It's the way its has to be until it's safe for you to go back home."  Frank bellowed on the drive upstate.  "Ya know, we've  both done a few unscrupulous things in our lives mom.  I'm willing to pay for my mistakes, but I couldn't handle anything happening to you.  Being raised without a dad and you losing a husband was payback enough.”  It was near midnight by the time Frank arrived back at Mike's.  The house was dark and seemingly empty.  Although, the scent of cigarette smoke signaled someone was home.  After a room by room search, Frank head for the finished basement, weapon drawn.  As he entered the darkness, a dull orange glow from a cigarette appeared to be suspended in mid-air at the far end. 

        "Don't shoot son.  It's Frank!" 

        "Come ahead pops. I knew it was you the minute you walked through the front door.  You got a heavy foot."   Feeling his was through the darkness, until he found the wall switch, he replied. “Well this heavy foot's gonna get shoved up your ass if you pull anymore of that drunken bullshit.  Got it!" 

        "I'm done with that Frank."  

        "How comes your sit'n down here in the dark?"

        "Felt like being alone with my thoughts.  That's all."

        "Isn't that what got you into trouble in the first place?  Thinking to hard alone?" 

        "I guess so …  Besides, now I am alone.  Lesley's heading for California to stay with her fag brother.  Probably for the best.  Said my lifestyle was going to kill her."

        "She could be right ya know. Your lifestyle right about now ain't worth a crap.  Listen up.  Our friend in HQ believes Lesley's dead.  So maybe a trip out west ain't such a bad idea.  Ya know; outta sight outta mind.  Outta the way of stray bullets and bombs.  If you survive this cluster-fuck, they'll be time for her later."

        "I… I guess your right.  I guess I ain't the safest person to be around right now."

        "Well, I don't know how long anyone might stay healthy standing to close to me either son.  Especially since I told Johnny boy I had the journal."

        "Johnny boy huh?"  I chuckled.  “Listen man…  We need a plan."

        "Yep!  Already thought one up.  All I gotta do is convince John and his nutty nephew that I killed you in self-defense after I discovered you murdered O'Connor.  I'll say you ran into O'Connor and discovered the money he was carrying intended for Helena.  An argument broke out which turned into gun play then you killed O'Connor, taking off with the loot.  I'll say; I was worried about you and went to your place to check on things.  You were depressed and acting weird.  I'll say; I seen the cash on a table then after you told me what happened, you pulled a gun.  The rest's history.  What'd ya think?  I hope it's believable cause I can't think of another fuck'n thing to get us outta this mess."

        "And what about you?  How are you going to keep yourself from getting killed?  You've admitted you have the journal.  He knows there's plenty of evidence in that book to fry his ass along with Arty's.  You know him and his nephew will make a move against you sooner or later."

        "I know he'll be cautious since he doesn't know my intentions.  And I'll bet my pension the pricks already thought  of a way to set me up.  Except this time, I'm calling the shots.  A munitions shipment is due at the docks tonight.  After we load up and we're on our way to the cabin I'll convince him; for the right price, I'll hand everything over.  I'll tell him to bring someone else along. Just in case he don't trust me."

        "His nephew?"

        "Not likely buddy boy.  His nephew's gonna be your problem.  Once I tell John I killed you, you can bet your ass Arty will show up to check out my story.  Just remember one thing.  You may have disarmed him way back when, but that don't mean he'll let you get away with a second time.  He's a crazy killer so you'd better be ready for him.  The other person I'm talk'n about is the boss. John's gonna have to convince Mr. big to see this shipment all the way through, or no deal.

        "Well…  Good luck with that!  As far as Andy; I'll be ready for the fucker since I don't have any intentions of trying to disarm him this time."  I said.  As Frank sketched a crude map of a deserted logging trail that went around the back of the cabin, he said.  "Remember,  I'm counting on you bud.  So don't get your ass killed. Okay? And memorize this drawing or you'll get lost for sure.  Remember, as soon as you take Arty out, get your ass to the cabin as fast as you can.  I've already accepted the fact that I may be spending the rest of my life in prison.  But, I haven't given much thought on getting killed."

        "Don't worry about me holding up my end Frank.  You just take care of yourself."

        "Ah shucks; you care."  Frank smirked.  Just before the big guy left, I offered a handshake. “Well buddy boy.  If this all goes to shit; guess I'll see ya in hell.”  Calculation I had about an hour before the shit hit the fan, I showered then wolfed down a hearty breakfast of corn flakes followed with two double shots of Bourbon.  No sooner had I downed the  second shot, when an inner voice accused me of being frightened.  Go ahead, have another belt asshole.  “Shut up!”  I barked, cupping my hands over my ears.  Yep.  You're gonna die today.  Their gonna find you shot full of holes, then pin all kinds of shit on you.  “Shut up!”  I screamed this time, bringing the bottle to my lips.  Put it down!  Put it down asshole. Unless you want to die!  You're a big hero remember that.  "Ha!" I laughed.  “Except I'm so far over my head this time, I may never see daylight again.”   For awhile I thought I was losing my mind, screaming as loud as I could. Several minutes later, a shotgun carrying neighbor was banging on my front door.

        "Open up Mike!"  Perkins cried, banging the shotguns rubber butt against the door.  

        "Huh… What's up Jimmy?" I asked nonchalantly. 

        "Who was that holler'n?"  

        "Ah…   Burnt myself on a hot water pipe in the basement.  Got it fixed now and thanks for your concern Jimmy.  By the way, what's with the gun?  Didn't think a guy like you cared for weapons."  Embarrassed, Perkins replied.  “To be honest neighbor.  You and your wife…  well, you scare me.  I just bought this thing two weeks ago.  Strange things going on round here lately.  To many strangers about.  Know what I mean?"  

        "Yeah.  Whatever Jimmy."  I answered slamming the door.

        "Hey Mike!  Hold on will ya?"  Perkins asked from my porch.  “How about my bike?  Have you decided when I can pick her up?"

        "Sorry Jimmy"  I replied.  “Don't seem to know what you're talking about."

        "What!  Why you… you…   Indian giver!'  He shout.  “What about all them favors I did for you and your wife?  The key in the black rock.  Watching your house while you were away.  Stuff like that.  What about the phone calls in the middle of the night.  What about them?  You promised to sell me that bike!"

        "Easy neighbor!"  I frowned swinging the front door open.  “All I can say is thanks for being such a good neighbor. In the meantime; Go and fuck yourself you simple son of a bitch before I show you what kind of a nasty mood I'm in."

        "You threatened me!  Okay sucker!"  Perkins jeered.  “This ain't over, believe you me.  You're messing with the wrong man."

        "Man?  Is that what you are?  You gotten be kidding."  I replied, slamming the door again.  Within minutes after Frank spun his yarn about getting the drop on me, John phoned his nephew ordering him to verify the story.  Asking Frank to stay close, John then phoned Gerber, explaining the details of Franks arrangements.
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